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Izvleček
Eden glavnih ciljev raziskav v meteorologiji je izboljšanje kvalitete napovedi vremena. Numerično napovedovanje vremena (ang. Numerical Weather Prediction
- NWP) predstavlja problem začetnih pogojev. Za izboljšanje NWP so predvsem
potrebna kvalitetna opazovanja atmosfere, ki so osnova za pripravo začetnih pogojev
za napoved.
Trenutno glavna slabost globalnega opazovalnega sistema je pomankanje direktnih opazovanj profilov vetra. Informacija o vetru je posebej pomembna v tropskih
predelih in tudi v zmernih zemljepisnih širinah za predstavitev procesov na majhnih skalah. To luknjo v opazovanjih, bo delno zapolnil Aeolus, satelit Evropske
vesoljske agencije, ki predstavlja prvi sistem za merjenje vetra iz vesolja z Dopplerjevim lidarjem. Aeolus je bil uspešno izstreljen 21.8.2018. Lidar na Aeolus meri
radialno komponento hitrosti gibanja delcev in molekul zraka, ki jo določa usmerjenost žarka lidarja, med tlemi in višino približno 30 km. Glavni produkt sistema
je meritev hitrosti HLOS (ang. Horizontal Line-of-sight), ki predstavlja projekcijo radialne komponente hitrosti na horizontalno ravnino, pri predpostavki, da je
vertikalna hitrost zanemarljiva. Dosedanje študije so pokazale, da bo uporaba opazovanj Aeolus zanesljivo prispevala h izboljšanju napovedi vremena z globalnimi
modeli.
Disertacija se ukvarja z vplivom opazovanj sistema Aeolus v modelih na omejenem območju (ang. limited area models - LAM), ki do sedaj ni raziskan. Glede
na velikost območja LAM, dolžino uporabne napovedi in število opazovanj HLOS,
ni jasno kakšen je pričakovan vpliv opazovanj Aeolus.
Tipična horizontalna ločljivost opazovanj Aeolus je 90 km, kar je značilno večja
razdalja kot je tipična ločljivost LAM, ki je nekaj km. Opazovanja Aeolus so
kljub temu lahko zelo pomembna, saj v splošnem opazovanj vetra ni veliko (npr.
nad oceani) in poleg tega, sistem Aeolus omogoča procesiranje opazovanj na višji
ločljivosti. V okviru disertacije je razvit nov sistem za napovedovanje vremena, ki
je osnovan na metodi ansambel Kalman filtra in je sklopljen z modelom ECMWF.
Sistem se je uporabil pri analizi vpliva opazovanj vetra tipa HLOS v primerjavi z
opazovanji celotnega vektorja horizontalnega vetra, oziroma njegovih dveh komponent.
Povezanost kovariance napak prvega približka z lastnostmi toka v atmosferi,
predstavlja pomemben faktor pri asimilaciji opazovanj HLOS. To je bilo prikazano
na primeru hladne fronte v Severnem Atlantiku, kjer se je izkazalo, da je lahko
asimilacija opazovanja HLOS, v nekaterih primerih bolj učinkovita kot asimilacija
opazovanja celotnega vektorja vetra. Povprečen vpliv opazovanj HLOS na pripravo
začetnih pogojev za LAM, je bil ovrednoten z vrsto eksperimentov OSSE (ang.
Observing System Simulation Experiments). Pri tem se je povprečni vpliv opazovanj
HLOS primerjal s povprečnim vplivom vektorja vetra, njegovih komponent in tudi
temperature. Rezultati so pokazali, da je vpliv HLOS, ki je nagnjen za 30◦ severno
iz zonalne smeri, linearno porazdeljen med zonalno in meridionalno komponento
vetra. Vpliv multivariatnih lastnosti sistema pri asimilaciji HLOS je v povprečju
majhen. Kljub temu se je izkazalo, da opazovanja HLOS omogočajo pripravo bolj
kvalitetnih analiz v zonalnem vetru, kot v primeru kjer se asimilira le meridionalni
veter. Podobno, opazovanja HLOS omogočajo pripravo bolj kvalitetnih analiz v
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meridionalnem vetru, kot v primeru kjer se asimilira le zonalni veter.
V namen preučevanja vpliva povečane ločljivosti opazovanj Aeolus na njihove
lastnosti, se je pripravila vrsta eksperimentov občutljivosti. Eksperimenti so bili
narejeni z simulatorjem Aeolus, kjer so bila vhodna polja pripravljena s pomočjo
kompozicije globalne napovedi na visoki ločljivosti Evropskega centra za srednjeročno
napoved (ECMWF) in satelitskimi meritvami optičnih lasnosti atmosfere sistema
CALIPSO. Napaka opazovanj vetra, ocenjenega iz gibanja aerosolov in hidrometeorjev (veter Mie), je relativno neodvisna od njihove horizontalne ločljivosti. Za
horizontalno ločljivost v intervalu 30-90 km je napaka opazovanj med 1 in 1.2 m s−1 .
Ti rezulati napovedujejo, da je za pripravo začetnih polj za LAM največji vpliv
pričakovati iz opazovanj vetra Mie.

Ključne besede:misija Aeolus, horizontalna komponenta radialnega vetra, mezoskalni
sistem za asimilacijo, metoda ansabel Kalman filtra
PACS:42.68.Wt, 92.70.Pq, 92.60.Fm, 92.60.H-, 92.60.Gn, 92.60.Wc
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Abstract
A continuous improvement of weather prediction is the most important activity
of the most of meteorological research. Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) is
the initial value problem, in addition dependent on the quality of numerical model.
The NWP improvements rely substantially on the quality atmospheric observations.
They are needed in the process of data assimilation that prepares initial conditions
for the model forecast.
The lack of observations of wind profiles is currently the main shortcoming of the
Global Observing System (GOS). The wind information is crucial in the tropics and
for small-scale processes in the extra-tropics. On 22 August 2018, a long awaited
ESA’s mission, the Aeolus satellite has been launched, which marks the beginning
of the new era of measuring winds using lidars from space. Aeolus will measure
the so-called horizontal line-of-sight (HLOS) winds below about 30 km. This is
the wind component measured in the direction of the pointing lidar and projected
horizontally. The line of sight is defined by the azimuth angle from the north which
is in the midlatitudes around 60o . Winds are retrieved from the light scattered on
the air molecules (Rayleigh winds) and on the air particles such as aerosols and
cloud particulates (Mie winds).
The HLOS Aeolus winds are expected to improve the forecast skill in global
models. The potential of HLOS winds in limited area models (LAMs), the main
objective of this thesis, has not been yet addressed. As LAMs simulate small-scale
processes, their initialization requires higher resolution observations compared to
global models. Even though the Aeolus data with its default horizontal resolution
of 90 km can not provide many profiles for the use in a LAM domain, they may be
valuable due to the lack of wind profiles. In addition, it is possible to increase the
HLOS horizontal resolution at the expense of the data accuracy. The main goal of
the thesis is to assess the potential of the HLOS winds in comparison to the zonal
and meridional wind components and the full wind information in a LAM domain
over Europe and northern Atlantic. As a single HLOS observation contains some
information on both the zonal and meridional wind components, its impact in the
assimilation will project on both components depending on the azimuth and data
assimilation modelling, especially the covariances of the background errors which
define the spreading of observed information in the model space.
The impact of HLOS profiles in a LAM was addressed using the ensemble data
assimilation that provides flow-dependent background error covariance. A novel
system built for the thesis is based on the 50-member ensemble using the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model and the Ensemble Adjustment Kalman
Filter (EAKF), nested in the state-of-the-art operational ensemble prediction system
of the European Centre for medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).
The flow-dependent representation of the background-error covariances has been
shown crucial for the assimilation of HLOS. This was demonstrated on the case of
a cold front in the North Atlantic. It was also shown that the assimilation of HLOS
winds in special cases with the EAKF may be more useful than the assimilation of
full wind vector. An average potential of HLOS winds was investigated using a series
of Observing System Simulation Experiments (OSSEs) that compared the impact of
simulated HLOS data with the impact of full wind and its two wind components as
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well as temperature observations. Results show that the impact of HLOS winds is
linearly distributed between the zonal and meridional wind components as defined
by the applied azimuth of 30◦ from the zonal direction. The multivariate coupling
has been found on average weak. Despite a weak multivariate impact, the HLOS
winds have been shown promising as they provide better analysis in the zonal wind
component compared to the case when only meridional winds are assimilated, and
a better impact on the meridional wind compared to the assimilation of the zonal
wind component only.
The impact of increased resolution of Aeolus observations was addressed using sensitivity experiments with the Aeolus simulator and a global high resolution
(T3999) 10-day forecast of ECMWF coupled with the CALIPSO satellite observations of optical properties of the atmosphere. It is found that the Mie winds are less
sensitive on the changes in the accumulation length used to prepare a single HLOS
profile then the Rayleigh winds. In particular, the Mie wind observation error is
found rather constant with amplitude 1-1.2 m s−1 for the range of the accumulation
lengths between 30 km and 90 km. These results suggest a significant tuning potential of the Aeolus retrieval for the need of weather prediction with high-resolution
LAMs.

Keywords: Aeolus satellite, horizontal line-of-sight winds, limited-area modelling,
ensemble Kalman filter data assimilation
PACS: 42.68.Wt, 92.70.Pq, 92.60.Fm, 92.60.H-, 92.60.Gn, 92.60.Wc
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NWP

Numerical Weather Prediction

OSSE

Observation System Simulation Experiment

PDF
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Numerical weather prediction is the initial value problem. The initial conditions
(ICs) are prepared in the process of data assimilation where information from the
latest model forecast and observations are optimally combined (e.g Kalnay, 2003,
Chapter 5). The most accurate information about the current state of the atmosphere is provided by observations. Their spatial and temporal coverage is however
limited. Furthermore, observations are not accurate, but contain errors of various
sources (Daley, 1991, Chapter 1). First is the instrument error which is a function of
the instrument design and the environment in which it operates. The more specific
is the error of representativeness which can be interpreted as the level of misinterpretation of the observed information on small spatial and temporal scales. Finally,
error can arise due to human imperfect operation with instruments. On the other
hand, the information of the current state of the atmosphere is also imperfect. It
is provided by numerical weather prediction (NWP) model forecast initialized at
earlier time. Data assimilation cycling (Figure 1.1) refers to the process in which
the information from observations and forecast are optimally combined to produce
analysis, improved initial conditions, used for the next model run.

Figure 1.1: Data assimilation cycling: process of optimally combining information from observations and previous model forecast into an improved initial conditions for the next model
run. From Lahoz et al. (2010).
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Improvements of NWP consist of the improvement of the numerical model and
improvement of ICs. The latter is critically dependent on the quality of available
observations of the atmosphere. In the Global Observation System (GOS) observations are not distributed uniformly. Significantly more observations of temperature,
pressure and humidity is provided every day then observations of wind (Baker et
al., 2014).
The lack of wind observations is going to be somewhat reduced by the ESA’s
Aeolus mission (ESA, 1999). The Doppler wind lidar mounted on the satellite
platform will provide the global profiles of wind observations soon after its launch on
21 August 2018. Aeolus, however, will not provide the full wind vector information
but rather a single component of the horizontal wind along the line of sight. Several
studies showed a significant potential of such new wind profiles in global NWP
models.
As outlined in the rest of this chapter, this thesis investigates the potential of
single wind component observations in a limited area model for NWP using the
ensemble data assimilation methodology.

1.1

The need for quality wind information

Observations in GOS are typically classified into two categories: mass-field observations (temperature, pressure and humidity) and observations of wind. The distinction between wind and mass information is relevant due to dynamical properties of
the rotating flow on the sphere.
The atmosphere always works towards the state of vertically hydrostatic and
horizontally geostrophic balance (Holton, 2004). The unbalanced state is returned
to balance by the adjustment process via the excitation of inertio-gravity waves. This
adjustment is fundamental to the proper formulation of data-assimilation schemes.
A good assimilation increment (i.e. the difference between the analysis and the
previous forecast) should ideally correspond closely to the result of an adjustment
process (Žagar et al., 2004b). For a midlatitude single mass or wind observation,
assimilation increments are forced to obey a close geostrophic balance between the
mass and the wind field increments (e.g. Courtier et al., 1988; Gustafsson et al.,
2001). The horizontal structure of the increments largely resembles those of the
adjusted states from analytical and numerical solutions of the linearized shallowwater equation on an f-plane (Barwell and Bromley, 1988).
A useful parameter describing the process of adjustment is the Rossby radius
of deformation, λR . In the barotropic fluid, it is defined as the ratio
√ of the phase
speed of pure gravity waves and the Coriolis parameter f , λR = gH/f , where H
represents the depth of the fluid. The Rossby radius defines the horizontal length
scale λ over which the initial imbalance is relaxed. In the tropics, λR → ∞ and the
wind has the crucial role in initializing equatorial waves (e.g. Žagar et al., 2004a).
In the mid-latitudes the mass-field observations are more important. Overall, in
numerical models that simulate processes at smaller scales and for tropical regions,
wind observations are more important than mass observations.
The lack of the quality measurement of the three-dimensional wind is one of
the major weaknesses of the current GOS system (Baker et al., 2014). These are,
significant amount of uncertainty exists in the current wind field analyses in NWP
models. One way to estimate the uncertainty in the wind field is by differences
16

1.1. The need for quality wind information
between various analyses produced by independent operational data assimilation
systems, as shown by the example in Fig. 1.2.

Figure 1.2: The root-mean-square (RMS) difference of 300 hPa wind speed in m s−1 . The
difference is between analyses produced by ECMWF and the NCEP GFS for the period of JanSep in 2011. Included are all daily analyses provided at 00 and 12 UTC. The RMS difference
represents a proxy of a real analysis error of the wind speed. From Baker et al. (2014).

The white dots over the land in the North Hemisphere are related with the small
uncertainty as a result of observations of wind profiles from radiosondes. Wind
observations from the aircraft network also contribute to smaller uncertainties, as
seen by the smaller differences over the areas across the Atlantic ocean and Pacific
with the densest flight routes. On the other hand, relatively large differences up
to 6 m s−1 are found in tropics, but also in the South Hemisphere (up to 4 m s−1 ).
This is in part related with the sparseness of quality wind information available over
these areas.

Figure 1.3: The contribution of mass and wind observations in reducing the 24-hour forecast
error in the ECMWF data assimilation system. The relative contribution expressed in % is
presented in terms of the total number of observations (blue) and on a per-observation basis
(yellow). From Källén et al. (2010).
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Another example of the relative importance of mass and wind observations for the
NWP is shown in Fig. 1.3 based on ECMWF system. The assimilated observations
are classified into those provided from satellites or from conventional instruments.
For each of these the relative importance of mass and wind observations was distinguished. The contribution of conventional observations to the improvement of the
24-hour forecast is relatively well-balanced in terms of their impact on wind and mass
fields. There is about 15% improvement due to conventional observations and 28%
per-observation (impact divided by the number of observations) representing the relative importance of a single observation. On the other hand, forecast improvements
due to satellite observations is mainly in the mass field as they dominate satellite
observations. When the value of a single wind observation is used as a measure
(yellow histogram), wind observations are clearly more important. This suggests
that even-though the space-based observing systems provide enormous amount of
observations, any future wind observation network is essential for NWP.

1.2

Global observation system

Examples of GOS observations of a variety of quantities are shown in Fig. 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Global Observing System (GOS) consists of facilities on land, at sea, in the air
and in outer space. From http://www.wmo.int.

Mass observations have a good spatial and temporal coverage and represent the
largest part of GOS. At ECMWF about 70 million of observations are used every 12
hours (EUMETSAT/ECMWF, 2016). These are primarily from satellites, obtained
by measuring the net radiation emitted, scattered and reflected from the earth surface and the atmosphere. An example of the spatial (and temporal) coverage of the
multi-channel microwave radiometer (AMSUA) is shown in Fig. 1.5. As can be seen,
the number of observations from several satellites is of the order of half a million in a
period of 6 hours. Apart from satellite observations, conventional observations such
as radiosonde, synoptic, aircraft and marine observations, are also available. Their
spatial distribution is sparse as shown for radiosondes in Fig. 1.6 and for aircrafts
in Fig. 1.8.
Wind observations are currently limited to a short list of available systems. The
only system providing the vertical profiles of wind observations is the network of
18
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Figure 1.5: Observations of radiances from satellites using the instrument AMSUA. The
coverage is valid for 22nd of May 2018 at 12 UTC (±3 hours). From https://www.ecmwf.
int/en/forecasts/quality-our-forecasts/monitoring-observing-system.

Figure 1.6: Radiosonde observations valid for 22 May 2018 at 12 UTC. Similar coverage is
at 00 UTC. Few radiosonde data is available at 06 UTC and 18 UTC. From https://www.
ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/quality-our-forecasts/monitoring-observing-system.

sondes (e.g. radiosondes, dropsondes). Their amount is rather small and they are
mostly available over populated areas as shown in Fig. 1.6.
The largest amount of wind observations is provided as the Atmospheric Motion
Vectors (AMVs) (e.g Forsythe, 2007). The AMVs are derived by tracing clouds
and spatial patterns of water vapour using the sequence of satellite images. Images
used are mostly provided by the geostationary satellites (e.g. Meteosat, GOES,
Himawari) that allow for a relatively good temporal resolution (about 15 minutes
for Meteosat or even 5 minutes over some areas) but also a good spatial resolution
(several kilometers). Several low earth orbit (LEO) satellites are used to estimate
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AMVs even in the polar regions, due to their overlapping orbits. AMVs can be
produced in infrared (IR) window, water vapour absorption (WV) band and the
visible (VIS) channel. The spatial coverage of available AMVs in IR on a random
day is shown in Fig. 1.7(a and c). The number of observations is significant, with
∼ 106 AMVs in IR every 6 hours (less in WV and VIS). However, the amount of
AMVs that is actually used in NWP is significantly lower (Fig. 1.7, b and d). The
main reason for such a large data rejection is the fact that AMVs are prone to several
specific sources of errors among which the most significant is the assignment of wind
vector height and assumptions that clouds and water vapour all move with wind
and that AMVs should actually be taken as layer observations (e.g. Schmetz et al.,
1993; Nieman et al., 1997). The impact of AMVs on the NWP is, however, of high
value, especially in tropical regions and South Hemisphere (e.g. Forsythe, 2007).

Figure 1.7: (a and c) The spatial coverage of atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs) provided in infrared and valid on 2 May 2018 at 12 UTC (±3 hours). (b and d) AMVs used
in NWP at ECMWF. (a and b) AMVs from geostationary satellites and (c and d) from
polar satellites. From https://www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/quality-our-forecasts/
monitoring-observing-system.

Observations of wind are also provided by the global network of aircrafts. The
global Aircraft Meteorological DAta Relay (AMDAR) programme was initiated by
the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) (e.g. Painting, 2003). The AMDAR
system uses the existing onboard sensors, computers and communication to provide
meteorological data to ground stations. It provides the measurement of temperature and wind speed and direction on a high temporal resolution (every 7 minutes)
along the flight path of airplanes. Other aircraft-based observations exist such as
PIlot REPorts (PIREP) and AIRcraft REPorts (AIREP) that may not be available
continuously but on special occasions such as severe turbulence, tropical cyclones
etc. The available network of the aircraft data on a single day is shown in Fig. 1.8.
At ECMWF the wind observation system that is assimilated is nicelly visualized
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Figure 1.8: Aircraft observations used at ECMWF on 2 May 2018 at 12 UTC
(±3 hours). From https://www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/quality-our-forecasts/
monitoring-observing-system.

in Fig. 1.9. As presented so far, the coverage is not homegenous horizontally but
also not in vertical.

Figure 1.9: Illustration of the direct wind observing system that is assimilated at ECMWF
from late 2016. From https://www.ecmwf.int/en/about/media-centre/science-blog/
2018/improving-forecasts-new-wind-data-esas-aeolus-mission.

Of significant importance for global analyses is the surface wind due to the interaction between ocean and the atmosphere. Winds drive the oceanic motions which
affect back the atmosphere through fluxes of heat, moisture, gases and particulates.
Measuring of the ocean surface winds is possible using satellite scatterometers, essentially microwave radar instruments, by indirect technique. The wind stress over
the ocean generates waves which change the surface roughness. This is detected by
radar (e.g. Naderi et al., 1991). Scatterometers are the only system that provides
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quality measurements of wind speed and direction in both clear-sky and cloudy
conditions. The coverage of scatterometer observations assimilated at ECMWF is
shown in Fig. 1.10.

Figure 1.10:
Scatterometer observations used at ECMWF on 2nd of May 2018
at 12 UTC. From https://www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/quality-our-forecasts/
monitoring-observing-system.

1.3

The new hope: The Aeolus mission

The Atmospheric Dynamic Mission (ADM) Aeolus presents one of the four Earth
Explorer core missions selected by ESA in 1998. The Aeolus (initially ADM-Aeolus)
mission will demonstrate the potential to measure atmospheric wind using the
Doppler lidar technology from space (Stoffelen et al., 2005). As such, the Aeolus platform will be the first wind lidar in space. As stated in the core document
of ESA’s Report for Mission Selection (ESA, 1999) “the primary goal of Aeolus is
to provide improved analyses of the global three-dimensional wind field by demonstrating the capability to correct for the major deficiency in wind-profiling of the
current GOS and Global Climate Observing System (GCOS)”.
The core instrument of the Aeolus system is a Doppler lidar instrument ALADIN (Atmospheric Laser Doppler Instrument) (ESA, 1999). The lidar is emitting
the laser light in the near ultraviolet part of the spectrum at 355 nm. This is
backscattered on molecules, aerosol and larger particulates in the atmosphere. The
Doppler shift of the backscattered frequency spectrum is directly associated with the
motion of targets. Aeolus measures the component of the wind in the direction of
the pointing lidar, the so-called line-of-sight (LOS) (Fig. 1.11). The main product
of the system is the horizontal line-of-sight (HLOS) wind, which represents LOS’s
horizontal component.
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Figure 1.11: (a) Aeolus measurement geometry in a burst-mode and (b) later adopted
continuous-mode. See text for more information. From Tan et al. (2008).

1.3.1

Measurement geometry and the satellite orbit

The choice of the Aeolus orbit was largely affected by the mission requirements
such as the observations’ expected precision (error). This is largely driven by the
precision of a current wind observation system (e.g. radiosondes). The Aeolus base
requirement is that the precision must be less than 1.2 m s−1 below 2 km altitude,
1.8 m s−1 between 2 and 16 km and 3 m s−1 above (Stoffelen et al., 2005; Dabas
et al., 2008). An important constraint, on the other hand, is the 3-year expected
lifetime. Taking both of these factors into account Aeolus is put into a low-altitude
orbit at 320 km as shown in Fig. 1.11. The platform is flying in a sun-synchronous
dawn-dusk orbit (crossing a point on the Earth at 06 and 18 UTC) which provides a
quasi-global coverage with only of about 7◦ polar gap. Orbits are separated spatially
for about 18-19◦ which is ∼2000 km in tropical regions and about ∼1000 km in midlatitudes (Fig. 1.12).
The satellite is pointing 35◦ off-nadir direction, towards the shaded regions of
the Earth, to avoid pointing towards the sun which contaminates the backscattered
signal. This off-nadir angle is also the necessary condition to measure the horizontal
component of the atmospheric wind. Aeolus is pointing 90◦ across the flight direction
to avoid the contribution from the satellite velocity to the measured Doppler shift.
This means that the Aeolus HLOS winds are almost zonal in tropics and become
more meridional at higher latitudes.
Initially Aeolus was intended to measure periodically in 200 km long path intervals with active measurements in the first 50 km, followed by 150 km resting part
(Fig. 1.11a). In this configuration, the horizontal resolution of Aeolus observations
was fixed. In 2012, the burst mode was abandoned and the more flexible continuous
mode was adopted (Fig. 1.11b). This mode enables a continuous measuring along
the orbit which has a crucial consequence for the horizontal resolution of Aeolus
observation i.e. for the representativeness error. The Aeolus vertical resolution is
0.5 km below 2 km altitude, 1 km between 2 and 16 km altitude and 2 km above
(Stoffelen et al., 2005).
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Figure 1.12: Aeolus coverage during the 12 h. From Žagar et al. (2008).

1.3.2

Properties of the Aeolus wind observations

Aeolus will provide two type of observations as the backscattering is from two
sources. The first is the Rayleigh retrieval with the wind speed estimated from
the backscattered signal from molecules which is characterized by a good spatial
coverage. The second source is the Mie retrieval which provides winds estimated
from the motion of aerosols and larger particulates. The Mie retrievals are characterized by smaller errors but a more limited spatial coverage (e.g. Tan et al., 2008).
Aeolus laser pulse is emitted into the atmosphere with the pulse-repetitionfrequency of 50 Hz. With the satellite ground speed of about 7.2 km s−1 pulses
are separated for about 144 m at the ground. A measurement represents the accumulation of 20 of such pulses which is representative for the area of 2.88 km along
the satellite orbit track. Measurement error is significant in comparison to the errors of current radiosonde wind observations. Thus, measurements must be further
aggregated into so-called observations. In the default configuration, one observation
consists of 30 measurements which is representative for the area of 90 km. The footprint of the ALADIN lidar on the ground in the direction perpendicular to the orbit
is 10 m. In the continuous mode, the user can define the accumulation length along
which measurements are aggregated. This can be used to fine control the amount
of Aeolus observations and their errors as shown for an example for the Rayleigh
retrieval in Fig. 1.13. The major source of the noise on √
the Rayleigh receiver is
the photon counting procedure which is proportional to 1/ N for N the number of
photons (Dabas et al., 2008). Details of the selected scenario is discussed later in
the thesis.
An example of typical Aeolus product is shown in Fig. 1.14 for an arbitrary
scenario. Scenario includes cirrus clouds at approximately 12 km which attenuate
the molecular backscattering. The top of the cirrus cloud is well observed by the
Mie signal.
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Figure 1.13: Dependence of the Aeolus wind observation error from the Rayleigh receiver on
the accumulation length in a idealistic study. Observation error is computed by calculating the
standard deviation below 5 km, between 5 and 15 km and above for several orbits (scenarios).
The error bars represent√the deviation of scenarios from the calculated mean of the standard
deviation. A curve of 1/ L is fitted to calculated values, where L stands for the accumulation
length.

1.3.3

Expected impact of Aeolus winds for NWP

Before a new observation system is put into the operation, the evaluation of its
potential for NWP must be undertaken. It is usually studied using experiments in
which certain data types is excluded from the system or a simulated new data are
added. The importance of the vertical profiles of wind was discussed in Cress and
Wergen (2001). It was shown that the denial of the wind profile observations has
a more deteriorate effects on NWP then the denial of temperature profiles. The
potential of Aeolus winds for the improvement of the quality of the global forecast
was demonstrated in several studies. Žagar (2004a) showed a potential benefit of
the LOS wind for large-scale tropical wave analysis. Using a simplified model and
a variational data assimilation, sensitivity of the assimilation of HLOS winds was
compared with the assimilation of full wind vector (zonal and meridional wind).
Results in Fig. 1.15, from the study, show the difference in analysis increment at
the observation point when total wind is assimilated, compared to the case when
the HLOS wind component is assimilated at different azimuth angles. It can be
seen that the difference decreases approximately linearly with increasing azimuth.
At azimuth 0◦ the HLOS wind points perpendicular to the true wind and there is
no impact. Analysis increments from HLOS wind are also in the meridional wind
component. The azimuth dependence in this case is approximately quadratic, with
its maximum at the azimuth of 45◦ .
The potential of Aeolus in a realistic framework was first studied by Stoffelen et
al. (2006) by performing a series of the Observation System Simulation Experiments
(OSSEs) (Arnold and Dey, 1986; Atlas, 1997). In OSSEs, the future observation
system is simulated by the so-called nature-run which is provided by the state-of-theart numerical weather prediction model. Simulated observations are used in a data
assimilation system in a series of a minimum of two experiments. First, a reference
experiment is performed where the whole current observation system is assimilated.
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Figure 1.14: Aeolus horizontal line-of-sight (HLOS) wind retrieval in Rayleigh and Mie along
an arbitrary orbit. Each box represents a single HLOS wind observation (i.e. representativeness
area).

Next, the experiment is provided where the observation system of interest is added.
The comparison between the two experiments is an indicator of the potential of the
new observing system.
Simulated Aeolus observations in Stoffelen et al. (2006) were provided using the
LIPAS simulator (Marseille and Stoffelen, 2003). The atmosphere simulation was
based on the ECMWF model operational at the time, with ∼100 km horizontal
resolution and 31 vertical levels. It was shown that Aeolus winds provide positive
impact on analyses and forecasts in the North Hemisphere. The impact was more
significant in the tropics and South Hemisphere (Fig. 1.16) although it was noted
that the results might have overestimated the impact as the OSSE was not representative for the real GOS. The improvement of a medium-range wind forecast was
for about 0.25 (0.4) days in the North Hemisphere at 500 (200) hPa, respectively. In
Europe local improvements of about 0.5 (0.8) days were found. A more significant
improvement of about 1-2 days was found in South Hemisphere and about 1 day in
tropics at 500 hPa.
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Figure 1.15: Difference between the amplitudes of analysis increments at the observation
point of full wind information and an HLOS wind observation of a true wind by Žagar (2004b).
The azimuth angle is defined with respect to the zonal direction. Differences are scaled by the
magnitude of the increment of a full wind information. Difference is shown in the zonal wind
(circle) and meridional wind (square) of a state vector.

Figure 1.16: The mean impact of Aeolus observations on a vector wind analysis over the
15-day period in m s−1 . The difference shown is the difference in the root-mean-square error
between the two experiments representing the relative contribution of the Aeolus observations.
Red areas represent negative lidar impact, green areas a positive impact and white a negligible
impact. From Stoffelen et al. (2006).

The potential of the Aeolus wind profiles was evaluated also by Marseille et al.
(2008a) in a case study of extreme Christmas storm Martin. The storm on Christmas
1999 caused severe problems in the Western Europe and presented a valuable test
scenario for the evaluation of the impact of various observing systems. Additional
observations of a wind lidar over a 3-day period showed the significant improvement
of the 2-day forecast over the Western Europe. The potential of Aeolus winds was
shown also in Marseille et al. (2008b) where several other potential future airborne
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lidar system concepts were evaluated. It was concluded that the quality first guess
is crucial for the assimilation of HLOS wind observation as previously pointed out
by Žagar (2004a).
The most recent studies of the expected Aeolus performance in NWP were performed by Horanyi et al. (2015a) and Horanyi et al. (2015b). In Horanyi et al.
(2015a) the potential of assimilating a single component or the full vector wind was
studied by data denial experiments with the ECMWF model using existing wind
observations. These observations (radiosondes, aircraft and profilers) were used to
compute the HLOS winds. The results showed the value of a single wind component observation with respect to the both components. It was concluded that wind
observations can lead to significant improvement in the upper troposphere, lower
stratosphere and in the tropics. The study suggested that the impact of the zonal
wind component is globally larger than the impact of the meridional wind. This is
particularly relevant for the Aeolus data, as it will mostly measure wind components
near the zonal direction, especially near the equator. The comparison between zonal
wind and full vector wind observations showed a global average forecast impact loss
in zonal wind of 35% up to the 2-day forecast which decreases to 20% loss from day
2 to 5 forecasts. This relatively small impact loss was estimated as very promising
for the benefit of the Aeolus mission.
Horanyi et al. (2015b) assessed the ECMWF forecast system performance for
the case with random and systematic errors in the LOS measurements. This information is valuable to understand the sensitivity of the forecasts quality to the errors
in the Aeolus measurements. It was found that the forecast skill is more sensitive
to the increase in systematic errors than to the increase in random errors of LOS
observations. It was concluded that the acceptable level of bias for the Aeolus measurements is in range of 0.5 to 1 m s−1 , if the random error is around 2 m s−1 . This
is deemed achievable with the bias correction methods. Additionally, the increase
of the observation errors for a factor of 2 was found to still provide a useful forecast
skill in the ECMWF prediction system.
In contrast to the global impact, it has not been easy to demonstrate the positive
impact of HLOS wind observations on short-range forecasts over Europe. A positive
impact of simulated Doppler wind lidar (DWL) observations over the Atlantic on
the forecast over Europe was shown in Marseille et al. (2008b) who analysed 15
cases of poor forecasts in winter 1993. Their simulated HLOS winds, combined with
existing observations, provided a modest improvement of wind analyses over Europe
in a study with the ECMWF model. The results of OSEs by Horanyi et al. (2015a)
showed that observations of the mass field are more valuable than observations of
the wind field in the ECMWF system in the mid-latitudes, particularly in the lower
troposphere. Nevertheless, given a lack of wind profile observations in the northern
Atlantic, European NWP centres are preparing to assimilate Aeolus HLOS winds in
their mesoscale data assimilation systems.

1.4

Thesis goals

The work presented in this thesis is the first study to explore the potential impact of
HLOS winds in a limited area model (LAM) domain over Europe and the northern
Atlantic.
LAMs are run with higher horizontal resolutions and more frequent assimila28
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tion of observations than the ECMWF model. The LAM data assimilation has
several specific challenges due to the impact of lateral boundary conditions (LBCs)
and smaller-scale processes simulated using a higher horizontal resolution. Several
consortia of LAM models in Europe run their operational models (e.g. ALADIN,
AROME, HARMONIE, HIRLAM and COSMO) on a variety of domains as illustrated in Fig. 1.17.

Figure 1.17: Domains of LAM models in use in Europe. From Termonia et al. (2018).

With the Aeolus 12-hour global coverage and data assimilation cycling of three to
six hours, the HLOS wind profiles are expected to contribute to the analysis quality
in such domains twice per day. The number of HLOS wind profiles will depend
on the domain size and the accumulation length which is 90 km by default. The
number of observations can be increased with a commensurate decrease in accuracy.
The central question of this thesis is the value of HLOS wind profiles in a LAM
over Europe in comparison with the full wind information. The question is how, if at
all, HLOS wind profiles improve initial state for mesoscale NWP on top of existing
observations. In order to address this question with Aeolus observations not yet
achievable, the OSSE approach for a limited-area model had to be developed.
Previous studies pointed that the impact of HLOS winds depends on the data
assimilation modelling which combines the prior wind information and information
on its error properties (the so-called background-error covariances) with HLOS wind
observations to construct the wind vector. All previous studies on the Aeolus impact used the variational data assimilation method as applied at ECMWF. On the
other hand, a number of LAMs is either using or developing ensemble assimilation
systems which provides flow-dependent background-error covariances capturing the
so-called ’errors of the day’. The hypothesis of this thesis is that the flow-dependency
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of prior information in the assimilation is advantageous for the assimilation of HLOS
winds. In order to confirm this hypothesis, the thesis develops an observing system
simulation experiment framework with an ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) data assimilation system for a LAM coupled with the ECMWF ensemble prediction system.
The new system is used to study multivariate properties of data assimilation using
the HLOS wind profiles.
The new system is coupled to the Aeolus wind retrieval software. Characteristics
of the HLOS winds derived from the Rayleigh and Mie signals are studied in terms
of their spatial distribution and systematic and random errors over a typical LAM
domain for the purpose of the mesoscale data assimilation. It is known that uncertainty of the Rayleigh measurement is larger than for the Mie type of measurement.
On the other hand, there is on average more Rayleigh then Mie measurements.
In contrast to radiosondes, the HLOS observations are going to be affected and
their number reduced in cloudy regions. At the same time, HLOS observations
below clouds are expected to be the most valuable information for the mesoscale
data assimilation. In such cases, I can ask whether it is possible to gain anything
from increasing the horizontal resolution of Aeolus wind profiles, thus increasing the
amount of observations, on the expense of increasing the observational error? This
may be an important trade-off for the application of Aeolus data in LAM models.

1.5

Outline

The concept of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 the NWP LAM modelling
and the ensemble data assimilation are introduced. The third chapter presents the
new modelling developed within the thesis for the OSSE experiments. Here, the
set-up of the numerical model and data assimilation is provided, the preparation of
OSSE experiments and diagnostics evaluation tools. Special attention is given on
the treatment of the lateral boundary conditions for the LAM.
The main results on the evaluation of data assimilation of HLOS winds in the
WRF model is given in Chapter 4. Basic properties of the assimilation of HLOS
wind observations are explored first, following with the main results.
Chapter 5 presents a number of experiments with the Aeolus simulator using a
state-of-the-art nature-run over the Europe-Atlantic domain.
Finally, conclusions and outlook are given in Chapter 6.
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Forecasting of atmospheric processes
In this chapter the methodology of NWP method applied in the thesis is introducing
the WRF NWP model and the Data Assimilation Research Test-bed (DART).
Characteristics of the flow in the atmosphere and processes influencing it can
be described with a well-known set of equations, which are presented in Section
2.1. The analytical derivation of a solution for such an equation set is generally not
available and a numerical representation is needed as briefly described in Section 2.2.
In Section 2.3 the introduction to the ensemble data assimilation techniques is given
along with the description of relevant aspects of the mesoscale data assimilation
given in Section 2.4.

2.1

Basic equations

Flow in the atmosphere is described by the momentum, continuity and the thermodynamic energy equations along with the ideal gas low (Holton, 2004). On the
rotating Earth, the formulation of the momentum equation is of a form
1
dv
= − ∇p − Ω×v + g + F .
dt
ρ

(2.1)

The left-hand-side of equation 2.1 presents the total acceleration dv/dt, where the
velocity vector v = (u, v, w) consists of a zonal (u), meridional (v) and vertical (w)
wind components. On the right-hand-side of equation 2.1 the four terms correspond
to the accelerations due to pressure gradient force, Coriolis force, gravity and friction
force. In the Coriolis term, Ω = (0, Ω cos ϕ, Ω sin ϕ) Ω is the Earth angular momentum and ϕ the latitude. The friction force, related with the mechanisms such as the
molecular viscosity and turbulence is described by F = (Fx , Fy , Fz ) and g = (0, 0, g)
is the gravity.
The conservation of mass of air is described with the continuity equation
dρ
+ ρ∇·v = 0 ,
dt

(2.2)

which states that the fractional rate of increase of the density following the motion
of an air parcel is equal to minus the velocity divergence.
Energy in the atmosphere is described by the first law of thermodynamics
dQ
dT
dp
= cp
−α ,
dt
dt
dt
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where Q is heat per unit mass, α = 1/ρ is a specific volume, where ρ is the air
density and cp is the specific heat at constant pressure. Eq. 2.3 relates the increase
of temperature due to the work done by the expansion and heat exchanged with the
air parcel.
The ideal gas law confines the pressure of the gas at temperature T in the
prescribed volume. It is expressed as pV = nRT with p as a pressure, V the
volume, n the number of moles, R the gas constant and T a temperature.

2.2

Numerical solution of the equations

System ()2.1-2.3) is in practice solved numerically. The model domain is represented
with final amount of quasi-regularly spaced points in the coordinate system attached
to the Earth. The distance between grid points defines the model horizontal and
vertical resolution. This determines the scale of the processes in the atmosphere
that can be simulated by the model. A wide variety of methods is available to solve
system (2.1-2.3), such as finite-differences, finite-volume or spectral methods (e.g.
Durran, 1999; Jacobson, 2005).
A wide variety of processes present in the atmosphere is shown schematically
in Fig. 2.1. Not all of these are resolved by the model. These so-called sub-grid
processes must be parametrized by using the model resolved scale quantities.

Figure 2.1: A spectrum of typical spatial and temporal scales present in the atmosphere. From
Markowski and Yvette (2010).

In contrast to global models, LAMs require also LBCs. Specification of these
is not exact and is prone to errors (Oliger and Sundström, 1978). It has a list of
inevitable consequences on the model solution (Warner et al., 1997). First, LBCs are
based on the model solution at coarser horizontal and vertical resolution. Thus, the
boundary values interpolated from the host model may degrade the LAM solution.
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Furthermore, differences in physical parametrisations applied in the host and
guest model may introduce spurious gradients between both model grids which will
affect the interior of the LAM domain. Suboptimal formulation of LBCs can produce
non-meteorological high frequency waves at the boundaries. Recently a study performed by Žagar et al. (2013) revealed a detrimental effects of the nesting strategy
based on the relaxation on the model solution of the amplification of uncertainties
in the tropospheric wind in the baroclinically active regions.
A most widely accepted approach in the specification of LBCs is the one of Davies
(1976). The prognostic equations of the model are extended by a term prescribing
the coupling of the information from the host model and from the guest model. For
example, the prognostic equation for the variable X is extended by the additional
term −K(X −X). This defines the nudging of X towards the host model information
X at few model grid points at the model boundaries which is controlled with the
positive monotone function K.

2.2.1

Weather Research and Forecasting model

Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, applied in this thesis, was developed at the National Centre for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Mesoscale and
Microscale Meteorology (MMM) Division in collaboration with several other institutes (Skamarock et al., 2008).
The WRF system consists of three main components. First, the WRF preprocessing system (WPS) is used to prepare the initial and boundary conditions. The
main model core consists of several components among which the most important
are the dynamical core and the physical core. The main dynamical core for WRF is
the Advanced Research WRF (ARW) core that is used in this thesis and is in general
used in research. WRF is a community driven system which is used in research and
operationally all over the world. In the time of writing over 39000 users is registered
over the 160 countries (Skamarock et al., 2008).
Model solver
WRF is a fully compressible and non-hydrostatic model. Model equations (Skamarock et al., 2008, section 2) are formulated using a terrain-following η vertical
coordinate. It is defined as η = (ph − pht )/µ where µ = phs − pht presents the mass
per unit area within a column in the model domain, ph is a hydrostatic component
of the pressure, phs is a surface hydrostatic pressure and pht refers to a value of the
hydrostatic pressure at the atmosphere top as shown in Fig. 2.2. The value of η
varies from 1 at the surface and 0 at the upper boundary of the model.
Model equations are formulated in the flux form (i.e. velocity in the model is
defined as (U, V, W ) = ηv). A list of prognostic equations consists of zonal velocity,
meridional velocity, vertical velocity, perturbation potential temperature, perturbation geopotential and perturbation surface pressure of dry air. The formulation of
the perturbation quantities is advantageous in the reduction of the truncation error
and rounding error in the discrete solver of the model (Skamarock et al., 2008).
Prognostic model variable (X) is defined as X = X + X ′ where X ′ is a perturbation
from the hydro-statically balanced reference state X which is only a function of
height.
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Figure 2.2: Definition of the η coordinate in WRF ARW. From Skamarock et al. (2008).

The temporal discretization of WRF ARW consists of a time-split integration
scheme. A 2nd (or 3rd) order Runge-Kutta time integration scheme is used to
provide the low frequency solution while the high-frequency solution is provided by
the integration over smaller time steps to maintain numerical stability. An adaptive
time step scheme is available. Spatially the discretization is formulated on the
Arakawa C-grid. This is, zonal, meridional and vertical velocities are all staggered
for half of the grid length from the thermodynamic equations defined in the grid
cell. The spatial discretization is formulated using 2nd, 4th or 6th order accurate
scheme (Skamarock et al., 2008).
Several mechanisms exist to represent the sub-grid processes and to filter the
solution from the perspective of the numerical stability. To represent the energy
sinks in the model an energy dissipation mechanism is needed. This is performed
with the explicit spatial numerical diffusion by adding the additional term to the
prognostic equations of the model such as ∂x (Kh ∂x X) + ∂y (Kh ∂y X) + ∂z (Kv ∂z X)
for model variable X. The horizontal (Kh ) and vertical (Kv ) eddy viscosities are
provided using the theory of the turbulence mixing (e.g. Smagorinsky closure or
estimated using the turbulent kinetic energy) (e.g. Skamarock et al., 2008, section
4). For this purpose a 6th order numerical diffusion is typically used in WRF ARW
applications (Knievel et al., 2007).
The specification of initial and lateral, top and bottom boundary conditions
is necessary. Initial and lateral boundary conditions are provided with the WRF
WPS. Initial conditions could be additionally processed through the digital-filter
initialization filtering out the high-frequency modes.
The specification of LBCs follows closely the formulation of Davies (1976). This
is, the prognostic equations are extended with the term
F1 (X − X) − F2 ∇2 (X − X) ,

(2.4)

where X is a prognostic variable, X is the value from the host model, F1 and F2
are the weighting functions and ∇2 is the 5-point horizontal smoother (Skamarock
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et al., 2008, section 6). The weighting functions are given by
(
)
1
Sz + Rz − N
F1 =
exp(−γ(N − Sz − 1)) ,
10∆t
Rz − 1

(2.5)

with F1 = 5F2 . The specified zone and the relaxation zone are prescribed by indices
Sz and Rz , respectively, representing the number of model grid points (columns and
rows in Fig. 2.3). Coupling of the model solution with the host model, defined by Eq.
2.4, is provided only for N that corresponds with Sz +1≤N ≤Sz +Rz −1. N is counted
starting with 1, as shown in Fig. 2.3. For the last column in the relaxation zone
(i.e. N = Sz + Rz ) F1 = F2 = 0. In the specified zone the prognostic quantities are
provided directly from the host model. The weighting function (Eq. 2.5) represents
the product of a linear and exponential function (i.e. so-called exponential ramp)
with the maximum value at N = Sp + 1 and value 0 at the last column of the
relaxation zone. The weighting function is monotonic, where γ defines the tunable
exponential decay factor.

Figure 2.3: Relaxation and specified zone as defined in WRF. Example is shown for a specified
zone of one grid point (i.e. Sz = 1) and a relaxation zone of 4 grid points (i.e. Rz = 4). From
Skamarock et al. (2008).

Boundary conditions at the top of the atmosphere are formulated using a gravitywave absorbing layer. Several options are available although a Rayleigh damping
for the vertical velocity (Klemp et al., 2008) is found the most effective (Skamarock
et al., 2008). This is an implicit damping performed on the vertical velocity in the
acoustic step of the WRF ARW solver. The damping is typically performed on the
top 5 km of the model atmosphere. At the bottom boundary the free-slip condition
is used.
Model physics
Physical processes are parametrized in WRF as shown in Fig. 2.4 (Skamarock et
al., 2008).
In the microphysics the water vapour, cloud and precipitation related processes
are explicitly resolved. Microphysics is interacting with the cumulus parametrisation
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which is responsible for the sub-grid effects of the convective and shallow clouds.
Cumulus parametrisations are used for coarser grids with the grid point distance
greater then 10 km. At the higher spatial resolution the model should resolve the
convective clouds (below approximately 5 km horizontal resolution).
The atmospheric radiation provides the source of heating in the atmosphere.
Long-wave radiation, which maximum is located in the infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum, is due to the absorption (emittance) of the atmospheric gases
and aerosols or larger particles and the surface of the Earth. Short-wave radiation
prevails in the visible part of the electro-magnetic spectrum where the processes
such as absorption, reflection and scattering are all parametrized. The atmospheric
radiation schemes directly interact with clouds and the surface.
At the surface the friction velocities and the exchange coefficients are calculated.
These are necessary in the parametrisation of the surface heat and moisture fluxes
by the land-surface schemes as the lower boundary for the planetary boundary layer.
The planetary boundary layer (PBL) is used to resolve the vertical sub-grid scale
fluxes due to eddy transport.
WRF provides a variety of schemes to parametrize atmospheric phenomena which
is in detail described in the WRF documentation (Skamarock et al., 2008, section
8).

Figure 2.4: Model physics parametrisation interactions. From Skamarock et al. (2008).

Model skill
Of a significant importance for any numerical model is its ability to provide a quality
simulation of the real atmosphere. Models performance is usually evaluated against
observations or reanalyses. Several verification methods exist where the variety of
quantities can be evaluated (e.g. Wilks, 2011). The evaluation of the precipitation
is most often provided for a high resolution models due to the fact that it is a result
of complex interactions in the model (see Fig. 2.4) and is typically of a practical
significance for the NWP users (e.g. Davis et al., 2006).
The skill of the model is found very sensitive to model specifications, especially
physics. Large differences between the various parametrisation options (e.g. microphysics) indicate that large uncertainties remain in how schemes represent the
sub-grid processes (e.g. Cintineo et al., 2014). Several model properties are taken
into account in building a mesoscale data assimilation system for the purpose of the
thesis research.
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2.3
2.3.1

Formulation of initial conditions for LAMs
Sequential data assimilation

Conventional formulation of the data assimilation problem is based on a simple
concept where two pieces of information are optimally combined to define the state
of the system. We introduce the two information as xb and y,
xb = xt + ϵb ,
y = xt + ϵo ,

(2.6)

where xt is truth, xb is the first guess with associated error ϵb and the second
information is observation y with error ϵo . The first guess is typically provided by a
numerical model. The value of xt is unknown. The values of ϵb and ϵo are determined
statistically. It is assumed that errors are distributed normally with expected values
of ϵb and ϵo and variance b = ϵ2b and r = ϵ2o for the first guess and observation,
respectively.
In the case of many observations of the atmosphere, scalar equations 2.6 become
xb = xt + ϵ b ,
y = H(xt ) + ϵo ,

(2.7)

where xb and xt are vectors of size N holding values of various quantities (e.g.
temperature, zonal wind, meridional wind, humidity and pressure) on a grid of the
numerical model of the atmosphere (e.g. Kalnay, 2003, chapter 5). The first guess
vector xb is often called the background state or prior vector which spans the model
space. Observations y are presented by a vector of length M . All observations are
assimilated at the same time. The observation operator H is, in general, a non-linear
operator that transforms variables between the space of observations and the model
space.
As in the scalar case, the assumption is often done that the background and
observation errors are not correlated ϵb ·(ϵo )T = 0, a null matrix of size N ×M .
We define the background error covariance matrix B = ϵb ·(ϵb )T of size N ×N and
similarly the observation error covariance matrix R = ϵo ·(ϵo )T of size M ×M . Elements of these metrices quantify covariance between different elements of the state
vector in B and different observations in R. The main function of B and R is in
spreading the impact of observations in the model space. One of the problems in
data assimilation is in specifying the covariance matrices B and R. They require
the knowledge of the true state of the atmosphere everywhere in the model domain.
This is not possible and B and R have to be simplified. Often the covariance matrix
R is assumed to be diagonal, that is, observation errors are not correlated. Diagonal
elements represent the variances of observations. The covariance matrix B represents the error covariance in the first guess, that is dependent on the dynamical
and physical properties of the atmosphere. Its dimension of N ×N has an order of
O(108 ×108 ) = 1016 . That is prohibitively large to store it, let alone perform matrix
computations or inversions. So it needs to be modelled (Descombes et al., 2015).
Data assimilation methods are typically classified as sequential or four dimensional variational techniques (e.g. Lahoz et al., 2010). In the sequential approach
the main assumption is that observations and the first guess are all available at the
same time.
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Using the least square approach (e.g. Kalnay, 2003, chapter 5) the solution of
the data assimilation problem, the analysis xa with the associated error covariance
matrix A, in the sequential approach is written as
xa,k = xb,k + K k (y k − Hk (xb,k )) ,
K k = B k H Tk (H k B k H Tk + Rk )−1 ,
Ak = (I − K k H k )B k ,

(2.8)

where the Kalman gain matrix K k is introduced. Subscript k is a time index showing
the explicit dependence of error covariances of time. Linearised observation operator
H k is provided as a Jacobian of Hk ; ∂Hk /∂x. The last equation is representing the
analysis error covariance A and I an identity matrix.
Evolution of the model using analysis as initial condition provides the first guess
of the atmosphere at later time k + 1 when new observations are available. Mathematically this is written as
xb,k+1 = Mk,k+1 (xa,k ) + ξ ,

(2.9)

where the operator Mk,k+1 represents the model operator that maps from time k
onto time k + 1. Model operator is in general non-linear where additional unknown
features are represented with in general unknown model error ξ (e.g. Evensen, 2009;
Lahoz et al., 2010).
Furthermore, to estimate the background error covariances at the time k + 1 the
model is applied on the analysis background error covariances at time k as
B k+1 = M k,k+1 Ak M Tk,k+1 + C ξ,k ,

(2.10)

where the operator M k,k+1 presents the linearisation (tangent linear model) provided
by Jacobian of Mk,k+1 ; ∂Mk,k+1 /∂x. For the matter of generalization the model
error covariance C ξ,k = ξ(ξ)T is included.
The system (2.8-2.10) is forming the Extended Kalman filter (EKF) (Kalman,
1960). This is the basis for any sequential data assimilation technique, however
different properties of the set (2.8-2.10) may be treated differently. It is important
to notice that EKF is an approximation in terms of the evolution of the error covariances due to linearisations made. Its stability and the ability of convergence to
the true solution of the optimal analysis is a function of the properties of the model
dynamics, non-linearities and observations (Kalnay, 2003, chapter 5).

2.3.2

Ensemble Kalman Filter

The first introduction to the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) was provided by Ghil
et al. (1981). Filter is a mathematical expression, equivalent with the term data
assimilation. Many implementations and variations of the original algorithm have
been developed. Thus, the abbreviation EnKF represents all ensemble based filters
but it also represents the algorithm itself.
The originally proposed algorithm is based on the Monte-Carlo-like implementation of the EKF. The Monte-Carlo approach to the analysis scheme consists of the
first guess ensemble xjb,k available at time k with j counting from 1 to the ensemble
size Nens . The PDF of the first guess (analysis) is described by its mean xb,k (xa,k )
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and the covariance matrix B (A), respectively. Observations available at time k
y k assume a white noise errors with observation error covariance matrix R. The
analysis scheme of the EnKF can be written as (e.g. Houtekamer and Zhang, 2016):
xja,k = xjb,k + K k (y jk − Hk (xjb,k )) ,
K k = B k HkT (Hk B k HkT + Rk )−1 ,
(2.11)
which has all the main features of the EKF, however each ensemble member is
assimilating its own set of observations y jk . Perturbed observations are the essential
construct in the original EnKF algorithm (Burgers et al., 1998). These are provided
by sampling the Gaussian distribution with the mean y k and the error covariance
R.
In the EnKF, the approximation to B k HkT and Hk B k HkT is provided by (e.g.
Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2001)
B k HkT

=

HB k HkT =
where
xb,k

1

N
ens
∑

Nens − 1

j=1

1

N
ens
∑

Nens − 1

j=1

(xjb,k − xb,k )(Hxjb,k − Hxb,k )T ,
(Hxjb,k − Hxb,k )(Hxjb,k − Hxb,k )T ,

(2.12)

Nens
Nens
1 ∑
1 ∑
j
Hxjb,k
=
xb,k and Hxb,k =
Nens j=1
Nens j=1

The important property of the EnKF is known as the flow-dependency of the
background error covariances. In other words, the background error covariances
reveal the physical and dynamical properties of the atmosphere according to the
current flow. An example of simulated uncertainties in EnKF method is shown in
Fig. 2.5. Details of the preparation of this result are presented later in the thesis.
It follows that EnKF, as defined by set (2.11-2.12) is a multivariate data assimilation technique as background error covariances are estimated directly from the
ensemble of model fields.
The algorithm presented provides the ensemble of analyses. This is used as the
ensemble of initial conditions for the model run for each member independently
using Eq. 2.9. The application of Eq. 2.9 often neglects the ξ term. Thus, there
is no need for the evolution of the background error covariances as in EKF. The
analysis covariances can be calculated directly from the ensemble of analysis using
similar mechanism as in Eq. 2.12. In the limit of the infinite ensemble the algorithm
converges to the classical EKF (Evensen, 2009).
Covariance localization
The practical implementation of the above described algorithm requires several additional steps. The typical ensemble size is of the order of O(102 ) which is several orders of magnitude smaller than the size of the model state vector of O(108 )
(Houtekamer and Zhang, 2016). Thus, the ensemble is not representative for the
whole model space. We are also not able to store and process large ensembles. To
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Figure 2.5: An example of first guess uncertainties (i.e. ensemble spread) in Ensemble Adjustmen Kalman Filter (EAKF) on a random date at 300 hPa.

address this so-called rank problem, the most intuitive approach is to split the problem onto many quasi independent local problems. In a such reduced dimension local
subspace, the ensemble may better approximate the true uncertainty (Oczkowski et
al., 2005). This can be achieved by the so-called covariance localization which has
become essential component of any EnKF algorithm (Hamill et al., 2001; Anderson, 2012). For example, in an experiment provided by Houtekamer and Mitchell
(2005) a 96 member ensemble was found to provide an effective dimensionality of
over O(104 ). The basic idea is to “localize” the impact of observation to a subset of
the model state variables. This is mostly a function of a physical distance (Hamill
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et al., 2001). The covariance localization is typically designed using the fifth-order
piecewise function proposed by Gaspari and Cohn (1999). This is a Gaussian like
function, where at certain distance away from the observation its value reduces to
0. The localization is most often implemented by the modification of the Kalman
Gain (Houtekamer and Zhang, 2016)
K k = [ρ◦B k HkT ][ρ◦(Hk B k HkT ) + Rk ]−1 ,
(2.13)
where the operator ◦ stands for the element-wise multiplication (the Schur product).
The localization has several issues and interesting applications. First, it is difficult to define the distance dependent localization ρ for certain observations such
as satellite observations or integral quantities such as surface pressure observations.
The localization can as well be defined in the vertical dimension but this is less
trivial (Anderson, 2012), as for example, the horizontal scale should be a function
of vertical scale. Often observations are not available at the exact same time as
the first guess. This can be treated by the localization in time (Anderson, 2007b).
Localization can be used to maintain certain dynamical balances of the flow such
as geostrophy or hydrostatic balance in analysis (Cohn et al., 1998; Lorenc, 2003).
For example, to maintain the geostrophic balance in a global data assimilation system a suggested limited distance of observations is about 3000 km (Mitchell et al.,
2002). On the other hand, it was shown that the optimal localization could be quite
different from the smooth Gaspari-Cohn function (Anderson, 2007b).
The usage of the localization function is not a part of the Kalman filter theory,
which may bring to a rapid adjustment in the forecast initiated from such an analysis
(Houtekamer and Zhang, 2016). Ideally the localization problem becomes irrelevant
if the ensemble is large enough (Miyoshi et al., 2014).

2.3.3

Ensemble Adjustment Kalman Filter

One of the problematic aspects of the EnKF is the additional noise provided into
the system by perturbing observations. The Ensemble Adjustment Kalman filter
(EAKF) is introduced which among other features removes the need for the perturbation of observations in the filter (Anderson and Anderson, 1999; Anderson,
2001).
The EAKF uses the Bayes’ rule (Wilks, 2011, chapter 6), with the following basic
properties. The state of the atmosphere at a particular time t can be described by
a conditional probability density function p(xt |y t ), which represents probability of
the state xt given observations y t . In this subsection the subscript t denotes time.
The probability distribution p(xt |y t ) represents analysis, often called posterior.
For any practical implementation, a discrete representation of the PDF is needed.
In this so-called Monte Carlo approach, the probability density function (PDF) is
approximated by a discrete finite number of states of the atmosphere. Integration
of such model states in time is then performed independently using model (Eq.
2.9). The necessary condition is that the initial states are representing a random
sample from the true PDF. If the initial ensemble is sampled randomly from the full
posterior PDF then the forecast ensemble is also a random sample of the stochastic
model (Anderson and Anderson, 1999). The forecast of the model is then presented
as p(xt+1 |y t ), the first guess, more often called prior.
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Analysis at time t, p(xt |y t ),is derived using the Bayes’ rule as follows
p(xt |y t ) = p(y t |xt )p(xt |y t−1 )/P0 ,

(2.14)

where p(xt |y t−1 ) describes PDF of the prior. Eq. 2.14 expresses the optimal combination of a prior and observation PDF to form improved posterior PDF. Prior PDF
term represents probability for the state xt given the observations from the previous
step. The observation likelihood p(y t |xt ) represents the likelihood of observations
y t as they would be measured from the atmosphere represented by state xt . The
normalization P0 ensures that the integral of the posterior probability of all model
states is 1.
The Bayes’ rule can be solved sequentially as observation errors are assumed
uncorrelated. At time t a vector of observations y t is available. Observation yi,t is an
element of such vector with i index counted from 1 to the number of all observations
M . The Bayes’ rule is applied sequentially assimilating each observation separately
as
p(xt |y t−1 , y1,t ) = p(y1,t |xt )p(xt |y t−1 )/P0 ,
p(xt |y t−1 , y1,t , y2,t ) = p(y2,t |xt )p(xt |y t−1 , y1,t )/P0 ,
..
.
p(xt |y t−1 , y1,t , y2,t , . . . , yM,t ) = p(yM,t |xt )p(xt |y t−1 , y1,t , . . . , yM−1,t )/P0 ,

(2.15)

thus at each step a new posterior PDF is provided that is used as a prior at the next
step.
However, to use a Bayes’ rule first the discrete representation must be transformed into a continuous PDF. For observation this is simply a Gaussian PDF with
the mean of the value of observation and variance of the square of observation error.
This is visualized in Fig. 2.6 by a red PDF known as observation likelihood. Next,
the associated value of observation in the prior is calculated using an observation
operator working on a state vector. This is calculated for each ensemble member
representing the prior ensemble transformed in to the so-called observation space
presented by green dots in Fig. 2.6. The continuous representation of the prior
PDF p(x|Y ) is then defined as the Gaussian function with the prior ensemble mean
and prior ensemble variance. This step is exactly the same as in the classical Ensemble Kalman filter (section 2.3.2). Resulting prior PDF is sketched for the case of
5 member ensemble in Fig. 2.6 by a green solid line. Finally, an updated PDF (posterior) is computed implementing a Bayes’ rule on two Gaussian PDFs. Product of
two Gaussian PDFs can be performed analytically by a convolution (e.g. Anderson
and Anderson, 1999, Appendix A). Posterior PDF is shown by a blue solid line in
Fig. 2.6.
Next an adjustment is performed which maps the posterior PDF back to the
discrete representation of an ensemble. This is performed in the so-called adjustment
step where appropriate analysis increments ∆yi are added to the prior ensemble
values yp,i where index i stands for ensemble member. A symbol y is specifically
saying that all calculations so far are performed in the observation space. Given the
analysis PDF mean y u and its variance σu the analysis increments are defined as
(Anderson, 2007a)
√
σu2
∆yi =
(yp,i − y p ) + y u − yp,i
(2.16)
σp2
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Figure 2.6: (a) The implication of the Bayes’ rule on a prior probability density function
(green) and observation likelihood (red). Prior PDF is a Gaussian fit to the prior ensemble
(green stars). Analysis as a product of two Gaussian PDF (blue). (b) The adjustment step of
translating the analysis increments from the continuous PDF back to the ensemble members
using the prior ensemble as a reference. From (NCAR/IMaGe, 2014).

where σp2 is the prior variance and y p its mean. Thus, the analysis ensemble is
created by first adjusting prior ensemble mean and second its variance. This is
presented in Fig. 2.6b. One of the main advantages of EAKF, similar to EnKF, is
that even though the Gaussianity is explicitly assumed in the algorithm this doesn’t
mean that posterior or prior PDF must be Gaussian. This can be shown on the
example presented in Fig. 2.6. Members of prior are portraying more of binomial
PDF, where two members are separated from other three members (green points in
Fig. 2.6). The posterior PDF is changed in terms of its mean and variance, however
the higher moments of the prior PDF are not disturbed or destroyed (i.e. ensemble
is still portraying a binomial PDF) (Anderson and Anderson, 1999; Anderson, 2001).
So far the algorithm is performed in the observation space (i.e. yp , yu ). The
analysis increments computed in the observation space must be spread among the
elements of the state vector. This is performed using the information of the background or prior error covariances estimated directly from the prior ensemble (similar
as in Eq. 2.12). Mathematically this is achieved by a linear regression (e.g. Anderson, 2007a)
σp,j
(2.17)
∆xj,i = α 2 ∆yi
σp
where σp,j is the prior covariance between the observation and the j-th element of the
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state vector and ∆xj,i is the analysis increment at the i-th member of ensemble in
the j-th element of the state vector. The covariance localization factor is presented
by α. The quotient of the covariance and prior variance σp2 is also known as the
regression coefficient.
The regression step for the discussed example is visualized in Fig. 2.7a. The prior
values from the specific member of the ensemble are shown by the green stars. Two
prior ensembles are provided in Fig. 2.7a. At the horizontal axis the ensemble in the
observation space is presented (as presented in Fig. 2.6). In the left vertical axis a
prior ensemble of an arbitrary element of the state vector x is presented. The blue
solid lines (bottom label) represent the analysis increment in the observation space
as derived by Eq. 2.16. Taking into the account the linear relation between observed
and non-observed variables these increments are mapped onto the unobserved variable as shown in the example of an arbitrary member of the ensemble (shaded area
in Fig. 2.7a). As the linear regression is explicitly assumed, the same algorithm
can be repeated independently, for every element inside the covariance localization
radius of the state vector (Anderson, 2001). This provides the updated state vector
for each of the ensemble members namely the complete posterior ensemble.

Figure 2.7: (a) Example of a linear regression in the EAKF with the single observation. Prior
ensemble values of the observed (bottom) and not observed (left) variables (green stars). The
linear regression curve fitting the sample (red line). Analysis increments in the observed and
non-observed variables (solid blue lines). Shaded area represents the linear regression provided
on arbitrary member of ensemble. (b) Similar as (a) but for the more general situation of
non-linear relation between variables. This example is showing the example of local regression
on the subset of the ensemble. From (NCAR/IMaGe, 2014).

One of possible sources of errors in the presented algorithm is the approximation of the linear regression. This is mostly the case (Anderson, 2001) when the
observation operators are highly non-linear, in which case the true relation is better
represented by Fig. 2.7b. In such situations, the linear regression can still be applied
locally in the subspace of the ensemble of observed variable, of unobserved variable
or of their combination (Anderson, 2003). In such situations, it is important that
analysis increments are small, as shown in Fig. 2.7b.
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2.3.4

Errors in EnKF

The EnKF data assimilation system is a subject to many sources of errors. Errors
may exist in the analysis scheme, model or both (e.g Houtekamer and Zhang, 2016).
Main sources of errors in analysis scheme are sampling error, imbalance due to
covariance localization, assumptions about observation error and observation bias.
The model errors are a results of uncertainties associated with the parametrization of
model physics, dissipation near the truncation limit, imperfect boundary conditions
and model biases. Additionally, errors arise from the imperfect coupling of model
and data assimilation method. Only about half of the total error amplitude can
be explained in the current ensemble data assimilation systems (Houtekamer et al.,
2009; Bonavita et al., 2012). Not taking these errors into account leads to the socalled filter divergence, the case where the ensemble mean diverges from the true
attractor (Anderson, 2005). Several methods exist to account for this issue. They
are dependent on the type of errors that we would like to address (e.g Houtekamer
and Zhang, 2016).
The oldest “ad-hoc” methods which increase ensemble spread to the desired level
are the various flavours of the covariance inflation. These methods, however, have
no knowledge on the specific sources of the error. Initially they were developed to
deal with the loss of ensemble variance due to the so-called sampling error (limited
ensemble size), although they can be used to address any type of error (Anderson,
2009).
The most basic covariance inflation methods is the multiplicative inflation (Anderson and Anderson, 1999) with the B inflated = λB where λ presents the tunable
factor (inflation factor). Multiplicative inflation is useful in a simple modelling environments (e.g. Lorenz-63 model of Lorenz (1963)) with λ larger but very close
to value 1 (e.g. 1.01). In systems with large number of observations the cost of
tuning of parameter λ can be prohibitive. A serious problem is that a single value of
inflation is not appropriate for all the elements of the state vector. This is especially
relevant in cases of non-homogeneous observations. In densely observed regions the
ensemble variance can be inappropriately small. This is where the inflation is initially needed. On the other hand over the observation sparse area, as is in the
Southern hemisphere, this same inflation may systematically increase the ensemble
variance where it is actually not needed. This can lead to inconsistent solution in
terms of climatology or the numerical model itself.
To avoid such problems adaptive inflation methods were proposed which tune
the λ automatically during the data assimilation cycle (Anderson, 2009; Miyoshi,
2011). An example of an algorithm is a temporarily and spatially varying adaptive
inflation proposed by Anderson (2009). In this algorithm the inflation parameter
becomes an element of the state vector x. The inflation λ is now a vector spanning
the same space as x. To estimate the λ dynamically the Bayesian estimator is used
(as in Eq. 2.14). Thus, a posterior estimate of the λ is found by a convolution
of the prior inflation probability density function and the observation likelihood.
The observation likelihood (p(y|λ) in scalar case) represents the probability that
observation y would be observed given the inflation of λ. The algorithm is thus very
much dependent on observations, especially its homogeneity in time and space.
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2.3.5

Data Assimilation Research Testbed

The Data Assimilation Research Test-bed (DART) is an open-source community
facility developed at NCAR (Anderson et al., 2009). It provides software tools for
data assimilation research, development and education. It consists of several implementations of EnKF, e.g. EAKF, diagnostics tools used for evaluating experiments
and mechanism that couples the data assimilation routines with a numerical weather
prediction model. DART could be coupled with several large scale atmospheric or
oceanic numerical models (e.g. Table 1 in (Anderson et al., 2009)) such as WRF,
short-range NWP COAMPS, global NWP NCEP model GFS, NCARs climate prediction global circulation models (GCM) CAM and NOAAs GCM GFDL. Due to
sequential nature of the EnKF algorithms, DART includes a very well scalable parallel implementation of most available routines (Anderson and Collins, 2007).
DART is well accepted platform for data assimilation in wide variety of applications (e.g. Table 1 in (Anderson et al., 2009)). DART coupled with WRF was
running operationaly at NCAR from spring 2015 (Schwartz et al., 2015) until the
end of 2017.
DART implements a wide variety of advanced assimilation tools. This consists
of tools used to reduce the sampling error such as a covariance localization of observation impact. Several options are available among which the Gaspari-Cohn localization function which is used most often. Such covariance localization is defined in
horizontal but also in vertical direction where the localization could be performed
for a variety of coordinates (e.g., pressure, height). In addition to a classical localization algorithm, the a so-called sampling error correction method was recently
introduced by Anderson (2012). This method additionally decreases filter errors by
assuming that the main source of error is the sampling error. The algorithm uses
prior information about correlations between an observation and a state variable.
DART implements several inflation methods. These are classified into observation space and space state inflation. In the state space inflation (used in the majority
of applications), the ensemble spread is increased not affecting the ensemble mean
(see section 2.3.4). This is applied on the whole state vector both prior and posterior fields (Anderson, 2007a, 2009). The inflation could be a constant value over all
times per state space variable, or adaptive in time and space (Anderson, 2009). In
large-scale systems, the prior space and time adaptive inflation is used most often.
DART also comes with the list of diagnostic tools which allow for a quick evaluation of the system performance.

2.4

General aspects of the ensemble data assimilation with LAMs

The proper representation of boundary conditions and their uncertainties is crucial
for the data assimilation for limited area. Studies showed that errors on limited-area
domains may be traced back to the boundaries, thus inaccurate boundary conditions
may result in larger forecast errors (Errico et al., 1993). Additionally, the lack of
uncertainties at the lateral boundaries lead to the filter divergence.
Boundary perturbations can be created using different methods (e.g. Meng and
Zhang, 2011; Houtekamer and Zhang, 2016). Systematic overview of these methods
is provided by Torn et al. (2006). The most straightforward method is one where
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ensemble of LBCs is provided from the existing global ensemble. This method has
several advantages as it provides flow-dependent short-term error statistics and covariances are state dependent. Also, the method is very simple to implement as
each ensemble member of LAM is simply coupled with the global ensemble member. However, the formulation of global model ensemble and its errors might be
incompatible with those of LAM.
Often the global ensemble is not available. The alternative in such a case is the
perturbation of the ensemble using deterministic LBCs. Such perturbations might
be provided using climatological dataset. Although the spatial and temporal covariances are not state dependent in this case, they still reflect the dominant balance
relationships such as geostrophy and hydrostatic balance. The more advanced is the
sampling approach where perturbations at the boundaries are created using the variational approach accounting for the modelled error covariance matrix (e.g. Barker
et al., 2004).
Current observing systems in principle do not resolve processes simulated by
high-resolution LAMs on small domains. In this view, the availability of quality
observations for LAMs is sparse. Observations from a wide variety of observing
platforms that are measured at different spatial and temporal resolutions may have
different impacts on the performance of ensemble data assimilation systems at different scales (e.g. Meng and Zhang, 2011). Observations found of significant importance due to their higher resolution for the mesoscale systems are surface pressure
observations (e.g. Dirren et al., 2007). However, due to rather different definitions
of the model orography in comparison with the real orography such observations
provide a great challenges for the mesoscale data assimilation. Another observation
type with the high spatial and temporal resolution is available from Doppler radars,
that are especially important in the initialization of ensembles on the convective
scale. Observations of Doppler radar velocities were used in first OSSE LAM studies evaluating the performance of EnKF (e.g. Zhang and Anderson, 2003). But as
the resolution of radar observations is much higher then the one of the model, a
significant data thinning of observations is necessary.
LAM requires wind information to properly initialize most of mesoscale processes,
especially convection. Even a small amount of extra wind observations in a LAM
can improve the short-range forecast as shown by Strajnar et al. (2015) for MODE-S
aircraft observations.
In summary, two main issues in the data assimilation for LAMs are uncertainties
at LBs and the lack of observations. In the next chapter I introduce the data
assimilation system addressing the first problem. Following is the chapter addressing
the potential of the wind observation profiles for LAMs.
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Chapter 3
Development of the
WRF/DART-ENS system for OSSEs
In this chapter a detailed description is given of a mesoscale ensemble data assimilation system developed for the purpose of this thesis. The system consists of the
50 member ensemble using the WRF model coupled with the ECMWF. It is operated under the data assimilation framework DART (Data Assimilation Research
Testbed). The system is denoted WRF/DART-ENS.
A description begins with the WRF model set-up given in Section 3.1. A special
attention is given on the preparation of LBCs. Characteristics of the growth of
forecast uncertainties in the WRF model are evaluated and a new method for the
perturbation of LBCs for the ensemble is presented. The simulation of observations
for OSSE is described in Sections 3.2.1-3.2.2. In Section 3.2.3 the configuration of
DART is discussed. The set of diagnostics tools used for the evaluation of the impact
of observations on analysis and forecasts is presented in Section 3.2.4.

3.1

WRF model setup

The WRF ARW model used is version v3.9.1 (Skamarock et al., 2008). It is applied
on a domain covering the North Atlantic and Europe shown in Fig. 3.1. The area
covered by the domain is larger in comparison with the domains of operational LAMs
(Fig. 1.17). The choice of the domain size and its location is constrained by several
factors. The majority of the eastern part of the domain is covering Europe as one of
the key goals of the thesis is to exploit the impact of the HLOS wind observations
on forecast spread in Europe. However, as the flow in mid-latitudes is on average
westerly the domain includes a large part of the North Atlantic area. Improvements
of analyses over this area is believed to be crucial for the improvement of weather
forecasts over Europe. Finally, the size of the model domain is a compromise with
the model spatial and temporal discretization and available computer resources.
The forecast model used in the data assimilation has the following properties
which are identical among 50 ensemble members. The horizontal resolution is 15
km with 482 and 254 grid points in the zonal and meridional directions, respectively.
The spatial resolution is higher then in any previous studies of HLOS winds (Stoffelen
et al., 2006; Tan et al., 2007; Marseille et al., 2008a; Horanyi et al., 2015a, e.g.), and
it is possible to study mesoscale features of the assimilation of HLOS winds. The
vertical distribution of the hybrid levels is based on the 60 sigma level distribution
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Figure 3.1: Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) ARW domain covering the area of the
North Atlantic and Europe. (Bold) The outer domain of the model and (dashed) the inner
boundary of the relaxation zone.

of the Slovenian operational model ALADIN. The WRF model setup has 59 levels
below 10 hPa, with 27 levels in the lower troposphere below 700 hPa and 19 levels
between the surface and 850 hPa as shown in Fig. 3.2. A dense distribution of
model levels in the lower part of the troposphere allows for better representation of
the processes in the planetary boundary layer.

Figure 3.2: WRF model distribution of 59 hybrid levels below the model top of 10 hPa.

The set of physical parametrisations includes the RRTMG long-wave and shortwave radiation scheme with ozone and aerosol climatologies (Iacono et al., 2008),
Thompson micro-physics scheme (Thompson et al., 2008), Eta similarity surfacelayer scheme (Monin and Obukhov, 1954; Janjić, 2002), Mellor-Yamada-Janjic TKE
scheme (Janjić, 1994) and the modified Tiedke scheme cumulus parametrisation
(Tiedtke, 1989). This setup closely follows the configuration of the NCAR operational ensemble data assimilation system (Schwartz et al., 2015) including the similar
domain size and horizontal resolution.
To prevent the non-physical reflection of vertically propagating gravity waves an
upper-layer implicit damping of vertical velocity (Klemp et al., 2008) is performed.
The time integration is performed with the third order Runge-Kutta scheme with
an adaptive time step with the average time step of about 40 s. The mechanism
behind the coupling of the model solution and the lateral boundary conditions in
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the relaxation zone is as discussed given in section 2.2.1. A relaxation zone of 30
grid points is applied with an exponential-ramp relaxation function with a decay
factor of 0.33. The relaxation zone is shown in Fig. 3.1. Each member is prescribed
with its own LBCs coming from the 91 model levels of the operational 50 member
ensemble prediction system of ECMWF (e.g. Buizza and Leutbecher, 2015; Buizza
et al., 2008), denoted ENS further in text.

3.1.1

Growth of forecast uncertainties in LAM

In this section we explore the growth of forecast uncertainties of the applied WRF
model. Uncertainty is defined by the ensemble spread. In particular, the growth of
ensemble spread in the model domain is quantified in terms of uncertainties in ICs
or LBCs, both generated by the ENS.
Setup of experiments
For these experiments the horizontal resolution is reduced to 30 km and 31 vertical
levels below 50 hPa. Data from the ENS system have the horizontal resolution of
0.25◦ (∼30 km) with 91 model levels. The model is evaluated on a number of cases.
In each case, the information propagates from the lateral boundaries to the domain
interior with various phase speeds that depend on the flow and applied numerical
schemes. Together with the flow, the errors propagate, too. The error propagation
is measured by the growth of the ensemble spread as usual in NWP. This relies
on the assumption that the ensemble is reliable what was shown for the ECMWF
ensemble in a number of studies (e.g. Žagar et al., 2015).
Three sets of experiments analyse ensemble spread due to uncertainties in
1. initial conditions (marked IC)
2. lateral boundaries (marked LBC)
3. initial conditions and lateral boundaries, i.e. a combination of first and second
experiment plus non-linear effects (marked IC/LBC)
The first experiment is a typical forecast experiment in which initial spread grows
due to flow properties, due to the model and due to observation errors contributing
to uncertainties in initial conditions (ICs). Lateral boundaries in the first experiment
are the same for all ensemble members (provided by the ENS control member) and
during the forecast they diminish spread in the domain interior by imposing the
same evolution of atmosphere at the domains lateral boundaries for all members.
In the second experiment the initial conditions are the same for all members
and they are created from ENS control member. The LBCs are different for each
ensemble member, they are created using ENS. Uncertainties in this case are initially present only at the outer boundaries and the spread increases in time while
propagating towards the domain center during the forecast. The third experiment
is the combination of the two and the case we have in standard applications.
Presented results are based on the ensemble of eight simulations dates in spring
2016. Selected dates were 4.5 days apart in order to have, as much as possible,
uncorrelated samples to provide statistics. The dates are: 2016-06-02 00 UTC,
2016-06-06 12 UTC, 2016-06-11 00 UTC, 2016-06-15 12 UTC, 2016-06-21 00 UTC,
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2016-06-25 12 UTC, 2016-06-30 00 UTC and 2016-07-04 12 UTC. Four experiments
start at 00 UTC and another four at 12 UTC. Results are evaluated for prognostic
variables of zonal wind, meridional wind and temperature and for each level every
three hours during the 5-day forecast period. The relaxation zone is not included in
the statistics.
Spatial distribution of the ensemble spread in forecasts
Examples of the spatial distribution of the forecast error represented by the ensemble
spread is shown in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4. In Fig. 3.3 the ensemble spread of a 12-hour
forecast is shown at 300 hPa for temperature and meridional wind component. The
ensemble spread is the largest over areas associated with the large wind shear. In
the experiment IC, the main source of error after 12 hours is from initial conditions
as the ensemble spread at the LBs is zero. On the other hand, the ensemble spread
in the experiment LBC is very small in the domain interior as the initial conditions
have no spread. The ensemble spread is advected with the flow and enhanced by
the non-linear model dynamics. In the case when both the ensemble of ICs and
the ensemble of LBCs are prescribed, the ensemble spread appears as a sum of the
ensemble spread from the experiment IC and from the experiment LBC.
The propagation of uncertainties from LBs in a latitude belt (46-56◦ N) in the
experiment LBC is shown in Fig. 3.5. The uncertainties spread over the model
domain in a period of 24-48 hours. The propagation of spread is the fastest from
the west boundary by the advection.
The comparison of panels in Fig. 3.4 shows that the difference between experiments IC and IC/LBC after 48 hours becomes relativelly small in relation with
the ensemble spread in each of these experiment. The magnitude and the spatial
distribution of uncertainties is rather similar in both experiments. The experiment
IC has similar spatial distribution as other two experiments but the magnitude is
significantly smaller.
Statistics
Model level averaged spread σ k,t,i is computed by taking a square root of spatially
averaged ensemble variance, where k represents the index of a model level and t
time. This is calculated for each of the eight cases (i) on model levels to avoid any
interpolation.
As statistics is provided for eight cases this allows to estimate the sample mean
and its dispersion. In the case of outliers and for small samples, the usage of median
and Median absolute difference (MAD) provides a more reliable estimate of the mean
and the dispersion of the sample compared to the classical average and standard
deviation (Wilks, 2011). For the sample xi , M AD is defined as MAD = median(|xi −
median(x)|). The calculated median is denoted as ⟨σ⟩k,t . The MADN = MAD·1.48
is calculated, which is the measure equivalent to the standard deviation for normal
distributed sample (Wilks, 2011). The dispersion in the sample of eight cases is
denoted as MADN(σ)k,t .
Eight cases are classified in four initialized at 00 UTC and another four at 12
UTC, which were examined separately. The evolution of the ⟨σ⟩k,t and MADN(σ)k,t
for temperature and both wind components is shown in Fig. 3.6 and 3.7.
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Figure 3.3: Ensemble spread (filled contours) for meridional wind and temperature at 300 hPa
of 12 hour forecast started at 2016-06-02 at 00 UTC. The ensemble mean of the flow is shown
by wind vectors and solid contour lines: geopotential height in m (a-c) and temperature in K
(d-e). Ensemble spread is presented for tree experiments: ensemble of ICs where LBCs for each
member are the same (a and d), experiment LBC where ICs for each member are the same (b
and e) and experiment IC/LBC with ensemble of ICs and LBCs (c and f). Black square around
each image shows the relaxation zone.

Results show the average growth of spread at model levels near several usually
used pressure levels. In the experiments IC and IC/LBC the initial spread is approximately 1 m s−1 in wind and 0.5 K in temperature. The ensemble spread is
about doubled in 2 days. The rate of the growth of spread in temperature is similar
as in wind, although ensemble spread is not growing from the start. In the first
24 hours (spin-up) spread in temperature decreases, suggesting on the differences
in the dynamical characteristics of the WRF model in comparison to those of the
IFS model of ECMWF. Thes adjustment is much faster in the case initialized at 12
UTC (Fig. 3.7, right). There is no degradation in the spread in the first few hours
in wind (Fig. 3.7, left) at 12 UTC.
Scenarios initialized at 12 UTC are different than those initialized at 00 UTC
since the 12 UTC starts at the peak intensity of physical processes associated with
the daily cycle. The difference between 00 UTC and 12 UTC initialized cases can
be better explored in Fig. 3.8. Panels are showing the difference of the ⟨σ⟩k,t for
00 UTC cases and ⟨σ⟩k,t for 12 UTC cases normalized by the ⟨σ⟩k,t including all
eight cases. Near the ground (below 850 hPa) the difference in the ensemble spread
reflects the effect of the daily cycle. Higher in the atmosphere differences between
the 00 UTC cases and 12 UTC cases in spread exist due the model dynamics and
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Figure 3.4: As in Fig. 3.3 but for 48-hour forecast.

physics.
The average growth of ensemble spread in the case of constant ICs is linear over
the whole range and at all model levels except near the ground (Fig. 3.6 and 3.7). At
some time into the forecast the amplitude of the ensemble spread in the experiment
LBC overcomes that of the experiment IC. This crossing point is different for wind
and temperature at different vertical levels. The crossing point is of about 33 hours
at 925 hPa for both wind and temperature. With height the crossing points shifts
to shorter times such as 15 h for wind and about 20 h for temperature. This is
mainly due to the stronger advection of the large scale uncertainties higher in the
atmosphere. Afterward the growth of spread in the experiment LBC and IC/LBC
continuous. In the experiment IC the growth is signifcantly slower, almost static,
showing the importance of the LBCs for the LAM. The results are for most cases
statistically significant as seen by the shaded areas in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7.
In the experiment IC/LBC both uncertainties from the ICs and LBCs are affecting the evolution of errors in the model. Moreover, the amplitude of the spread is
almost exactly equal to the sum of amplitudes of the spread in experiments IC and
LBC. The experiment IC/LBC provides the largest spread.

3.1.2

A new method for the LB perturbations

In this section a new method is presented which can be used to provide perturbations
of LBs without the need of the ensemble of the host models.
The proposed method (denoted PertRelax) is based on perturbing the relaxation
functions used for the Davies relaxation method. In WRF, the relaxation is defined
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Figure 3.5: Evolution of the ensemble spread in temperature, zonal wind and meridional wind
in experiment LBC (IC is the same for all ensemble members). Statistics is provided as a
function of longitude. Ensemble spread is averaged against latitudes in a range of 46◦ to 56◦
N. Results are normalized by the maximum ensemble spread at a 3-day forecast and are shown
in percent. The blue dashed line shows the location of Ljubljana close to the model domain
center.

by Eq. 2.4, this is, by adding the additional term in the prognostic equations. For
a matter of a discussion furthere in this section the additional term is the following
F1 (X − X) − F2 ∇2 (X − X) ,

(3.1)

where X is a model prognostic variable, X is the value of X from the host model,
F1 and F2 are the weighting functions and ∇2 is the 5-point horizontal smoother.
In WRF, the weighting functions (i.e. the interpolation functions) F1 and F2 are
defined as a liner-exponential ramp with variable exponential decay parameter (Eq.
2.5). However, scientifically there is no reason for this particular choice. The only
necessary condition is that function is continuous and that it decays monotonically
from the lateral boundary to the domain interior. In such a way the impact of the
host model on the guest model solution is diminished deeper into the relaxation zone
(Fig. 2.3).
A variety of additional weighting functions F1 and F2 could be prescribed. A list
of functions is presented in Kalnay (2003, section 3.5.2). The motivation for providing such a variability of the weighting functions is that in the ensemble forecasting
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Figure 3.6: Domain-averaged growth of forecast uncertainties in WRF forecasts initialized
at 00 UTC at five levels in the three sets of experiments as described by the legend. Three
columns correspond to zonal wind in m s−1 , meridional wind in m s−1 and temperature in K
variables. The shaded area corresponds to the one standard deviation (i.e. the MADN(σ)).

system each of the ensemble members can be defined by a unique specification of the
relaxation zone using different weighting function. Such a configuration allows for
slightly different treatment of the coupling process at LBs. This affects the evolution
of the model flow in the domain interior. The key assumption of the method is that
non-linearities at LBs can be implicitly treated by different relaxation functions. We
need to investigate the growth of such perturbations in comparison with the growth
of spread in experiments discussed in section 3.1.1.
The definition of the weighting functions F1 and F2 used in WRF was given in
Eq. 3.1. In PertRelax F1 and F2 are defined as
F1,2 (N, α1 , α2 ) = Cf1 (N, α1 )f2 (N, α2 ), where f1 and f2 take the following form:
• Constant (either f1 or f2 ):
f (N, α) = 1
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Figure 3.7: As in Fig. 3.7 but valid for scenarios initialized at 12 UTC.

• Polynomial:
(
f (N, α) =

Sz + Rz − N
Rz − 1

)α

• Square of cosinus:
[

1
f (N, α) =
cos2
2

(

π N − Sz − 1
2 Rz − 1

)]α

• Tanges hyperbolicus:
f (N, α) = tanh(N − Sz − 1, α) = 1 −

2
1 + exp(2α(N − Sz − 1))

• Exponential:
f (N, α) = exp(−α(N − Sz − 1))
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Figure 3.8: The difference of the ⟨σ⟩k,t at 00 UTC from Fig. 3.6 and ⟨σ⟩k,t at 12 UTC from
Fig. 3.7 for every model level k and forecast time t. Relative difference (in %) is calculated by
normalization with ⟨σ⟩k,t calculated over all 8 scenarios (00 UTC and 12 UTC). The statistics is
shown for the experiment IC. Zonal wind (left panel), meridional wind (middle) and temperature
(right panel). On the x-axes the forecast time is in hours.

where α1 and α2 are tunning parameters and C is a constant that is in WRF defined
as 1/10/∆t due to the stability constraints (section 2.2.1).
Due to the main condition of monotonic decrease of weighting function deeper
in the relaxation zone, the f1 and f2 cannot both be a constant. Several possible
options of weighting function F1,2 are shown in Fig. 3.9. As can be noticed, some
functions; such as tanh and exponential functions, are not following the condition
F1,2 (N = RZ ) = 0, thus for practical implementation it is necessary to multiply
them with the linear function (polynomial function as defined above). The large
variability among different functions is expected to provide significant differences in
the treatment of the coupling in the relaxation zone.
Evaluation of the method in WRF
The proposed method PertRelax is now evaluated in WRF. The basic experiment
is designed as an ensemble of 50 WRF simulations (denoted RELZONE). Each
ensemble member use a unique weighting function of the Davies relaxation. All
ensemble members use the same ICs and LBCs provided by the ENS control member.
A reference experiment (denoted REF) is equivalent to experiment LBC presented
in section 3.1.1, i.e. all members use the same ICs but LBCs are provided using
ENS.
The model setup is identical to the one discussed in section 3.1.1 a perfect environment to test the PertRelax method provided by the presence of intense baroclinic
development over the North Atlantic. The 3-day forecast is initialized on 4 July 2016
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Figure 3.9: Examples of the relaxation zone weighting functions F1,2 (N ) for the Rz = 9
Sz = 1 in the WRF model. N is the index of the model grid cell from its boundaries (N = 1
is representing specified zone, i.e. not shown).

at 12 UTC. A low pressure system develops and moves across the western part of
the model domain. Aloft a system is supported by convergence with the system
intensity that decays over the following 3-day forecast. A low level front associated
with the system is far extending into the model domain. A less intense low-level low
pressure system slowly enters into the model domain.
The ensemble spread during a 3-day forecast is shown for 200 hPa level in Fig.
3.10 and for 850 hPa level in Fig. 3.11. Panels (a, c, e, g) show the evolution
of the spread distribution in the experiment REF. The spread in the experiment
RELZONE, shown by panels (b, d, f, h), is significantly different than in the REF
experiment in both the amplitude and spatial distribution. At 200 hPa the new
method produces the ensemble spread with smaller spatial scales then REF. At 850
hPa the flow is significantly more afected by the surface process and orography which
makes the spread in RELZONE more similar to the one in the REF experiment.
Very important feature of the PertRelax method is the ability of resolving of
uncertainties consistent with the flow dynamics. This is the most apparent in Fig.
3.10 (g, h) and Fig. 3.11 (g, h) where the largest ensemble spread is found over
the area of a low pressure systems in North Atlantic and associated warm front.
Therefore. it can be said that the idea of the method PertRelax may work provided
sufficient tunning developed, primarily multiplication.
Outlook
The presented method was not fully developed, however it shows a potential for
the future development. The basic set of experiments show that the ensemble of
relaxation zone functions can simulate some features of the spread developed when
the ensemble of LBCs is used. The most promising feature is the fact that the
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Figure 3.10: Evolution of ensemble spread of wind

√
2 + σ 2 in a 3-day WRF forecast at 200
σU
V

hPa in two experiments (REF and RELZONE). Colours are showing ensemble spread in m s−1
and contour lines geopotential height of ensemble mean in m (25 m step). Notice different
colour range of ensemble spread.

non-linearities of the flow can be explored by this method.
The evolution of forecast uncertainties is the most intense at the west and south
LBs due to the in average zonal advection of the flow allowing the developed uncertainties to grow further by the model non-linearities.
The basic idea of PertRelax method can be extended by the methodology of
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Figure 3.11: As in Fig. 3.10 but valid at 850 hPa.

the bred vectors (Kalnay, 2003, section 6.5.1). The perturbations grown by the
ensemble of different weighting functions in the relaxation zone can be breed in a
series of cycles where perturbations are scaled and added to the initial conditions of
the following forecast.
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3.2
3.2.1

OSSE concept
Nature-run with WRF

The appropriate set-up of the OSSE study is crucial to provide a realistic evaluation of the potential of observation system in question. The nature-run (i.e. a
representation of the flow of the atmosphere used to simulate observations) should
be simulated with the numerical model different from the one used in the process
of data assimilation. This difference which diverges with the time simulates the
difference between the current operational models and the atmosphere. Most often the model in the data assimilation system is at the lower resolution than the
one used to provide the nature-run. As both models are still exhibiting flaws, the
difference between the nature-run and forecasts from the data assimilation system
is under-determined (Arnold and Dey, 1986; Stoffelen et al., 2006). This so-called
fraternal-twin problem is one of the reasons for the possible bias in the interpretation
of OSSE results.
The example of a quality nature-run is shown on the example of a 10-day
ECMWF high resolution forecast T3999 with effective horizontal resolution of ∼5
km. The comparison is provided for the backscatter coefficient in m−1 sr−1 with
the CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation)
(Winker et al., 2010) observations shown in Fig. 3.12. The backscatter coefficient in
T3999 can be estimated using quantities such as cloud liquid water content, which
is in detail explained in Chapter 5. The example shows the increased backscattering over the random segment of the Aeolus orbit associated with a deep convection
system and a cirrus cloud. The very good match between the model and the observations is found for the main structures of the convection systems along the Aeolus
orbit.
The nature-run used in the OSSE experiment in the thesis is produced by the
WRF model. It applies a higher horizontal resolution, with different LBCs and
using a different set of physical parametrisations then the model version used for the
data assimilation experiment. A micro-physics scheme of Lin et al. (1983) is used
which includes ice, snow and graupel processes. The surface and boundary layer
are represented by the MM5 similarity surface-layer scheme (Zhang and Anthes,
1982), the YSU boundary layer scheme (Hong et al., 2006) and the Unified Noah
Land Surface Model (Tewari et al., 2004). Convection is modelled by the BettsMiller-Janjic cumulus scheme (Janjić, 1994). The horizontal resolution is 10 km.
The nature simulation thus resolves more details than the data assimilation system.
The LBCs and initial condition are the ECMWF operational analysis available at
137 model levels below 0.01 hPa every 6 hours. The simulation covers 20 days in
September 2015 starting on 01 September 2015 at 00 UTC. Forecast fields after
00 UTC on 05 September are used for the simulation of observations and for the
validation of the results.

3.2.2

Simulated HLOS observations

Observation network simulated for this OSSE study in the thesis is simplified in
comparison to the complex GOS network.
The designed observation network consists of 296 observation profiles homogeneously distributed over the model domain with average separation of around 350
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Figure 3.12: Backscatter coefficient in m−1 sr−1 along the short segment of the Aeolus orbit
in CALIPSO (i.e. truth) and in the high-resolution forecast of ECMWF T3999. Example is
described in more detail in Chapter 5.

km (Fig. 3.13). At each profile location approximately 50 observations below 100
hPa is defined. Values of temperature and both wind components are provided from
the nature-run at each location. Horizontally, the nearest neighbour interpolation
is used to retrieve observation as the average distance between observations is far
larger as the distance between the nature-run grid points. In vertical, observations
are defined at the hybrid levels of the nature-run (Fig. 3.2), thus no interpolation is
needed. Overall, 44400 observations of the two wind components and temperature
is available every 6 hours in the designed OSSE.
The HLOS wind observations are assumed available at the same locations as the
observations of temperature and wind. This represents the configuration, which is
the most optimal to study properties of HLOS winds in comparison to those of the
full wind or its components.
At each observation location HLOS wind is computed as
HLOS(α) = U sin α + V cos α ,

(3.2)

where the azimuth angle α is defined clockwise from north and U (V ) stands for
the zonal (meridional) wind, respectively. The HLOS wind contains some information from both wind components. The value of the azimuth is set to 60◦ , which
approximately matches the real azimuth of Aeolus at the 45◦ latitude.
At this point, a word of caution is needed. It is related with the realism of
simulated HLOS wind observations in respect with the Aeolus properties. The Aeolus lidar signal at 355 nm is scattered in the atmosphere and may not penetrate
the atmosphere beneath the deep clouds (Marseille and Stoffelen, 2003). For example, Winker et al. (2010) estimated that the CALIOP instrument signal at 532
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Figure 3.13: Network of 296 observation profile locations used in the OSSEs.

and 1064 nm reaches the altitude 1.5 km and the surface about 80% and 66% of a
time, respectively. A similar penetration can be expected for Aeolus. For the GOS
coverage used in OSSE presented in Fig. 3.13 this means that HLOS wind should
not be defined in the whole vertical profile. However, Marseille and Stoffelen (2003)
demonstrated that the Aeolus multiple-shot sampling strategy and cloud porosity
permit for the retrieval of winds even below clouds. The neglect of clouds is thus
not a severe problem in the definition of HLOS winds.
Observation errors of temperature, zonal wind and meridional wind are simulated
by Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation of σ(T ) = 0.5 K for
temperature and σ(U ) = σ(V ) = 1.5 m s−1 for both wind components, respectively.
These values were chosen in respect with the ensemble spread of the ENS short term
forecast, averaged over the Europe-Atlantic domain (Fig. 3.14).
As HLOS wind is defined as a linear combination of zonal and meridional wind
components the appropriate method for the calculation of HLOS wind observation
HLOSo is taking the values of zonal wind observation Uo = Ut +σ(U ) and meridional
wind observation Vo = Vt + σ(V ) and using them as HLOSo = Uo sin α + Vo cos α,
where the nature-run values are defined by Ut (Vt ) for zonal (meridional) wind,
respectively. This approach provides the most appropriate comparison between the
impact of HLOSo and Uo or Vo . In other words, no specific noise is needed to
be simulated for HLOS wind observations as it is implicitly included by σ(U ) and
σ(V ). However, for the data assimilation, the observation error of HLOSo must
be specified. The HLOS wind observation can be defined as HLOSo = HLOSt +
σ(HLOS) where HLOSt is HLOS wind derived from the nature-run and σHLOS
is the observation error. The value of σ(HLOS) can be derived using the error
propagation theory (Ku, 1966). Applying it on Eq. 3.2 brings
σ 2 (HLOS) = σ 2 (U ) sin2 α + σ 2 (V ) cos2 α .
The σ(α) = 0 as α is predefined and is fixed for the whole observation network. As
σ(U ) = σ(V ) = 1.5 m s−1 the equation simplifies into σ(HLOS) = σ(U ) = σ(V ) =
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1.5 m s−1 . This is true only if observation errors of Uo and Vo are not correlated,
which is used for radiosonde observations.

3.2.3

WRF/DART-ENS setup

The coupled WRF/DART system is based on the ensemble of 50 members. Lateral
boundaries for the ensemble are provided by the ECMWF operational 50 member
ENS. The system was initialized from a 5-day WRF forecast initialized from the
same ENS. To exploit the features of this configuration the growth of ENS ensemble
spread in the 48 hour forecast in the WRF relaxation zone is shown in Fig. 3.14.
The computation takes into the account all forecasts at 00 UTC and 12 UTC in
September 2015 at 2 levels, in the lower (700 hPa) and upper troposphere (200
hPa). The average growth of ensemble spread is shown along with the one standard
deviation. The growth is computed in the whole relaxation zone of the WRF model
(Fig. 3.1). The rather linear growth is found in the first 48 hours of forecast. The
growth in the wind is largest in the western part of the relaxation zone.
TEMPERATURE

ZONAL WIND

MERIDIONAL WIND

Figure 3.14: The average growth of forecast uncertainties in the relaxation zone based on
the ECMWF ensemble prediction system in September 2015 at 700 hPa (black) and 200 hPa
(red). The growth of ensemble spread including the whole relaxation zone is shown by solid
lines and including only west part of the relaxation zone in dashed lines. Associated one sigma
temporal variability is shown respectively.

Initially, the usage of inflation in the presented data assimilation system was not
intended to be used. However, to study the potential of using covariance inflation,
due to a general lack of understanding of all sources of errors in the data assimilation
system, additional experiments was formed. These will be in detail described in the
following chapter in this thesis. A temporally and spatially evolving adaptive statespace inflation (Anderson, 2009) is used here. The inflation is damped before applied,
by I ′ = (1 − α) + αI where α = 0.9 and I and I ′ are the prior inflation values before
and after damping, respectively. The standard deviation of the inflation distribution
is constant in time with a value 0.6.
Observations are assimilated continuously in the WRF-DART system every 6
hours in the period of 15 days since the 05 September 2015 00 UTC. The WRFDART cycling scheme is presented in Fig. 3.15. The cycle is designed to maximally
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explore the LBC information available (Fig. 3.14) from two daily ENS runs at 00
and 12 UTC. This set-up is unique in comparison to current operational ensemble
DA systems based on the WRF model. At 00 and 06 UTC, LBCs are provided by
ENS run from 12 UTC the previous day. This means that a 6 hour forecast between
00 and 06 UTC is nested in the 12 and 18 hour ENS forecast. Such configuration
provides a larger spread at lateral boundaries than when LBCs would be provided
from the ENS run from 00 UTC the same day. This makes the system less prone to
the filter divergence problem. Fo a similar reason, steps 12 UTC and 18 UTC are
nested in the ENS outputs from 00 UTC the same day. Thus, the spread at lateral
boundaries is somewhat greater for 06 and 18 UTC then for 00 and 12 UTC. The
applied setup mimics the envisaged operational nesting of the WRF/DART system
in the ENS.

Figure 3.15: Data assimilation cycling scheme with the 6-hour time step. Observations are all
available at the same time every 6 hours. First guess (ensemble) is provided by the ensemble
of WRF forecasts. Boundary conditions used are provided by the EPS forecasts. In between
00 UTC and 06 UTC LBCs are provided by 12 and 18 hour forecasts from the EPS system.
Similar for the forecast in between 12 UTC and 18 UTC. On the other hand, LBCs for the
forecast in between 06 UTC and 12 UTC (and 18 UTC and 00 UTC), are provided by the 18
and 24 hour forecast from the EPS system. At each time step ensemble of analysis is provided
by EAKF using DART. Data from EPS are available at 00 and 12 every day.

3.2.4

Diagnostic tools

To evaluate the performance of the filter it is necessary to develop tools for assessing
the quality of analysis and forecast. Diagnostics tools can be provided in observation
space, so that, all the statistical measures are evaluated only at locations of observations that were assimilated. As observations are the only source of information
related with the truth, such statistics is of great value when we are interested in the
performance of the data assimilation system. The second more classical approach is
statistics provided in the model space, namely on various model variables available
anywhere in the model domain. This approach will not be discussed in more details
as it was not used in the evaluation of results.
At any time in the data assimilation cycle, a list of observations is assimilated
into the model and observations might be rejected due to variety of reasons. DART
allows for the observations to be only “evaluated” in the filter, not to be misplaced
with the more general term of the evaluation of performance of the filter. In other
words, observation operators are applied but observation impact is not affecting the
state vector, which is a valuable appropach to estimate the value of observations as
if they would be assimilated. All observations that were assimilated or evaluated
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successfully are used to provide metrics for the verification of the quality of analysis
and forecast.
Lets define such observation at location i and time t as yo (i, t). In OSSE the
truth xt (i, t) is available. The state vector equivalent of a particular observation
is available at any time and for any ensemble members k as x(k, i, t) for prior or
posterior.
First an ensemble mean x(i, t) and ensemble spread σ(i, t) are defined at location
i and time t as
N
1 ∑
x(i, t) =
x(k, i, t),
N k=1


N
 1 ∑
√
(x(k, i, t) − x(i, t))2 ,
σ(i, t) = ν(i, t) = √
N − 1 k=1

(3.3)

(3.4)

where ν(i, t) is the ensemble variance.
A departure E(i, t) at the location i and time t is defined as the difference between
the ensemble mean x(i, t) and yo (i, t) or truth xt (i, t). In DART the BIAS, meansquared error (MSE) and root-mean-squared error (RMSE) are defined as:
Ni
1 ∑
BIAS(t) =
E(i, t),
Ni i=1

(3.5)

N

i
1 ∑
MSE(t) =
E(i, t)2 ,
Ni i=1
√
RMSE(t) = MSE(t)

(3.6)
(3.7)

To evaluate the performance in the whole data assimilation cycle, these statistics
are calculated as
BIAS =

Ni ∑
Nt
1 ∑
E(i, t),
Ni Nt i=1 t=1
N

(3.8)

N

t
i ∑
1 ∑
MSE =
E(i, t)2 ,
Ni Nt i=1 t=1
√
RMSE = MSE

(3.9)
(3.10)

These metrics can be presented as vertical profiles or as a time evolution. To provide
vertical profiles, observations are classified into several groups each belonging to a
particular vertical layer. For each of these groups BIAS, MSE and RMSE were
calculated separately with above equations. Each of the metrics can be computed
in relation to the observation values yo or the truth xt .
The Welch t-test is used to assess the statistical significance of the differences
between various experiments by measuring RMSE or σ. This is a two-sample test,
an adaptation of the Student t-test, that is more reliable when samples have unequal
variances and unequal sizes as in the case here. To test the difference in RMSE the
test was applied on the values of MSE. This is mathematically more appropriate as
averaging, as discussed above, is performed with MSE. For a similar reason the test
was performed on values of ν to test the difference in σ.
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One of important measures in ensemble data assimilation or ensemble forecasting
is the reliability of the ensemble. This is, if the filter worked perfectly then the
true state is statistically indistinguishable from the random samples of the analysis
distribution produced by the filter (e.g. Anderson and Anderson, 1999). A common
measure of ensemble reliability is the comparison of RMSE and the ensemble spread
which should be the same, in other words ensemble spread should resolve the error
of the ensemble mean (e.g. Fortin et al., 2014). When RMSE is computed in relation
2
to observation value yo ensemble total-spread is defined instead as σtot
= σ 2 + σo2
where σo is observation error. Thus, RMSE must be similar to the total spread.
To measure the ensemble reliability in a more probabilistic sense (i.e. taking
into account the distribution itself) the so-called rank histogram was developed
(e.g. Anderson, 1996). The main principle behind the rank histogram is simple. If
N member ensemble and the truth (or observation value) are put into a vector sorted
from lowest to highest, then the truth is equally likely to occur in each of the N + 1
possible ranks (e.g. Hamill, 2001). A rank-histogram is produced with gathering
information about rank for all the observations that were successfully assimilated.
In case of a reliable ensemble the end distribution (i.e. histogram) should be uniform.
Examples of rthe ank histogram from the NCAR operational ensemble WRF/DART
is shown in Fig. 3.16. For the zonal wind variable the ensemble provides a good
estimate of the true probability distribution. However, in the case of humidity the
ensemble is found rather over-dispersive as the observation value is ranked close to
the ensemble mean but not at its tails. Right the opposite appears to temperature,
whose observations are more probable at the distribution tails. It is also clear that
the rank histogram of temperature shows that distribution sampled by ensemble is
biased. This means that observation is more probable to appear at the ensemble
maximum values.
To measure the information content of assimilated observations additional parameters were developed. The observation impact could be measured by the reduction of ensemble spread. To be systematic in the definition of different statistic
metrics this, the reduction of the ensemble spread Iσ , is defined as
√
Ni ∑
Nt
∑
νposterior (i, t)
1
,
(3.11)
Iσ = 1 −
Ni Nt i=1 t=1
νprior (i, t)
which represents the ratio of the posterior and prior variance. Positive values of
Iσ represent reduction of ensemble spread due to assimilated set of observations.
Negative values represent detrimental effects of observations. As ensemble typically
underestimate the true error, similar is defined in terms of the reduction of error IE
as
⟨√
⟩
2
Eposterior (i, t)
IE = 1 −
,
(3.12)
Eprior (i, t)2
where operator ⟨⟩ represents the median operator of the ratio of departure equivalent with the reduction of prior error. Median, known as a 50th percentile of the
probability distribution, is equivalent to the average in the case when the sample
is Gaussian (Wilks, 2011, Chapter 3.1.2.). Notice that IE can be computed using
departures computed against the truth or observations.
The main reason to use median instead of average in IE and Iσ is the fact that
the ratio of departures E(i, t) is providing distribution with many outliers. This is
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Figure 3.16: Example of rank-histogram from a operational NCAR 80 member ensemble
DART-WRF system. Humidity at height of 7000 m (a), temperature at height 3000 m (b) and
zonal wind at height 3000 m (c). From Schwartz et al. (2015).

shown by the example of an experiment assimilating temperature and zonal wind
over the period of 11 days in Fig. 3.17. The errors are calculated as departures from
the nature-run at every observation location at a model level near 850 hPa during
the entire duration of the experiment. Each black dot in the figure represents one
observation location. The distribution of the prior errors Eprior reveals a large number√of observations with small prior errors. For small prior errors, the distribution
of E2posterior /E2prior becomes noisy with outliers as large as several 100 (not seen in
figure). This is related to noisy prior covariances estimated by the filter. Applying
average produces statistics skewed towards value 0.99 (or even higher in some situations, not shown) in Fig. 3.17. The error ratio histogram (left panel) suggests
that this does not match with the expected mean of the distribution. For larger
prior errors, the ratio of errors is in the majority of cases smaller than 1 and the
distribution becomes more Gaussian. Its mean is close to the median of the whole
distribution (blue line). Thus, the use of the median instead of the mean in the
calculation of IE is more appropriate.
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for the last 10 days of the 11-day data assimilation cycle. On the y-axes the range is limited
to the interval of [0, 2] K. Reduction of error (i.e. 1 − IE ) is shown; (red) for the mean over
the observations space or (blue) if median is used. Number of available elements in the sample
distribution is shown by a histogram (right, top).
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Chapter 4
Simulated impact of HLOS winds in
the WRF/DART-ENS system
The data assimilation system presented in Section 3 is now used to answer the
question on the potential of the HLOS wind observations in WRF/DART LAM
over the North Atlantic and Europe.
In Section 4.1 basic properties of the HLOS wind observation type in the EAKF
WRF/DART-ENS system are presented. A case study involving a cold front in the
Northern Atlantic is studied in details using HLOS wind observations in Section
4.2. Main characteristics of the designed data assimilation system are presented
with a list of cycling experiments in Section 4.3. The multivariate properties and
the impact of the covariance inflation is also discussed. Finally, the results of the
potential of HLOS wind in mesoscale DA is shown in Section 4.4. Results presented
in sections 4.2-4.4 are published in Šavli et al. (2018).

4.1

Information content of the HLOS wind observations in EAKF

The raw wind observations, available by the GOS, are generally provided as a pair
of wind velocity and the angle defining the direction of the wind vector (Gao et al.,
2015). Both components have errors associated with the measurement uncertainty
or another sources. In numerical model wind is typically assimilated as two scalars:
zonal and meridional wind with associated observation errors. Recently the study
of Gao et al. (2015) showed the potential of assimilating the raw wind observations
(i.e. wind velocity and angle) against this classical approach. The potential was
mostly related with the fact that mapping from raw observations to the pair of
zonal and meridional wind is in general not performed accurately. In particularly
the observation error of the angle is typically not taken into account (Kalnay et al.,
1996; Lindskog et al., 2001).
The azimuth of the HLOS wind is known exactly or at least we can expect that
error of the azimuth angle is significantly smaller than the error of the amplitude.
Here, the HLOS wind component is derived from predefined values of zonal and
meridional wind using Eq. 3.2.
In EAKF the error covariance follows the general definition, as (e.g. Wilks, 2011).
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For a sample of size N, covariance of quantities X and Y is defined as
N

cov(X, Y ) =

1 ∑
(Xi − X)(Yi − Y ) ,
N − 1 i=1

(4.1)

N
1 ∑
X=
Xi ,
N i=1

(4.2)

N
1 ∑
Yi ,
Y =
N i=1

(4.3)

where

represent the average values of X and Y , respectively This applies only for the zero
bias in X and Y, which is one of the assumptions in EAKF.
Equation (4.1) can be used to compute the error variance of HLOS wind as
σ 2 (HLOS) = cov(HLOS, HLOS). With the help of Eq. 3.2, the HLOS wind error
variance is computed as
σ 2 (HLOS) = σ 2 (U ) sin2 α + σ 2 (V ) cos2 α + cov(U, V ) sin 2α ,

(4.4)

where the last term represents the contribution of the error covariance between the
wind components U and V . For observations it is assumed that cov(U, V ) = 0.
This is also a necessary assumption to be able to implement the sequential filter
assimilating one observation at a time.

4.1.1

Basic properties of the HLOS wind assimilation in EAKF

The difference between the assimilation of the zonal and meridional wind or the
HLOS wind component depends on the data assimilation methodology. It is possible
to analytically derive the updated state after assimilating a single observation in
EAKF. The analytical derivation is provided for two examples:
• assimilation of a single HLOS wind observation and
• assimilation of a single U observation followed by assimilation of a single V
observation, which is equivalent to a full wind assimilation.
The algorithm of EAKF was presented in section 2.3.3. However, for a matter of
discussion the algorithm is presented here again for the assimilation of HLOS wind
observation.
The observation space consists of a single HLOS wind observation with amplitude
HLOSo and σ(HLOSo ) its observation error. HLOSo and σ(HLOSo ) are computed
from the observation of zonal and meridional wind using Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (4.4).
The error covariance cov(Uo , Vo ) is assumed to be 0. The state vector consists of
only 3 elements; zonal wind (U), meridional wind (V) and temperature (T). For the
sake of simplicity state vector elements are located at the observation location.
In the process of the assimilation of HLOS wind observation, the filter first
computes the prior value of HLOS wind from the state vector by applying the
observation operator at the location of observation. The ensemble mean in prior is
HLOSp = Up sin α + Vp cos α ,
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where subscript p stands for prior. The ensemble variance σ 2 (HLOSp ) can be computed using Eq. 4.4. Notice the addition of the background error covariance term
cov(Up , Vp ) in the equation for σ 2 (HLOSp ). As will be seen later in this section,
the term cov(Up , Vp ) defines how HLOS wind observations impact the state vector.
It is the property of the flow, i.e. it represents the balance between the zonal and
meridional wind. All error covariances and variances are estimated from the prior
ensemble.
Next the HLOSp is updated using observation HLOSo to provide the analysis
HLOSu using the Bayes theorem on Gaussian PDFs (section 2.3.3). The update is
produced for each ensemble member separately in the adjustment step (Eq. 2.16).
The mean and spread of the updated ensemble are
)
(
HLOSo
HLOSp
2
+
(4.6)
HLOSu = σ (HLOSu )
σ 2 (HLOSp ) σ 2 (HLOSo )
1
1
1
= 2
+ 2
,
(4.7)
2
σ (HLOSu )
σ (HLOSp ) σ (HLOSo )
which form the system of classical optimal analysis equations.
Next, the analysis increment in observation space is spread over the elements of
the state vector using the regression (Eq. 2.17). For any element X of the state
vector the update of the ensemble mean and spread is computed as follows
)
cov(HLOSp , Xp ) (
HLOSu − HLOSp ,
2
σ (HLOSp )
2
2
σ (Xu ) = σ (Xp ) + 2AX cov(HLOSp , Xp ) + A2X σ 2 (HLOSp ) ,
]
[
cov(HLOSp , Xp ) σ(HLOSu )
−1
AX =
σ 2 (HLOSp )
σ(HLOSp )
Xu = Xp +

(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)

Equation 4.8 shows that to get the update in the X the analysis increment in HLOS
wind is multiplied by the error covariance cov(HLOSp , Xp ) normalized by HLOS
wind prior error and added to the prior value of X. Notice that σ 2 (HLOSp ) is a
function of azimuth angle α. To calculate the error of posterior of X (i.e. σ(Xu ))
the variance is computed by Eq. 4.1 using the observation operator defined by Eq.
3.2.
The most important parameter is the prior error covariance cov(HLOSp , Xp ).
Using Eq. 4.1 it can be shown that prior error covariances are
cov(HLOSp , Up ) = σ 2 (Up ) sin α + cov(Up , Vp ) cos α ,
cov(HLOSp , Vp ) = cov(Up , Vp ) sin α + σ 2 (Vp ) cos α
cov(HLOSp , Tp ) = cov(Up , Tp ) sin α + cov(Vp , Tp ) cos α ,

(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)

Thus the error covariances of HLOS wind and any model variables depend on the
prior error covariances and on the azimuth α.
Lets assume that σ(Up ) = σ(Vp ), then system (4.11-4.12) can be rewritten as
cov(HLOSp , Up ) ∝ sin α + cor(Up , Vp ) cos α ,
cov(HLOSp , Vp ) ∝ cor(Up , Vp ) sin α + cos α ,

(4.14)
(4.15)

where the operator cor() represents the error correlation such that
cov(X, Y ) = cor(X, Y )σ(X)σ(Y ). The dependence of these error covariances on
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azimuth α and the error correlation cor(Up , Vp ) is shown in Fig. 4.1. The dependence
on azimuth is a linear combination of the sinus and cosinus function which gives a
wave pattern with a period of 2π.
If errors of prior U and V are not error correlated (cor(Up , Vp ) = 0), then the
cov(HLOSp , Up )(α) and cov(HLOSp , Vp )(α) are simply shifted from each other for
π/2.
When the error correlation cor(Up , Vp ) = 1 then cov(HLOSp , Up ) = cov(HLOSp , Vp ),
i.e. they are in phase. On the other hand, if the error correlation cor(Up , Vp ) is -1
then cov(HLOSp , Up ) and cov(HLOSp , Vp ) are phase shifted for π. This means that
whatever the analysis increment is in zonal wind, the opposite of it (i.e. in sign) is
in meridional wind.

Figure 4.1: Prior error covariances cov(HLOS, U ) and cov(HLOS, V ) at the observation
location as a function of azimuth α and the error correlation between U and V. Error covariances
are defined by Eq. 4.14 and Eq. 4.15.
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Equation 4.8 can be further simplified in the form
(
)
Xu = Xp + RX HLOSo − HLOSp ,
cov(HLOSp , Xp )
RX = 2
,
σ (HLOSp ) + σ 2 (HLOSo )

(4.16)
(4.17)

where the expression is presented using the innovation in HLOS wind (i.e. the
difference HLOSo − HLOSp ). The factor RX will be called the modified regression
factor as it differs only for the σ 2 (HLOSo ) from the regression factor defined in Eq.
4.8.
Lets define the vector r = (RU , RV ) whose meaning is the following. If the
innovation in HLOS wind observation space is equal to 1 m s−1 , vector r represents
the vector of analysis increments for zonal and meridional wind in units m s−1 .
It is valuable to study properties of r for different values of the prior correlation
between zonal and meridional wind error cor(Up , Vp ), as a function of the azimuth
angle. For that matter we assume σ(Up ) = σ(Vp ) = 1 m s−1 and σ(HLOSo ) =
βσ(Up ) Properties of the vector r are presented in Fig. 4.2 and 4.3.
The vector r consists of two factors. First is the vector of error covariances
c = (cov(HLOSp , Up ), cov(HLOSp , Vp )) and the second is the normalization factor
σ 2 (HLOSp ) + σ 2 (HLOSo ). Figures 4.2(a-c) show properties of c as a function of
the azimuth. Lets define an angle αR (denoted regression vector angle), which is the
angle of the vector r (and c) from north. The definition of αR is identical to the one
of azimuth α in Eq. 3.2 for HLOS. In the case cor(Up , Vp ) = 0 the zonal component
of c is equal to sin α and meridional to cos α. In other words αR = α, which means
that analysis increment in wind vector is pointed in the direction of the HLOS wind
observation for any azimuth angle α. This is also presented by thick solid blue line
in Fig. 4.3a.
Non-zero prior error correlations between zonal and meridional wind cor(Up , Vp )
modify c as is shown in Figs. 4.2(b-c) and in Fig. 4.3a. The analysis increment
angle αR is not any more a linear function of the azimuth angle α. From Fig. 4.3a
it can be seen that for cor(Up , Vp = 1 the αR (α) becomes
{
45◦
αR (α) =
−135◦

if − 45◦ < α < 135◦
else

(4.18)

To understand this result, lets first examine a simple sketch shown in Fig. 4.4.
Imagine the multivariate normal distribution of U and V where the error correlation
C = cor(U, V ) is defined. If the error correlation C = 0 then the random sample
from such distribution is described by blue dots, i.e. increments in U and V are
not correlated. However, for the C = 1 (C = −1) the increments will fall on the
black (red) curve, respectively. This two curves will be called the axis of a positive
(negative) error correlation for C = 1 (C = −1), respectively.
Now, the results of Eq. 4.18 can be explained as follows. At large positive values
of prior error correlation cor(Up , Vp ) vector c will be tilted towards the positive axes
of error correlation, i.e. αR = 45◦ and αR = −135◦ . In other words, the analysis
increments in zonal wind will be exactly the same as those in meridional wind, no
matter the HLOS wind azimuth angle. If cor(Up , Vp ) is negative the vector c will be
tilted towards the positive axes of error correlation (not shown).
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Figure 4.2: (d-i) The modified regression factor in zonal (x-axes) and meridional (y-axes)
wind. Results are for different prior correlations of zonal and meridional wind C = cor(Up , Vp )
when assimilating HLOS wind with the azimuth angle α. Each arrow represents the vector
r = (RU , RV ) for a particular azimuth angle α. Vectors are (blue) for α ⊂ [−180◦ , −90◦ ),
(cyan) for α ⊂ [−90◦ , 0◦ ), (green) for α ⊂ [0◦ , 90◦ ) and (red) for α ⊂ [90◦ , 180◦ ). Value of the
σ(HLOSo ) is defined by β (see in text). (a-c) Similar for the vector of prior error covariances
(cov(HLOSp , Up ), cov(HLOSp , Vp )).

The second, more important, effect can be seen in Fig. 4.2(d-i) and Fig. 4.3(b,
c) where the vector r is shown. The effect of the normalization σ 2 (HLOSp ) +
σ 2 (HLOSo ) can be seen here. For the larger values of β the r differs from c only
for a factor (i.e. ∼1/β). However, when observation error is small, relatively to
the prior errors in wind, the vector r differs from c especially when the prior error
correlation cor(Up , Vp ) is large in absolute value. In such a case the amplitude of r
is increased significantly near the α = −45◦ and α = 135◦ as seen in Fig. 4.3(b-c).
This is because HLOS wind is pointing in the direction that is perpendicular to
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Figure 4.3: Properties of the modified regression factor in the relation with results shown in
Fig. 4.2. (a) The mapping between the HLOS observation azimuth (x-axis) and the modified
regression vector angle αR (y-axis). For the exact definition of αR see in text. The associated
amplitude of the regression factor vector r for (b) β = 1 and for (c) β = 0.1. Value of prior
error correlation between zonal and meridional wind cor(Up , Vp ) is presented by colours.

the axis of a positive error correlation. There the prior error σ 2 (HLOSp ) = 0 for
cor(Up , Vp ) = 1. The role of the normalization (i.e. σ 2 (HLOSp )) in the regression
factor is easy to understand when Eq. 4.8 is rewritten into the form
∆X
∆HLOS
= cor(HLOSp , Xp )
,
σ(Xp )
σ(HLOSp )
∆X = Xu − Xp ,
∆HLOS = HLOSu − HLOSp

(4.19)
(4.20)
(4.21)

From this basic form of the regression it is clear that the role of σ(HLOSp ) and
σ(Xp ) is to normalize analysis increments in the ensemble. This allows to apply regression among arbitrary quantities (e.g. HLOS wind and temperature). When β is
small the analysis increments are expected to be large as σ 2 (HLOSp ) + σ 2 (HLOSo )
increases. However, this increase in not uniform. It is stronger for azimuths tilted
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Figure 4.4: The effect of error correlation C = cor(U, V ) between zonal wind (U) and
meridional wind (V) on the multivariate normal distribution. Zero error correlation (blue),
C = 1 (black) and C = −1 (red). Values on x-axes (y-axes) correspond to the increments in
zonal (meridional) wind, respectively.

perpendicularly to the axis of positive (negative) error correlation for positive (negative) cor(Up , V), respectively, as is shown in Fig. 4.2(d-i) and Fig. 4.3c.
For an example, lets take a zonal wind observation with amplitude of 2 m s−1
and observation error of σ(Uo ) = σ(Vo ) = 0.5 m s−1 . Prior wind is zonal with
1 m s−1 and error of σ(Up ) = σ(Vp ) = 1 m s−1 . The HLOS wind observation is
computed from the zonal and meridional wind observation and then assimilated.
Analysis increments in zonal and meridional wind are computed for several values
of the azimuth angle and prior error correlation cor(Up , Vp ). Results are shown in
Fig. 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Analysis increments in zonal and meridional wind assimilating HLOS wind for
different values of prior error correlation between zonal and meridional wind C = cor(Up , Vp )
and azimuth angles. Increments in wind are presented with arrows in x-y diagram in units of
m s−1 . Observation is zonal wind (black thick arrow). Prior wind is zonal, presented by red
thick dashed arrow. Analysis increments in zonal and meridional wind are presented as colour
vectors for different azimuth angle in range [0◦ , 180◦ ). Vectors are (blue) for α ⊂ [0◦ , 45◦ ),
(cyan) for α ⊂ [45◦ , 90◦ ), (green) for α ⊂ [90◦ , 135◦ ) and (red) for α ⊂ [135◦ , 180◦ ).

For cor(Up , Vp ) = 0 the largest analysis increments are provided for azimuth
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α of 90◦ which represents the HLOS wind pointing in the direction of the wind
observation. For α close to 0◦ or 180◦ analysis increments are decreased to zero as
in this case the HLOS wind observation can not ’see’ the true wind which is zonal.
An increased error correlation cor(Up , Vp ) (Fig. 4.5c) gives a similar result, however
vectors of analysis increments are somehow transformed. The vectors of analysis
increments are titled towards the axis of positive error correlation as discussed before.
It can be seen that for cor(Up , Vp ) = 0.5 the HLOS wind should be assimilated with
the angle larger than 90◦ but smaller than 135◦ to provide analysis that is closest
to the truth. The opposite effect is shown when the error correlation cor(Up , Vp )
is negative (Fig. 4.5a) where the analysis increments are tilted towards the axis of
negative error correlation.
A similar discussion could be provided for the analysis increments in temperature
which is more complex as prior error covariances of cov(Up , Tp ) and cov(Vp , Tp ) must
be taken into account. From Eq. 4.13 it can be seen that the impact of HLOS wind
on temperature is a linear combination of two terms associated with error covariances
cov(Up , Tp ) and cov(Vp , Tp ). In other words, for azimuth of 90◦ (i.e. HLOS wind is
zonal wind) analysis increment in temperature will be non-zero only if cov(Up , Tp )
is not zero. Similar applies for the azimuth of 0◦ where HLOS wind is meridional
wind and error covariance (Vp , Tp ) must be non-zero.
The presented model of the assimilation of HLOS wind in EAKF shows an important feature. This is, HLOS wind as a single wind component depends significantly
on the prior error covariances as already indicated by Žagar (2004a). This comes
from the fact the wind information provided by a scaler (i.e. HLOS wind) needs to
be transformed to two wind components (zonal and meridional). In the case of the
large absolute value of prior error covariance cov(Up , Vp ) the analysis increment in
wind is predominantly tilted towards the axis of positive (or negative) error correlation for the majority of HLOS wind azimuth angles. Even if HLOS wind tilts into
the direction of the observation and thus brings all the information on the full wind
into the EAKF, the analysis increments may be tilted away from the observation.
In the case of the small or zero prior error correlation cov(Up , Vp ), the system is less
sensitive on the HLOS wind azimuth angle, i.e. if HLOS wind points in approximately the direction of the wind observation, then analysis increments will also point
into that direction. If prior error covariances are not reliable, then the assimilation
of HLOS winds can be detrimental to the analysis no matter the observed azimuth
angle.
Data assimilation of full wind in EAKF
Analysis increments calculated when HLOS wind is assimilated can be compared
with analysis increments when the zonal and meridional wind (full wind) are assimilated. The analytical derivation of EAKF for the case full wind is assimilated
follows the derivation discussed in the previous section. However, as the EAKF is
sequential, the assimilation of full wind is performed in two steps. First zonal wind
is assimilated and analysis increments are calculated providing analysis. This analysis is used as a prior to assimilate the meridional wind information which provides
final analysis. The order of assimilation (e.g. first zonal wind) is not relevant as
observation errors of the zonal and meridional wind observations are not correlated.
The assimilation of quantity C modifies the prior error covariance cov(Ap , Bp ) for
A and B which are elements of the state vector. The posterior covariance cov(Au , Bu )
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is calculated as
cov(Au , Bu ) = cov(Ap , Bp ) + γB cov(Ap , Cp )
+ γA cov(Bp , Cp ) + γA γB σ 2 (Cp ) ,
[
]
cov(Cp , Ap ) σ(Cu )
γA =
−1 ,
σ 2 (Cp )
σ(Cp )
[
]
cov(Cp , Bp ) σ(Cu )
−1 ,
γB =
σ 2 (Cp )
σ(Cp )

4.1.2

(4.22)
(4.23)
(4.24)
(4.25)

Single observation experiment with HLOS winds

A single observation experiment is designed to study spatial distribution of analysis
increments in wind and temperature. A WRF 50 member ensemble forecast was
chosen as a prior field for the DART system.
A single observation is placed in a relatively calm environment over the Eastern
Europe with nearly zonal prior winds. The prior ensemble spread has a relatively
isotropic shape. The observation Vo = [Uo , Vo ] = [13.00, 1.14] m s−1 is a nearly zonal
wind with HLOS azimuth of α = 85◦ . The prior wind Vp = [Up , Vp ] = [10.33, 0.98]
m s−1 is about 3 m s−1 weaker but has the same azimuth. The observation error
is set to 0.4 m s−1 for the zonal, meridional and HLOS wind components. This
value is chosen to be approximately equal to the ensemble prior error standard
deviation at the same point which is 0.33 m s−1 for the zonal and 0.44 m s−1 for the
meridional wind. The azimuth angle varies from 0◦ (observation of the meridional
wind component) up to 90◦ (observation of the zonal wind component) every 10
degree.
Analysis increments of the assimilated HLOS wind observation at various azimuth angles are shown in Fig. 4.6. These are localized as shown by the spatial
distribution to around 200 km using the covariance localization in the filter. The
analysis increments in temperature are produced by coupling between mass and
wind fields in the prior. In particular, the error correlation of temperature and
zonal and meridional wind is cor(Up , Tp ) = −0.2 and cor(Vp , Tp ) = −0.09. The error
correlation between prior zonal and meridional wind is cor(Up , Vp ) = −0.18. Zhe
experiment assimilating both wind components directly (full wind) is also provided
(experiment UV).
Prior sample covariances are weak and the prior wind is almost overlaying the
observation analysis increments. Thus, it is expected that for azimuth of about 90◦
the analysis increments will be the largest. This is confirmed in Fig. 4.6 as analysis
increments for azimuth of 90◦ match rather well with the analysis increments of
experiment with assimilated full wind.
At smaller values of the azimuth angle, the HLOS wind observation becomes
smaller and also the analysis increments decrease in amplitude. The spatial structure of analysis increments for small azimuth angles is more similar to the case
assimilating meridional wind than zonal wind.
The analytical model derived in the previous section can be used to interpret
the analysis increments in both wind components and temperature when HLOS
wind is assimilated at different azimuth angles. Results are shown in Fig. 4.7.
The analysis increment in zonal wind (blue line) is approximately monotonically
increasing with increasing azimuth angle. In meridional wind analysis increment is
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Figure 4.6: Analysis increments for a single HLOS wind observation with the azimuth angle
varying from α = 90◦ (observation of the zonal wind component) to α = 0◦ (observation of the
meridional wind component) for an arbitrary ensemble member. The observation is assimilated
at the location of the blue cross at model level near 850 hPa over a relatively calm area with
nearly zonal flow. Temperature is shown in K (colours) and wind velocity in m s−1 (contour
lines). The HLOS wind increment can be compared with increments from the assimilation of
both wind components (Uo and Vo ) directly (denoted U V ). Description of the experiment is
given in text. Note the different range in the colour bar for the bottom row.

maximum at about 40◦ . This dependence can be understood as it is controlled by
the analysis increment in HLOS wind observation space (black solid line) and prior
error covariances cov(Up , Vp ), cov(HLOSp , Up ) and cov(HLOSp , Vp ) shown in Fig.
4.7b (Eq. 4.8). For the particular example the prior error covariance cov(Up , Vp )
is negative where σ(Up ) and σ(Vp ) are positive. Taking this into account along
with Eq. 4.11 and Eq. 4.12, the error covariance cov(HLOSp , Up ) monotonically
increases with increasing azimuth and error covariance cov(HLOSp , Vp ) decreases
in the interval shown.
Next it can be seen that analysis increments in zonal and meridional wind are
zero for HLOS wind that points perpendicular to the observation (α∼ − 5◦ ). Anal81
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Figure 4.7: Analytical model of results shown in Fig. 4.6. (a) Analysis increments at the
location observation in HLOS wind (solid black), zonal wind (solid blue) and meridional wind
(solid red) as a function of azimuth angle of HLOS observation. Dashed lines are showing
associated analysis increments for the experiment where instead of HLOS wind the full wind
vector is assimilated. (b) Prior error covariance at the location of observations of cov(U, V )
(solid black), cov(HLOS, U ) (solid blue) and cov(HLOS, V ) (solid red) as a function of
azimuth angle. Posterior error covariances of cov(U, V ) for experiment assimilating HLOS
wind (solid green) and similar in experiment assimilating full wind (UV) (dashed green). Two
vertical dashed lines are showing the azimuth angle as if HLOS wind is pointing into the direction
of wind observation (∼85◦ ) and its perpendicular direction (∼ − 5◦ ).

ysis increments in the zonal and meridional wind for HLOS wind pointing into the
direction of wind observation (α∼85◦ ) are not the largest. There are two reasons for
this as discussed in the previous section. First the prior error correlation cor(Up , Vp )
is not zero and the prior errors σ(Up ) and σ(Vp ) differ.
Similar was studied by Žagar (2004b) where the potential of the HLOS wind
type was studied for the Tropics in an idealized study (section 1.3.3). It consisted of
a shallow-water system and a variational (3DVar) data assimilation method. Background error covariances were static and were based on the eigen-modes derived
from linear wave theory. Results shown in Fig. 4.7 can be compared with results
shown in Fig. 1.15. No matter the difference in the data assimilation system, some
similarities can be observed that are directly associated with the definition of the
HLOS wind observation type. The application of the ensemble system is clearly
more complex due to flow dependent error covariances that are static in 3DVar.
Dependence of the prior and posterior error covariances of azimuth at the observation location is shown in Fig. 4.7b. Prior error covariance cov(Up , Vp ) is constant with azimuth. Assimilation of HLOS wind provides posterior error covariances
cov(Uu , Vu ) that are lower for azimuth near 50◦ and almost zero otherwise. On the
other hand, the observation of full wind reduces the prior error covariances for all
azimuth angles. Error covariances are in both cases weak, but results show that the
posterior error covariance differ if thte HLOS wind is assimilated instead of the full
wind.
The data assimilation of HLOS wind also affects the temperature (i.e. the multivariate impact) as shown in Fig. 4.6. Analysis increments in temperature are shown
in Fig. 4.8. The prior error covariances of cov(Up , Tp ) and cov(Vp , Tp ) are small, thus
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the analysis increments are not large for athis particular case. Overall the structure
of analysis increment in temperature is easy to understand taking into account the
prior error covariance cov(HLOSp , Tp ) in Fig. 4.8 and HLOS wind analysis increment shown in Fig. 4.7. Notice that cov(HLOSp , Tp ) is bounded by cov(Up , Tp ) at
azimuth of 90◦ and by cov(Vp , Tp ) at azimuth of 0◦ . As both are negative in the
example and as cov(Up , Tp ) < cov(Vp , Tp ) the analysis increment are negative. As
cor(Vp , Tp ) = −0.09, thus almost zero, there is practically no analysis increments in
temperature when HLOS wind points perpendicular to the wind observation. However, if both of cov(Up , Tp ) and cov(Vp , Tp ) are positive then the analysis increments
are mirrored to the positive side.

Figure 4.8: As in Fig. 4.7 but for temperature. (a) Analysis increments in temperature as
a function of azimuth angle when HLOS wind is assimilated (solid), and when full wind is
assimilated (dashed). (b) Prior error covariances of temperature and zonal wind cov(Up , Tp )
(red), temperature and meridional wind cov(Vp , Tp ) (blue) and temperature and HLOS wind
cov(HLOSp , Tp ) (black).

4.2

A case study of the cold front over the North
Atlantic

An example of a cold front is used to further study the characteristics of HLOS wind
observation in EAKF. Accurate initialization of the location and the amplitude of a
cold front in Atlantic is crucial for the development of weather over the Europe.
The front on 11 September 2015 was stretched from the Iberian Peninsula towards Ireland. The associated ensemble spread of the 6-hour forecast ensemble valid
at 12 UTC is shown in Fig. 4.9. The front is represented by larger values of the
ensemble spread in the belt of approximately 100 km across. The synoptic-scale
flow was characterized by a strong anticyclone over continental Europe and a deepening low west of the UK associated with a westward-tilted upper-level trough. The
largest ensemble spread is in the meridional wind (Fig. 4.9c). This is associated
with the upper-level trough and the related north-westerly flow behind the front and
south-westerly flow in-front. The wind shear across the front is the main source of
uncertainty in the ensemble. The ensemble spread of the same spatial structure is
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seen in temperature. As the pattern of the ensemble spread stretches mainly along
the front, observations can be expected to correct primarily the geostrophic component of the frontal circulation. Ensemble spread over the front is of about 0.5 K in
temperature and up to 3 m s−1 in wind. The distribution of spread higher up in the
troposphere is similar with the largest values near the jet stream.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.9: Ensemble spread of the 6-hour forecast ensemble at 925 hPa over the North
Atlantic and Europe on 11 September 2015 at 12 UTC in temperature in K and zonal wind
and meridional wind in m s−1 . The zoomed area is showing the part of the model domain
studied in the subsequent figures. Note the different scales on the colour-bars for the zonal and
meridional winds.

The zoomed area in Fig. 4.9 are shown in Fig. 4.10. Here the ensemble forecast mean and member #1 at 925 hPa are compared with the ECMWF operational
analysis valid at the same time, which serves as the truth. Several differences can
be observed. Front is positioned well, but lacks the curvature found in the nature.
There is a sharper gradient in the forecast wind across the front. Thus, the convergence in the forecast is significantly larger than in the nature tun which is associated
with strong ageostrophic circulation across the front and more intense precipitation.
Temperature gradient behind the front is stronger which is also suggesting on the
larger wind shear in vertical in the forecast.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.10: Zoom on the cold front at 925 hPa on 11 September 2015 at 12 UTC. (a) Truth,
(b) prior ensemble mean and (c) the first ensemble member. Temperature in K (contour lines),
wind velocity in m s−1 (colours) and wind vectors. The blue dot indicates the location of blue
cross in Fig. 4.9.
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A single observation of T, U, V and HLOS wind were assimilated on a chosen
location behind the front denoted by the blue cross/dot in Fig. 4.9 and 4.10. Observations of temperature (T), zonal wind (U), meridional wind (V) and HLOS wind
with the azimuth of 60◦ are extracted from the ECMWF analysis at 925 hPa. Values
of observations, prior and its associated errors are shown in Table 4.1. Temperature observation is for 2 K smaller than in prior. On the other hand prior wind is
significantly weaker but points in a similar north-west south-east direction as observation. HLOS wind is computed with the azimuth of 60◦ using Eq. 3.2. The
applied observation errors are 0.8 K for temperature and 1.8 m s−1 for all winds
components (U, V and HLOS). Prior error (Fig. 4.9) is 1 m s−1 in zonal wind, 2.4
m s−1 in meridional wind, 1.9 m s−1 in HLOS wind and 0.3 K in temperature. Thus,
relatively large analysis increments are expected especially in meridional wind.
Table 4.1: Configuration for the single case assimilation in a case study
√ of a cold front over
◦
the North Atlantic. HLOS is computed for α = 60 and HLOSuv = U2 + V2 is pointing in
the direction of observation wind. Symbols are typical, (O) for observation, (P) for prior and
(σ) for error.

P

O

O-P

σP

σO

284.6

282.2

-2.4

0.3

0.8

U [m s−1 ]

4.3

8.3

4.0

1.0

1.8

V [m s−1 ]

-6.7

-9.2

-2.5

2.4

1.8

HLOS [m s−1 ]

0.3

2.6

2.3

1.9

1.8

HLOSuv [m s−1 ]

7.8

12.4

4.6

2.0

1.8

O type
T [K]

The spatial structure of ensemble error covariances at ∼925 hPa is shown in
Fig. 4.11 The error covariance cov(X, Y ) is calculated at the location of the black
cross. Several features related to the cold front can be observed. A flow-dependent
structure of the error covariances along the front is revealed as a narrow belt of approximately 1-degree width extending from the south-west to the north-east. Error
covariances are particularly large for the meridional wind (i.e. cov(X, V ), cov(V, U )
and cov(V, T )) which is expected as wind tilts from north-west to south-west across
the front. This matches well with the large priors spread found in meridional wind.
The spatial structure of error correlations for HLOS wind is closer to that for the
zonal than for the meridional wind for the azimuth angle of 60◦ . This is easy to
understand as HLOS wind is a linear observation operator (Eq. 4.11). Error covariances where Y is one of the wind components (i.e. U, V or HLOS) are mostly
presented as a monopol structure centered on the front. However, prior covariances where Y is temperature are of a dipol structure with two narrow areas aligned
symmetrical along the front.
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Figure 4.11: Prior sample error covariance at model level close to ∼925 hPa. Error covariance cov(X, Y ) is computed as the error covariance of variable
X at the location of the black cross (the blue cross/dot in Fig. 4.9 and 4.10) and variable Y in any grid point in the model domain. Error covariances
cov(HLOS, Y ) between HLOS wind and variable Y are computed for the azimuth of 60◦ . Red circle denotes the half-width 200 km of the covariance
localization radius.
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4.2. A case study of the cold front over the North Atlantic
Figure 4.11 also shows that error covariances may be significant due to limited
ensemble even far away from the location of observations. This is handled by the
covariance localization (section 2.3.2) which half-width in this example is set to 200
km (denoted by red circle in Fig. 4.11).
a)

b)

Figure 4.12: (a) The difference between the truth and ensemble member #1 of a cold front
shown in Fig. 4.10. (b) Analysis increments for a single observation of temperature (T), zonal
wind (U), meridional wind (V) and the HLOS wind component with azimuth of 60◦ (HLOS).
The temperature increment is coloured (in K, as shown by the colour bar), whereas black
contours denote wind speed increment (every 0.5 m s−1 ) of the wind field increment presented
with vectors. The observation location is denoted by a blue cross.

Associated analysis increments are shown in Fig. 4.12. In the agreement with
the spatial distribution of ensemble spread and error covariances, the horizontal
structure of analysis increments is highly inhomogeneous and stretched along the
front. The difference between the truth and the prior can be seen in the same figure
for validation. In the experiment assimilating temperature (T) the amplitudes of the
temperature increments are relatively small but the associated wind increments from
the multivariate assimilation are relatively large. This relatively large increment (in
comparison to other experiments) in wind can be explained by prior error covariance
cov(T, V ) shown in Fig. 4.11. To “spread” the analysis increments in temperature
observation space to the wind state space the regression coefficient is used (Eq. 2.17).
In the particular example the maximum value of the regression coefficient in the area
is cov(T, V )/σ 2 (T )∼1/0.32 , where σ(T ) = 0.3 K is the prior ensemble temperature
spread. As analysis increment in temperature at the observation location is of about
0.3 K the analysis increment in meridional wind over the front is of about 3 m s−1 .
The amplitude of wind increments due to a single temperature observation exceeds
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the wind increments due to assimilating HLOS and U components. Similar analysis
increments are provided when meridional wind observation is assimilated. On the
other hand the assimilation of zonal wind provides the opposite analysis increments
in temperature and wind. As HLOS wind is a linear combination of the zonal and
meridional wind the analysis increments of HLOS wind are the smallest in amplitude
among the four presented experiments.
The analysis increments provided by experiment U can be understood by examining error covariances cov(U, V ) and cov(U, T ). Prior zonal wind is weaker than
in the observation and the zonal wind increment is positive. As error covariances
cov(U, V ) and cov(U, T ) are positive over the front, the analysis increment in temperature and meridional wind are positive although these are not consistent with
the truth where the negative increments are expected. This is because the observation assimilated is not consistent with the processes present in the prior. From the
perspective of the observation (i.e. the truth), meridional wind in prior must be decreased. And according to the error covariances cov(V, U ), cov(V, V ) and cov(V, T )
it is expected that the zonal wind will decrease also. This would strengthen the
front and increase the temperature gradient across it.
Analysis increments due to a combination of temperature and wind observations
are shown in Fig. 4.13. Especially useful is assimilation of observation of temperature and meridional wind together. This is as both experiments; T and V, provide
similar analysis increments (Fig. 4.12). Other experiments are also providing some
improvements of the prior fields.
TUV

THLOS

TU

TV

Figure 4.13: As in Fig. 4.12, but for assimilation of temperature and zonal wind (TU),
meridional wind (TV), HLOS (THLOS) or both wind components (TUV).

One of the key questions is the potential of HLOS wind in comparison to the full
wind, which is presented by two experiments. In first a full wind is assimilated (UV)
and in the second HLOS wind is assimilated with azimuth such that a full wind is
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resolved (denoted HLOSuv) shown in Fig. 4.14. The value of HLOS windobservation
and first guess in experiment HLOSuv is shown in Table 4.1. The comparison of the
two experiments show significantly different analysis increments produced by the
EAKF. Both experiments improve in prior compared to the difference of the truth
and prior (Fig. 4.13). However, increments in wind and temperature in experiment
HLOSuv seem larger than if the full wind is assimilated.

Figure 4.14: As in Fig. 4.12, but for assimilation of zonal and meridional wind (UV) and
assimilation of HLOS wind pointed in the direction of a full wind (HLOSuv).

The difference between the two experiments is further studied by the evaluation
of analysis increments at the observation location as a function of azimuth which is
shown in Fig. 4.15. The analytical model presented in section 4.1.1 was used. In Fig.
4.15a the ratio of posterior and prior error is shown for X as |Xu − Xo |/|Xp − Xo |
for X being U, V or T, subscript (u) analysis, subscript (p) prior and subscript
(o) observation. The value less than one represents the improvement of analysis
compared to the first guess. In HLOSuv (α =∼ 138◦ ) the meridional wind posterior
error is reduced for about 80% compared to the prior error. This is significant in
comparison to the experiment UV where the improvement is for about 40%. On
the other hand the posterior zonal wind error is increased for about 8% in HLOSuv
compared to prior error whereas it is reduced for about 10% in experiment UV. Thus,
HLOSuv provides better meridional wind analysis but worse zonal wind analysis
which is not clear from Fig. 4.14 discussed before.
√
Similar is shown in Fig. 4.15b but for X being the wind amplitude U 2 + V 2
or the angle between meridional and zonal wind β = arctan(V /U ). Here the comparison between errors in posterior and prior are easier to understand as the main
properties of the wind vector are presented (i.e. its amplitude and direction). It
can be seen that not one value of α exist for which both amplitude and β would
be better in HLOSuv then in UV. In other words, there is not possible to provide
better analysis in wind assimilating wind as vector with known azimuth then as a
full wind (two components). However, at different values of azimuth amplitude of
wind (β) can be more efficiently reduced in analysis along with the detriment in β
(amplitude), respectively. As a matter of fact, for this particular situation it seems
that the most valuable to improve both wind amplitude and β is for α =∼ 105◦ ,
which is not aligned with the observation. This property has been already observed
in the previous section and is due to the non-zero prior error correlations.
In temperature on the other hand a slightly smaller analysis error (less than
5%) compared to prior errors is produced on experiment HLOSuv then in UV show89
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ing some potential of HLOS wind observations over the classical U and V in the
multivariate perspective.

Figure 4.15: The ratio of the posterior and prior error for different quantities in assimilating
HLOS wind (solid) or wind vector (UV) (dashed). (a) Ratio shown for zonal wind (U), meridional wind (V) and temperature (T). (b) Ratio shown for the wind amplitude and the angle
between meridional and zonal wind component. Vertical dashed lines are showing the azimuth
(x axis) of HLOS wind observation ∼ 138◦ (i.e. experiment HLOSuv) and its perpendicular
direction. For more detailed information see the text.

4.3

Cycling experiments with WRF/DART-ENS system

Now the setup and results are presented, of cycling experiments that compare the
potential of HLOS wind to U and V component and the full wind information on
the improvement of analysis.

4.3.1

Experiment setup

The list of data assimilation experiments with associated properties is presented in
Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. In the experiment TUV observations of temperature and
both wind components are assimilated over the whole model domain. For a detailed
description of the observation grid setup see section 3.2.2. Experiment TUV is a
reference experiment. As described in section 3.2.2 observations are assimilated in a
continuous 15 day long cycle. To study the impact of HLOS wind observations, three
single observation experiments are conducted. These are TU, TV and THLOS. In
each of the three experiments, temperature is assimilated along with one wind observation type: zonal wind (U), meridional wind (V) or horizontal line-of-sight (HLOS)
wind. The observations of temperature provided in each of these experiments are
used to represent the properties of the current GOS (i.e. majority of observations
in GOS are of mass type). Assimilation of only HLOS wind observations is not a
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particularly useful in that respect, as such experiment does not represent the potential of HLOS winds taking into account all other observations from GOS. Two
more experiments are needed to study the multivariate characteristics in the LAM
system. These are experiment T assimilating only temperature and UV assimilating
both wind components.
Table 4.2: List of experiments assimilating various types of observations: temperature (T),
zonal wind (U), meridional wind (V) and horizontal line-of-sight winds (HLOS). For more details
on the observation grid see section 3.2.2.

experiment

observation

experiment

name

type

TUV

T, U, V

15

THLOS

T, HLOS

15

TU

T, U

15

TV

T, V

15

T

T

15

UV

U, V

15

lenght [days]

Table 4.3: Additional list of experiments using covariance inflation. For more details on the
observation grid see section 3.2.2.

experiment

observation

experiment

name

type

TUVinfl

T, U, V

12

UVinfl

U, V

12

Tinfl

T

12

lenght [days]

In all these experiments, the EAKF is not using the covariance inflation. Several additional experiments were provided to study the potential improvements of
the filter using spatially and temporally adaptive prior covariance inflation and its
impact on the LAM system dynamics. These experiments have the same setup
as experiments just described, however with the inflation turned on. Experiments
are shorter in terms of the data assimilation cycle period which is 12 days. Three
experiments were performed: TUVinfl , Tinfl and UVinfl .

4.3.2

Evaluation of WRF/DART-ENS

The evolution of several properties are shown in Fig. 4.16. Basic statistical metrics
are shown, such as RMSE, ensemble spread and bias, for the period of the data assimilation cycle for the reference experiment TUV at the level of 250 hPa. Evolution
of statistics shows a typical saw pattern. It suggests that the filter is stable in time.
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That is the RMSE and ensemble spread in prior and posterior, are rather consistent.
Consequently, analysis increments in temperature and both wind components are
not expected to vary significantly during the cycle.

Figure 4.16: Filter diagnostics in a 15-day data assimilation cycle in the experiment TUV.
Evolution of RMSE (green), ensemble spread (red) and bias (blue) is shown for a period of 15
days at 250 hPa. RMSE and bias are computed against the truth. A saw plot is composed of
posterior and prior values shown every 6 hours.

Similar results are found at any other level in the model. This seen, temporal
and spatial averaged metrics can be applied. A vertical profile of filter properties
is shown in Fig. 4.17. Several features can be observed from these profiles. The
error and ensemble spread in wind is maximum at about 250 hPa which is due
to the jet-stream present at these latitudes. Strong horizontal and vertical wind
shear is present at these levels which are the main source of uncertainty. The
errors are larger also near the ground with the maximum near 850 hPa, especially in
temperature. This is mainly related with the configuration of the OSSE experiment.
The parametrization schemes used to prepare the nature-run are different from the
ones used in the forecast model in the DA cycle. These differences in schemes are
producing larger discrepancies near the ground, which ends to larger errors in the
cycle.
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Figure 4.17: Vertical profile of RMSE (blue), ensemble spread (red) and bias (black) associated
with statistics shown in Fig. 4.16 for temperature (a), zonal wind (b) and meridional wind (c)
in experiment TUV. Statistics is computed for the whole data assimilation cycle and averaged
spatially as described in section 3.2.4 on standard pressure levels. Statistics in prior is presented
by solid lines and in posterior by dashed. Statistics is provided for the last 14 days of the cycle.

Any sort of bias should be removed prior to the data assimilation. This comes
from the basic principles of the derivation of Kalman filter where it is assumed
that prior errors are Gaussian and unbiased (section 2.3). Figures 4.16 and 4.17
are showing BIAS in the prior and posterior in the reference experiment TUV. It is
shown that in average the wind bias is smaller than 0.1 m s−1 . This is relatively small
in comparison with RMSE in wind components. However, in temperature bias can
be as large of as -0.3 K near the ground which to some extent have to be associated
with differences between the nature and the forecast model. A temperature bias was
observed also in other applications of WRF/DART. For example, it was observed
in the NCAR operational ensemble prediction system (Schwartz et al., 2015) as
shown at the temperature in Fig. 4.18. Bias is the largest in experiments UV where
temperature is not assimilated (not shown).
As is shown in Fig. 4.16 and in Fig. 4.17 the comparison of ensemble spread
and the RMSE suggests the in general uderdispersive ensemble in the reference
experiment if covariance inflation is not used. Figure 4.19 presents the evolution of
the ratio of ensemble spread and the RMSE for a variety of experiments in the prior
and posterior. In prior the ensemble spread is in average for about 20% smaller
than RMSE in all experiments. The ensemble under-dispersiveness is present over
the whole model domain as is shown in Fig. 4.20. It can be seen that ensemble
spread is the most underestimated (for about 50% in average) in temperature. As it
will be shown in later chapters covariance inflation can reduce the difference between
RMSE and ensemble spread significantly.
In posterior ensemble reliability varies among experiments. This is as in each
of experiments different observations are assimilated. In particular, the posterior
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Figure 4.18: Vertical profile of RMSE, ensemble spread and BIAS in the NCAR operational
ensemble system for temperature valid on the last operational day of the system (2017-12-30 00
UTC). Figure can be compared with Fig. 4.17. From http://www.image.ucar.edu/wrfdart.

spread-error ratio is largest in the TU experiment and smallest in the TV experiment, as expected for the zonal wind variable shown in this figure. More detailed
comparison between experiments is given in the following section.

Figure 4.19: Ratio of the ensemble spread and RMSE in several experiments in prior (top)
and posterior (bottom) in zonal wind at 250 hPa. Values lower than one represent the underdispersive ensemble.

The under-dispersiveness of a prior ensemble suggests on the need for covariance
inflation in the filter. However, as was shown in the section 4.1.1 data assimilation
of HLOS information is sensitive on the properties of the background error covariances. Covariance inflation modifies background error covariances which impact
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Figure 4.20: As in Fig. 4.17 but for the ratio between the ensemble spread and RMSE for
temperature (a), zonal wind (b) and meridional wind (c).

is not well understood. The potential of HLOS observations is thus first studied
without covariance inflation included.

4.3.3

Multivariate properties in ensemble system

In this section multivariate characteristics of the WRF/DART-ENS are studied.
This can be done by analysing filter properties of experiment TUV and comparing
it with the experiment assimilating only wind (UV) and experiment assimilating
only temperature (T). The basic statistics of the ensemble spread is shown in Fig.
4.21, RMSE is shown in Fig. 4.23 and the reduction of error IE and ensemble spread
Iσ are shown in Fig. 4.22.
The largest amount of observations is assimilated in the experiment TUV. Experiments UV and T assimilate 2/3 and 1/3 of these observations, respectively. Thus,
the smallest ensemble spread is expected in the experiment TUV and the largest in
the experiment T as can be seen in Fig. 4.21(a-c) in temperature but also in both
wind components. In analysis, however, (Fig. 4.21(d-f)) the comparison between
experiments is more complex. It can be seen that in both wind components the
difference between experiments UV and T is relatively larger in posterior than in
prior. Experiment TUV and experiment UV provide rather similar posterior ensemble spread. In other words, observations of temperature in experiment TUV
bring a relatively small amount of additional information when compared with the
performance of experiment UV. The reduction of the ensemble spread, is shown in
Fig. 4.22(a-c). Iσ decreases with height in temperature and wind which is associ95
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Figure 4.21: Vertical profiles of the ensemble spread for temperature and both wind components in prior and posterior. Statistics is shown for experiment TUV (dashed black), UV (solid
red) and T (solid blue).

ated with the larger discrepancies between the nature and model near the ground.
In zonal and meridional wind experiment UV provides about 20% of the reduction
over the whole troposphere, where experiment T provides for about half less in the
lower troposphere and only about 5% in upper levels. On the other hand the ability to reduce temperature prior ensemble spread is better in experiment T then in
experiment UV (or TUV) with Iσ of about 20% in experiment T but about 10% in
experiment UV in the lower troposphere.
The more relevant is the impact of observations in terms of the ensemble mean
error (RMSE). This is shown in Fig. 4.23 that suggests that rather similar conclusion
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Figure 4.22: As in Fig. 4.21, but for the reduction of ensemble spread Iσ and the reduction
of error IE presented in %. IE is computed against the truth.

applies as for the ensemble spread. This is, the smallest errors are provided in
experiment TUV and the largest with experiment T. Also it is clear that the vertical
profile of RMSE is consistent with the vertical profile of the prior ensemble spread.
On the other hand, prior temperature RMSE in experiment T can be smaller than
in experiment UV, especially near the ground which is not seen in ensemble spread
in Fig. 4.21a. The experiment TUV still provides the smallest prior errors in
temperature and both wind components. In posterior ensemble, the smallest errors
are achieved by the experiment UV in both wind components and in the experiment
for T for temperature. This is rather similar as can be seen in the prior ensemble
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Figure 4.23: As in Fig. 4.21, but RMSE is shown. RMSE is computed against the truth.

spread in Fig. 4.21(d-f).
The reduction IE is shown in Fig. 4.22(d-f). The experiment UV provides about
15% reduction in both wind components which is about 5% smaller then suggested
by the ensemble spread Iσ . The experiment T performs similar in reducing errors
and ensemble spread.
On the other hand, the multivariate impact is weak. This is seen by the IE
of experiment UV in temperature and experiment T in wind. In both cases the
reduction is small; 0% in temperature and about 1-2% in wind. This suggests that
temperature (wind) observations only are not able to efficiently reduce prior errors
in wind (temperature) in average, respectively.
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These conclusions are not consistent with a single case study presented in section
4.2. A rather strong coupling between wind and temperature was found which
produced significant analysis increments in wind when temperature was assimilated
(Fig. 4.12). To better understand this discrepancy, the reduction of error was
studied at each of the observations locations rather than statistically as presented
so far. This is shown in Fig. 4.24.

Figure 4.24: Distribution of prior and posterior error (a and b) and the distribution of IE
and prior errors (c and d) as shown in Fig. 3.17 (c and d). For more information on the
visualisation see section 3.2.4. Results are presented for experiment T in temperature (a and c)
and zonal wind (b and d) valid at 850 hPa. Prior (Epr ) and posterior (Epo ) error are defined
as a difference between the ensemble mean and the truth at a observation location.

A significant amount of noise is present in the system as shown in Fig. 4.24. For
experiment T the distribution of prior and posterior errors along with the reduction
of error IE is shown at 850 hPa where analysis increments in temperature were found
the largest. As temperature is assimilated in the presented experiment the relatively
large analysis increments are seen in temperature (IE = 20%). It can be seen that
this value is relatively constant for prior errors larger than 0.5 K. Even if IE is
showing about 20% of the error reduction in temperature prior a large amount of
observations can reduce prior error significantly more efficiently (close to 100%).
However, for a particularly small prior errors the noise in the system (i.e. sampling error noise, observation error etc.) will provide a rather detrimental analysis
in average. In terms of multivariate characteristics of the system the distribution
of errors in the zonal wind when temperature is assimilated is shown in Fig. 4.24(b
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and d). Similar features can be seen as in the case of temperature, however the
average reduction of prior error IE = 0% and significant noise at the smallest values
of prior error. But as seen in Fig. 4.24b there is many observation locations where
prior errors are reduced significantly. Thus, the multivariate impact is in average
small, however this does not mean that it is not present in the system.

4.3.4

Impact of the covariance inflation in EAKF

The usage of the covariance inflation increases the ensemble spread. However, it can
also disturb prior error covariances crucial for the data assimilation itself. Potentially
the under-dispersive ensemble might also affect the multivariate coupling discussed
in section 4.3.3. To better understand implications of the covariance inflation in
the system several experiments were performed (Table 4.2) using the spatially and
temporally adaptive prior covariance inflation.
Covariance inflation used is adaptive which means that the inflation factor used
to increase the prior ensemble is variable in time and space. Spatial distribution of
inflation factor reveals flow dependent characteristics (Fig. 4.25) on the case of a
cold front in a North Atlantic (section 4.2). Inflation factor is very similar in both
wind components and temperature. It is the largest over the most uncertain areas
over the low pressure systems in northern Atlantic and south of Italy showing some
characteristics of flow dependency.
After about 2-3 days the model level averaged inflation is as shown in Fig. 4.26.
Inflation factor is the largest near the ground at about 925 hPa. This is ∼ 3.5
in average and maximally 6. Typicaly it is suggested that inflation should be in
between 1-10 otherwise the inflation may harm the system (NCAR/IMaGe, 2014).
In this system the representation of errors in the data assimilation system (model
error, linear regression approximation in EAKF etc.) is the most problematic near
the ground which is most likely due to the larger difference between the forecast
model and the nature-run. Higher in the atmosphere inflation is relatively small of
about 1.5.
Inflation has a significant impact on analysis and the first guess as shown in
Fig. 4.27. Filter performance is compared between experiments TUV (no inflation)
and TUVinfl (using inflation) on a 12-day data assimilation cycle. As statistics is
provided in observation space, only observations that were successfully assimilated
in both TUV and TUVinfl are taken into account. This provides statistics which
differences are only due to the inflation used. First it can be seen that ensemble
spread is increased in average using inflation. At the same time RMSE is decreased,
such that ensemble spread matches well with the mean ensemble error in average.
This is clear from the comparison of the ensemble spread and RMSE as presented by
the ratio shown in Fig. 4.27(b and d). The filter performance improves significantly
for prior (i.e. the ratio of ensemble spread and RMSE is almost 1) over the whole
profile as is expected from the prior inflation algorithm. However, also performance
in posterior is improved significantly. Covariance inflation does not affect only the
standard deviation of the error distribution but also its systematic error (BIAS).
Bias is decreased both in prior and posterior. Similar results can be seen in the
diagnostics of zonal and meridional wind (not shown).
The usage of inflation is increasing the ensemble reliability as shown in Fig.
4.27(b and d). Analysing the rank histogram (Fig. 4.28) reveals that inflation im100
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Figure 4.25: Inflation factor (a and c) in experiment TUVinfl at the model level close to
850 hPa valid at 2015-09-11 12 UTC. (b and d) Associated ensemble spread and (e) ensemble
mean flow in first guess with geopotetial height (contour lines), temperature (colours) and wind
vector. Scenario is equal to the one shown in section 4.2.

pacts the whole distribution of the ensemble. If inflation is not used the distribution
is U-shaped suggesting the under-dispersive ensemble. In temperature the distribution is asymmetrical due to the relatively large bias. Usage of the inflation makes
the distribution significantly more uniform and more symmetric in both zonal wind
and temperature.
Similar simple diagnostics can be provided for any of experiments listed in Table
4.2. Covariance inflation improves the filter performance in all of them. The amount
of inflation needed is the largest in experiment TUVinfl . This is as the largest amount
of observations is assimilated in that particular experiment which reduces ensemble
spread the most (Fig. 4.21).
Of a particular interest is the impact of the inflation on the weak multivariate
coupling in the system. This is analysed by the comparison between experiments
assimilating various observations as is provided in section 4.3.3. Comparison is made
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Figure 4.26: Vertical profile of the inflation parameter associated with the experiment shown
in Fig. 4.25 valid at 2015-09-08 00 UTC. At each model level a domain average (solid) or a
domain maximum value (dashed) of inflation is provided for zonal wind (U), meridional wind
(V) and temperature (T).

between experiments TUV and TUVinfl and experiments UV and UVinfl . Results for
the reduction of error and ensemble spread are shown in Fig. 4.29. As shown in Fig.
4.27, error is reduced and ensemble spread is increased when using inflation. As seen
in Fig. 4.29 also the efficiency of the system to reduce errors and ensemble spread
improves. The improvement is the largest near the ground, where Iσ can increase
from about 20% to about 40% in both temperature and wind. This is showing that
information of observations becomes significantly more important as when inflation
is not used. Similar can be shown for experiment assimilating only temperature (i.e.
T vs. Tinfl ). According to the improvement in the reduction of ensemble spread, the
error is overall reduced. In experiment TUVinfl IE is increased for about 10-20% in
temperature and for about 10% in wind in the lower troposphere. The experiment
UVinfl reduces prior errors similarly for about 10% more. However, no significant
improvement is found in experiment UV in temperature. The IE in temperature is
0% in experiment UV as is in experiment UVinfl . Similar applies for the experiment
Tinfl in zonal wind (not shown).
Statistics suggests that the inflation does not affect the multivariate characteristics of the system. In other words prior error covariances are not disturbed
significantly. However, when the distribution of errors is analysed it can be seen
that inflation has some impact. This is shown in Fig. 4.30. A distribution of prior
and posterior error is shown for both experiment UV and UVinfl . In average the
error in posterior is equal to the error in prior for larger values. However, it can be
seen that at smaller prior errors the average posterior error is relatively larger when
case inflation is used. This is mainly as the noise is increased when inflation is used.
This is confirmed in Fig. 4.30(c) where distribution of posterior error is shown for
prior errors in the range of 0.55 to 0.65 K. It can be seen that inflation provides
noisier analysis even-though the mean is the same. This has the strongest effect in
the case of small prior errors, but it is present also for larger errors.
Experiments discussed in this section showed that the inflation can significantly
improve the performance. This is by providing the ensemble spread that is more
representative of the ensemble mean error. In average inflation does not disturb the
multivariate performance, but it introduces noise in the system which disturbs prior
error covariances. As these effects request further analysis, the inflation is not used
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Figure 4.27: (a and c) Vertical profile of temperature RMSE (blue), ensemble spread (red)
and bias (black) in experiments without inflation (TUV) and using inflation (TUVinfl ). (b and
d) The ratio between the ensemble spread and RMSE. Statistics in prior is presented by solid
lines and by dashed in posterior. (a) and (b) are the same as in Fig. 4.17 and Fig. 4.20.

in the following experiments addressing the potential of winds.

4.4

Relative value of HLOS wind profiles

The potential of HLOS winds is studied by four experiments (Table 4.2). This is
a reference experiment TUV and three single wind component experiments: TU,
TV and THLOS. All of the three single wind experiments provide overall better
statistics then experiments where only temperature or only wind is assimilated,
therefore experiments T and UV are not shown.
A basic set of statistics is presented in Figs. 4.31-4.34. The ensemble spread averaged over the 15-day cycle is shown in Fig. 4.31. The smallest ensemble spread in
prior and posterior is seen in the reference experiment TUV. Three experiments with
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Figure 4.28: Rank histogram for temperature at 850 hPa and zonal wind at 250 hPa at 3rd
day of DA cycle in the experiment TUV (no inflation; red) and in the experiment TUVinfl
(using inflation, grey).

temperature and a single wind component have statistically insignificant differences
in spread for temperature prior and posterior field. This can be understood due to
weak multivariate coupling discussed in section 4.3.3. In the zonal and meridional
wind components, differences in prior ensemble spread between single wind component experiments are small. For meridional wind, the difference between experiment
THLOS and TU is mainly statistically insignificant (Fig. 4.31c). This reveals a large
similarity between HLOS wind and zonal wind, which is expected as the HLOS wind
with azimuth of 60◦ is more zonal then meridional.
The difference between the prior ensemble spread in the TUV experiment and
other 3 experiments is shown in Fig. 4.32(a-c). Even-though the differences are only
about 1-2%, THLOS performs similar (better) then experiment TV higher (lower)
in the troposphere, respectively as shown in 4.32b. For the posterior ensemble (Fig.
4.31(e and f)), the ensemble spread in the zonal wind is smallest in TU and largest in
TV. The ensemble spread in the meridional wind is the smallest in TV and largest
in TU. The associated reduction of the ensemble spread shown in Fig. 4.33(a-c)
reveals that THLOS performs for about 2.5% worse than experiment TU and 10%
better than experiment TV with Iσ of about 20% in zonal wind. In meridional wind
THLOS provides for about 2% better performance then experiment TU but about
12.5% worse than experiment TV which provides the reduction of about 20%. HLOS
wind provides about 60% of zonal wind information and 30% of meridional wind
information with the defined azimuth of 60◦ . This means that the reduction of the
ensemble spread for the experiment HLOS wind is about 0.6Iσ (TU) + 0.3Iσ (TV), i.e.
it is a linear combination of the TU and TV experiment with respect to the azimuth
angle.
The more critical is the error, which is shown in Fig. 4.34. Error is larger than
the ensemble spread as inflation is not used. However, some similarities with the
ensemble spread can be seen by comparing Fig. 4.34 with Fig. 4.31. There is a small
difference between results for the prior. Results are consistent with those of ensemble spread as the experiment TUV provides the smallest errors and THLOS does
not perform significantly worse than experiment TU and TV. In prior temperature
differences between experiments are mostly not statistically significant.
The posterior error and the associated reduction of error shown in Fig. 4.33(d-f).
In temperature all experiments perform similarly well and provide smaller analysis
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Figure 4.29: Reduction of ensemble spread Iσ and the reduction of error IE for experiments
TUV and UV without inflation and experiments TUVinfl and UVinfl (with inflation). Statistics
is provided in the 12-day data assimilation cycle (not taking into account the first day). IE is
computed against the truth.

errors then experiment TUV. The experiment TUV is not providing the best analysis
in temperature and in any of the wind components. The experiment TU provides the
smallest errors in zonal wind and experiment TV in meridional wind. Assimilation
of temperature and zonal wind is the most effective in reducing the prior error
IE in zonal wind which is about 15%. Similarly, applies to the experiment TV
in meridional wind. A weak multivariate coupling of about 2-3% can be seen for
experiment TU (TV) in meridional (zonal) wind, respectively. Possible reason for
the detrimental performance assimilating additional observations (e.g. comparison
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Figure 4.30: (a) Joint distribution of prior (Epr ) and posterior (Epo ) error in experiment
without inflation UV and (b) using inflation UVinfl in temperature at 700 hPa. Distribution
is composed of a 12-day cycle taking into account only observations which are successfully
assimilated in experiment UV and UVinfl . For more information on the visualisation see section
3.2.4. The histogram of the posterior error at the prior error in the range (0.55,0.65) K is
shown in (c). Unit of errors is Kelvins. Errors are calculated in relation with the truth.

between TUV and TU in zonal wind) lies in noisy prior error covariances but also in
the model error. As shown in Fig. 4.24(b) assimilating observations that are weakly
coupled with the state vector brings lots of noise in to the filter. This noise might
locally destroy the dynamics through prior error covariances.
HLOS wind performs similarly as already suggested by the diagnostics of the
ensemble spread. This is it performs better than TV in zonal wind and better than
TU in meridional wind. From the error reduction IE and the rule 0.6IE (TU) +
0.3IE (TV) it can be seen that HLOS wind provides an expected impact, i.e. the
linear combination between TU and TV. However, it is suboptimal in the meridional
wind IE .
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Figure 4.31: Ensemble spread in prior and posterior in observation space. Statistical significance of the difference in ensemble spread between THLOS and (TU, TV or TUV) is provided
by the Welch’s t-test and is shown by triangles of blue, green or black colours, respectively.
Triangles are shown when the difference is statistically insignificant.
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Figure 4.32: As in Fig. 4.31 but (a-c) for the ratio of the prior ensemble spread and (d-e) the
ratio of prior RMSE in experiments with temperature and a single wind component observations
and in the TUV experiment in %. Differences between experiments should be studied taking
into account the significance test shown in Fig. 4.31.
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Figure 4.33: Average reduction of the ensemble spread (Iσ ) and the error (IE ) in percent in
observation space. The MSE in IE are evaluated with the truth.
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Figure 4.34: As in Fig. 4.31 but for RMSE computed against the truth.
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Chapter 5
Retrieval of HLOS winds using the
Aeolus simulator
In the following sections properties of Aeolus observations are studied used to provide
suggestions for the future studies assimilating real or simulated Aeolus observations.
First the Aeolus measuring concept is presented in Section 5.1, describing the
system of Doppler lidar, the concept of Rayleigh and Mie retrieval and associated
errors. The Aeolus processing chain and simulator are presented in Section 5.2. Here
a detailed description of the system setup and the input data is given. The validation
of the two sources of the Aeolus simulator input data is given in Section 5.3 and
Section 5.4. Here the importance of the realistic input for the Aeolus simulator for
the wind retrieval is evaluated. In Section 5.5 several HLOS wind sensitivity studies
are discussed. In particular, the trade-off between the amount of observations and
their error is studied over the area of the North Atlantic and Europe.

5.1

Aeolus Doppler lidar instrument

The Doppler LIDAR (Laser Imaging, Detection And Ranging), hereafter denoted
lidar, attached to a satellite can be used to measure atmosphere wind globally by
exploiting the phenomenon of Doppler effect. This is, the change of the frequency
of the wave measured by observer if the target is moving relative to the observer.
Measuring of the so-called Doppler shift can be used to measure the relative speed
of the target (e.g. Dabas et al., 2008)
∆ν = −

2vr
,
λ0

(5.1)

where ∆ν represents the Doppler shift in frequency, vr the radial or line-of-sight
(LOS) speed of the target relative to the observer and λ0 the wavelength of the
signal emitted from the target. In the atmosphere the target can be molecule,
aerosol or cloud particle (i.e. hydrometeors). They scatter electro-magnetic pulse
emitted from the lidar mounted on the satellite typically in infrared or ultra-violet.
The value 2 in Eq. 5.1 comes from the fact that electromagnetic pulse first travels
from the satellite to the target where is backscattered to the receiver on the satellite.
The core instrument of the Aeolus system is a Doppler lidar instrument ALADIN
(Atmospheric Laser Doppler Instrument) (e.g. ESA, 1999). Lidar is emitting the
laser light in ultraviolet with 355 nm.
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The motion of particles and molecules in the atmosphere is, however, not just
Doppler-shifting the frequency spectrum of scattered light but it is also broadening
it as is shown in Fig. 5.1. This is due to thermal agitation and collisions (i.e. due to
the increased density of gas) present, both exhibiting random motions (Dabas et al.,
2008). The dominating mechanism for molecules is thermal agitation existing from
the fact that gas has a characteristic internal energy. This provides
√ the dispersion,
presented by standard deviation, of the velocity vector of σv = kT /m, where k is
Boltzmann’s constant, m is the mass of a single air molecule and T is temperature.
Using Eq. 5.1 the broadening of the backscattered frequency spectrum is given by
√
2 kT
σ∆ν ≈
,
(5.2)
λo m
where λo = 355 nm is the lidar base wavelength and ∆ν represents the difference between the backscattered and emitted laser light frequency. The above approximation
is valid as the spectral width of the laser signal σlas = 33 MHz does not contribute
significantly. For temperature T = 300 K the expected standard deviation of the
random motion of molecules is σv ≈293 m s−1 and the expected broadening of the
spectrum is σ∆ν = 1.65 GHz (Fig. 5.1).

Figure 5.1: The Doppler-shifted and broadened frequency spectrum of backscattered lidar
signal. A typical spectrum is shown in solid black line. The broader part of the spectrum
represents the signal backscattered from molecules and the center pick is due to backscattering
particles. The green and blue lines represent the transmission functions of the two Fabry-Perot
(FP) receivers. Multiplying the spectrum with transmission functions gives the shaded (blue
and green) areas which is proportional to the numbers NA and NB of photons transmitted by
the two FPs (see text for exact derivation). From Dabas et al. (2008).

The explicit Gaussian approximation of the spectral broadening is present if only
thermal agitation is taken into account. In other words, the spectrum of Doppler
shifted light is Gaussian for the wavelength of the laser that is relatively small
in comparison to the mean free path of gas molecules describing their movement.
However, when the density of the gas becomes larger the collision between molecules
becomes important as the free path of molecules is reduced. Collisions between
molecules excite waves on which lidar light is as well scattered. This results in
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a complex Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering (e.g. Gu and Ubachs, 2014) which effects
at 355 nm are shown in Fig. 5.2, i.e. two peaks are recognized left and right
relative to the zero frequency shift position in the spectrum. Therefore broadening
of the Doppler shifted spectrum of backscattered light does not dependent only of
temperature but also of pressure.

Figure 5.2: Spectral distribution of the Rayleigh-Brillouin backscattering of a Doppler signal for
a lidar with a 355 nm laser (black lines). (a) The profile of air at p = 533 mbar and T = 255.6
K, the condition of ∼5 km altitude in the standard atmosphere. (b) The backscattering profile
at 3 km altitude level. Purely Gaussian conditions (e.g. Fig. 5.1) (red lines). From Gu and
Ubachs (2014).

For larger aerosols and cloud particles the effect of thermal agitation is reduced
due to their increased mass. Together with the effect of collision the dispersion of
the motion of particles is of an order of 1 mm s−1 which is significantly smaller than
the target velocity of the order of m s−1 or tens of m s−1 meant to be measured in
the atmosphere.
ALADIN is composed of two separate detection channels, Rayleigh for the signal
backscattered from molecules and Mie for the signal backscattered from aerosol and
cloud particles. The Rayleigh channel consists of two Fabry-Perot (FP) interferometers (Reitebuch et al., 2009). The measurement of the Doppler shift from the
Rayleigh part of the spectrum is performed by the so-called edge technique (Dabas
et al., 2008). The light backscattered from the atmosphere is transmitted through
the two FPs. Each has a prescribed transmission function, i.e. it acts as a filter
transmitting only specific part of the scattered spectrum. Transmission function for
both interferometers are shown by the symbol FB A and FB B in Fig. 5.1. The
transmitted light is absorbed on the so-callled charge coupled device (CCD). This
unit is used to count the number of photons (NA and NB ) which can be used to
estimate the Doppler sift in the spectrum. The link between the spectrum and the
measured number of photons is presented by the following equation
∫ +F SR/2
NA,B (νd ) = K
TA,B (ν)I(ν − νd )dν ,
(5.3)
−F SR/2

where K is a calibration constant, F SR is the spectral range of both interferometers,
TA,B the transmission functions (Fig. 5.1), I(ν − νd ) a backscatter spectrum of light
(i.e. radiance) where νd is the Doppler shift. The backscattered spectrum consist of
Mie and Rayleigh part which can be presented as I(ν) = IRB (ν) + (ρ − 1)IMie (ν),
where IRB is the Rayleigh-Brillouin spectrum and IMie spectrum of Mie scattered
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light. Scattering ratio ρ is defined as the ratio (βpart + βmol )/βmol , where βpart
represents the backscatter coefficient (in units m−1 sr−1 ) for particles and βmol for
molecules (e.g. ρ = 1 presents the aerosol and particle clean atmosphere). Measuring
the number of photons on the CCD detector (Fig. 5.3(a)) from the two FPs gives
the information on the so-called Rayleigh response given by
RR =

NA − NB
NA + NB

(5.4)

Relatively small Doppler shift of the spectrum, when compared to the spectrum
of Rayleigh broadening, can be estimated by the difference of the NA and NB , i.e.
by RR . The relation between the RR and the Doppler shift and accordingly the
line-of-sight wind is almost linear as shown on Fig. 5.4.

Figure 5.3: (a) Rayleigh spots on the CCD unit arising from the transmission curves of the
Fabry-Perot interferometer. (b) Measured fringe at the Fizeau interferometer. From Durand et
al. (2004).

To calculate the actual Dopler shift and essentially the LOS wind speed, the
relation νd (RR , T, p) (so-called response curve) must be known. These response
curves are calculated preliminary by using complex models (Tenti S6 for RayleighBrillouin) and above discussed methodology. Response curves are provided as a
look-up table. The measured RR on the satellite and the information on temperature
and pressure is then used to find the corresponding Doppler shift from such a look-up
table.
The uncertainties in the pressure and temperature are considered as a source
of the systematic error for Rayleigh derived winds. This arises from the fact these
uncertainties modify the relationship between the line-of-sight wind and the response
RR . From the mission requirements the systematic error defined as the absolute
difference between the Aeolus wind and the truth, must not exceed 0.23 m s−1 +
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Figure 5.4: Theoretical Rayleigh response (RR ) curves as a function of measured line-ofsight (LOS) wind at 500 hPa for variety of temperatures. The red dashed line is showing
the RR = 0.05 for which the measured LOS varies from 39.3629 to 42.9888 m s−1 when
temperature varies from 250 to 300 K. From Dabas et al. (2008).

0.007 × |vLOS |, where |.| is the absolute value, vLOS the true LOS wind and 0.007 is
the so-called required slope error (i.e. 0.7%) (Dabas et al., 2008). The dependence of
the RR on temperature is shown in Fig. 5.4 revealing that the error of the measured
LOS wind at 300 K is about 4 m s−1 , which is about 10% of the LOS wind amplitude
(∼39 m s−1 ), if temperature varies for 50 K. Thus, the target accuracy of the Aeolus
winds of 0.7% slope error is achieved only if the temperature is known to about
few Kelvins accurate (Dabas et al., 2008). Similar applies for the dependence on
pressure, although the target accuracy is met already for pressure known within
about 100 hPa. Due to required accuracy of the temperature, the vertical profiles
of temperature (and also pressure) needs to be provided from the NWP, (i.e. by
ECMWF forecast).
For higher scattering ratios (i.e. the measured volume is filled with larger particles), the Mie detection is more appropriate by estimating the Doppler shift measurement using the Fizeau interferometer (Dabas et al., 2008). The so-called fringe
imaging technique is used for the Mie receiver. This essentially works similar as the
described FPs but the interference fringes are not circular but linear. The comparison between both signals measured on the CCD detector is shown in Fig. 5.3. The
horizontal shift of the fringe (i.e. vertical line of higher intensity in Fig. 5.3b) is
directly associated with the Doppler shift.
On the Aeolus platform the backscattered signal simultaneously enters the Mie
receiver and the Rayleigh receiver, which generates the so-called cross-talk between
both Mie and Rayleigh channels. The FBs will be, therefore, affected by a fraction of
the spectrum from particles. At the same time, the Fizeau interferometer will collect
molecular part of the spectrum which is seen as a sort of the background. Both of
these are potential source for errors which is taken into account with appropriate
calibration (Flamant et al., 2008). For a Rayleigh receiver it was shown (Dabas
et al., 2008), that for a particularly clear atmosphere (i.e. scattering ratio close to
value 1), the contamination with Mie is not of significant importance compared to
the uncertainty in the temperature.
Overall the wind velocity of 1 m s−1 causes a Doppler-shift of 5.63 MHz which is
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several orders of magnitude smaller than the broadening of the signal backscattered
from molecules. Thus, the measuring of wind from molecules is prone to errors. The
Mie receiver provides better winds as the broadening of the particulate spectrum
is significantly smaller. However, Mie derived winds are available only for higher
concentration of particulates (e.g. top of the clouds) while Rayleigh derived winds
can be derived almost everywhere. Due to attenuation of the signal in the atmosphere the signal may not penetrate deeper, thus winds below clouds may not be
well observed.

5.2

Simulation of Aeolus winds

Aeolus observations are not yet available as the expected launch of the platform
is scheduled for the 21st of August 2018. A study of the Aeolus observing system
properties is thus limited to the usage of simulator. This is a specifically designed
tool which replicates the operations of the future observing platform. It is developed
such that all the relevant physics and mechanics of the platform are taken into
account.
First the Aeolus processing chain is introduced in Section 5.2.1 briefly describing
the process of retrieval of HLOS winds from the raw satellite data. The Aeolus
simulator is described in Section 5.2.2 along with the implementation used for the
main study, which is described in Section 5.2.3. Evaluation techniques used in the
following sections are presented in Section 5.4.1.

5.2.1

Processing chain and Aeolus products

Aeolus instrument transmits raw data to the ground station. Raw data consist of
the accumulated spectra from the Mie receiver and the flux intensities (Eq. 5.3)
of FP interferometers from the Rayleigh receiver along with the additional data of
laser internal calibration and the receiver response calibration data (ESA, 1999).
Raw data provided as an Annotated Instrument Source Packet (AISP) is processed in a series of stages as presented in Fig. 5.5. After receiving the stream of
data from the Aeolus satellite, the ground station processor reorders the data into
different measurement data sets (MDSs), which is stored in the Level 0 (L0) product. Each L0 file also contains all the information of AISP and additional data such
as information on transmission error or missing data.

Figure 5.5: Data-processing chain from the Aelous raw data (AISP) to the final product. For
the explanation of each stage see section 5.2.1. Based on Rennie (2016).

Level 1A (L1A) data is distributed in a series of files according to the available
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MDSs in L0 stage (MacDonald and Dettwiller, 2016). L1A files are intermediate
products which contain reconstructed instrument measurement data and several
so-called housekeeping data used in further stages of the processing chain. Observational data are not yet processed but are just reconstructed and reformatted.
Processing of the L1A wind measurement data is done at the Level 1B (L1B) to
provide vertical profiles of HLOS wind on the measurement intervals every ∼ 3 km.
L1B product also contains the HLOS winds at observations intervals which represents the average of measurements within one BRC along with the error estimates
(MacDonald and Dettwiller, 2016; Tan et al., 2008). These data are appropriately
geo-located above the Earth ellipsoid. HLOS winds are provided independently for
Rayleigh and Mie. However, algorithms used do not account explicitly for the scene
classification on clear and cloud or for the Rayleigh-Brillouin effects. A certain quality control information is provided along the wind product such as the number of
measurements combined to form observation and the signal-to-noise. Product L1B
is provided using the L1B-processor.
Data providing the most valuable information for the NWP is contained in a
Level 2B product (L2B). L2B provides the so-called meteorologically representative
HLOS winds (Tan et al., 2008). L2B processor takes the L1B wind measurement
product as an input and provides a nearly real-time product of HLOS wind profiles
at the observation scale. The algorithm accounts for the grouping of measurements
according to the scene-classification (clear vs. cloudy). It also accounts for the
atmospheric features of the Rayleigh-Brillouin effects by introducing the instrument
response calibration auxiliary data. Climatological data of atmospheric properties,
instrument calibration coefficients in relation to the Mie and Rayleigh cross-talk
and file of parameters controlling the L2B processor are also needed. L2B product
provides several additional data such as the error estimate and quality control that
could be used in the data assimilation system.
The super set of the L2B products is provided by the Level 2C (L2C). This
contains the wind vectors (i.e. zonal and meridional wind) at the Aeolus observation
locations which is a product of ECMWF. They are retrieved from analysis where the
ECMWF forecasting model and the information from all other observations (used
at ECMWF) along with HLOS wind Aeolus observations are coupled in the process
of data assimilation.
The off-line product is included in the Level 2A product (L2A). Aeolus Doppler
lidar ALADIN is able to retrieve certain optical properties of clouds and aerosols
(Flamant et al., 2008). The products of L2A processor are aerosol optical depths,
profiles of aerosol and molecular backscatter coefficients, profiles of extinction to
backscatter ratio, profiles of scattering ratios and parameters of scene classification
(e.g. water cloud, ice cloud and aerosol cloud).

5.2.2

The simulator

The main role of the Aeolus End-to-End simulator (E2S) is to produce the representative downlinked data from the Aeolus satellite (MacDonald and Dettwiller, 2013).
The output of the E2S is the AISP file as shown in Fig. 5.5. E2S consists of three
phases. In the data preparation phase the set of input parameters to be used in
the simulation of scenario is defined. Following is the data generation phase which
defines the signal data along with the orbit and several housekeeping data. The final
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phase is the downlink formatter that converts the data into a format representing
the AISP product as would be generated with the real Aeolus platform.

Figure 5.6: Data generator phase of the Aeolus Satellite simulator. From MacDonald and
Dettwiller (2013).

E2S scheme is presented in Fig. 5.6. As is shown by the diagram a wide variety
of information is needed as an input. This consists of data that describes the Aeolus
satellite, orbit specification, instrument parameters such as BRC length, parameters
related with ground characteristics, laser energy information, optical properties of
the lidar instrument and many more. The output consists of the Rayleigh and Mie
signal and the reference data along with some additional information. The thorough
description of the E2S is given in (MacDonald and Dettwiller, 2013).

5.2.3

The framework for the sensitivity experiments

To retrieve HLOS wind observations E2S simulator must be coupled with the Aeolus processing chain (i.e. L1B, L2B). Such a coupled system, so-called Chain-ofProcessors (CoP), was developed by KNMI and ECMWF. Versions of processors
used at the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, at the University of Ljubljana,
consist of: E2S v3.07, L1B v6.06 and L2B v2.30. Apart from CoP a series of tools
was provided for the preparation of input data, post-processing and visualisation.
CoP introduces enormous tuning capabilities as all main properties of the E2S,
L1B and L2B can be manually tuned. For the particular study CoP was run in the socalled ’perfect calibration’, thoroughly discussed in Aeolus Technical Report (Rennie
and De Kloe, 2016). This mode allows using ’true’ calibration of the instrument not
adding additional noise. It provides observation error and bias at the acceptable
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level. The majority of the setup of CoP were used similar as discussed in (Rennie
and De Kloe, 2016).
To use the CoP system various input data and parameters must be specified. The
detailed description of all parameters is not of particular value for the study thus
just the most basic input data is described here. These consists of vertical profiles of
atmospheric quantities available over the prescribed Aeolus orbit. Vertical profiles
should be tilted for the 35◦ off-nadir, however this is not necessary for the purpose
of the basic examination of Aeolus winds characteristics discussed below. At each
point on the orbit a vertical profile is prescribed of all three wind components (zonal,
meridional and vertical), temperature, pressure, height over the ellipsoid and a list
of optical properties. The later consists of backscattering and extinction coefficients
for aerosol, cloud particles and molecules. Along with this information a geolocation information of the vertical profile is needed such as longitude, latitude, time
along with some additional quantities such as ground albedo and the backscattering
coefficient from the ground.

5.2.4

A high-resolution input for the simulator

In the performed study the input to the CoP is provided as a combination of two
quality sources:
• ECMWF IFS T3999 high resolution forecast provided by Nils Wedi at ECMWF
for the purpose of this study. This 10 day high resolution nature-run (HRNR)
of ∼ 5 km horizontal resolution is available starting on 1st of April 2007 on
137 vertical model levels below 0.1 hPa. All the main model quantities are
available every 6 hours on 137 model levels, worldwide.
• Real atmospheric composition observations (backscatter and extinction coefficients) available by the CALIPSO system (Winker et al., 2010). Data is
available over the same range as the HRNR.
Only a limited portion of data is used in the study, in particular only the data over
the North Atlantic and Europe is used.
HRNR and CALIPSO data are used to prepare the input to the CoP following
the series of steps:
1. Preparation of the accurate Aeolus orbit on 5-km horizontal resolution during
the simulated data period of 10 days in April 2007.
2. 10-day Aeolus orbit has to be split into smaller parts i.e. individual orbits
that pass through the domain of interest. In the study this is the domain used
by the data assimilation and forecasting system (see section 3.1). An example
of orbits passing such domain is shown in Figure 5.7. Partitioning of the
orbit into segments depends on the properties of the applied data assimilation
system, i.e. the cycling frequency is 6 hours.
3. The HRNR data (e.g. wind, temperature, etc.) were extracted along the
prepared orbit sections at time steps as to be measured by Aeolus. An example
is shown in Fig. 5.8.
4. Next the atmospheric composition data is provided in two ways:
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Figure 5.7: Aeolus track during 6 hours over Europe and North Atlantic with the typical
spatial distribution of HLOS wind observation profiles located 90 km apart (black dots). Red
dots represent radiosonde stations reporting at any time during the day.

Figure 5.8: Example of the wind velocity and the sum of cloud liquid content and cloud ice
content in the HRNR. Data are extracted along some arbitrary section of the Aeolus orbit in
the domain shown in Figure 5.7.

a) Model fields were used to compute the backscatter and extinction coefficients from the simulated cloud liquid and ice water content (CLWC and
CIWC respectively) following Marseille and Stoffelen (2003). The applied approximations have already been in use in the CoP system based
on using specific cloud liquid and ice water content together with other
parameters accessible from HRNR. Results are the scattering properties
of the clouds. Scattering properties of the air molecules are calculated by
using pressure and temperature. Scattering from aerosol in not available
as the model does not simulate it.
b) The more quality data set is provided by using use observed atmospheric
optical properties from the CALIPSO system. This was performed by
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Gert-Jan Marseille and Jos de Kloe from KNMI. Backscattering and extinction are recalculated from the CALIPSO data on the Aeolus lidar laser
wavelength. CALIPSO data are available along its own orbits. These are
similar to Aeolus orbits and it was assumed that they are identical in a
particular study.
5. Provided datasets have been prepared and passed as the input to the CoP.
Simulated measurements can be processed through L1B and L2B processors
to produce the HLOS wind profiles.
Two types of input data are thus provided. In the first case HRNR is used. This
presents a quality data source, however HRNR does not simulate aerosols, thus
backscattering and extinction coefficient does not take into account aerosols. The
other issue is the quality of the forecast of cloud water and ice liquid content needed
to calculate optical properties. Additionally, the method used to provide the optical
properties using the model fields is not exact.
The second option is the combination of HRNR data (e.g. wind, temperature,
etc.) and the optical properties provided by the CALIPSO. This (denoted HRNRCALIPSO) provides a very reliable data set, however some discrepancies between
the dynamics of HRNR and physical properties of CALIPSO might exist. Another
issue is the coverage of both sets and the issue of the noisy CALIPSO data over the
day time. The second data set is available only at 00 and 06 UTC every day of the
10-day period in April 2007.
A good agreement between the ECMWF model simulation and CALIPSO data
has been reported in several studies in the past. For example, Delanoë et al. (2011)
evaluated CIWC and ice cloud fraction in the ECMWF model with CALIPSO data.
The Met Office model was used in the evaluation for comparison. Overall it was
found that the model captures the main geographical and temperature-dependent
distribution, but overestimates ice cloud occurrence in the tropics in the temperature
range from -60 ◦C to -20 ◦C and in the Antarctic region for temperature greater than
-20 ◦C. On the other hand, models underestimate ice cloud occurrences at very low
temperatures in the Antarctic. Comparison of the zonally averaged CIWC showed
that models on average underestimate the ice cloud fraction which is consistent with
the conclusions by Miller and Stephens (1999) based on the comparison of ECMWF
cloud scheme and LITE observations.
Parameters of the main interest used in sensitivity studies presented in further
sections are those related with L2B processor. This is the accumulation length for
Mie and Rayleigh with the default of 90 km. The other relevant parameter is the
scattering ratio threshold.

5.3

Validation of clouds in HRNR with CALIPSO

Simulating realistic observations for OSSE relays first on the quality of the simulator
input data. A series of scenarios were studied to evaluate the quality of clouds simulated in HRNR with CALIPSO. Scenarios are associated with typical atmospheric
phenomena in North Atlantic and Europe. Each scenario is a single orbit (Fig. 5.7)
among the 61 available orbits in the 10-day period of April 2007.
A most typical situation over the North Atlantic is the cloudiness associated
with the deep low-pressure system and the associated front. In Fig. 5.9 an orbit of
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Figure 5.9: Weather situation valid for scenario #1 at 2007-04-01 06 UTC. Geopotential
height (in m) at 500 hPa (black contour lines), at 850 hPa (gray contour lines) and meansea level pressure (in hPa) (colors). CALIPSO and Aeolus orbits available in a ±3-hour time
window are marked by dashed lines.

interest (denoted ORB#5) is shown. This orbit is located on the front side of the
upper level developing trough.
Cloud properties are displayed in Fig. 5.10 whereas collocated optical properties
from CALIPSO and HRNR along ORB#5 are shown in Fig. 5.11. This case is
denoted as scenario #1. In between 20-30◦ N along the orbit, a low pressure system
is seen at the surface with the trough extending over the whole troposphere. A thick
layer of clouds is present as seen from HRNR, i.e. the laser signal is not expected
to penetrate deeper than to the altitude of about 10 km. At that level ice particles
seems to be the main source of increased backscattering and extinction (not shown).
At the lower levels there is a strong frontal system as evident by the cloud cover
(CC). At about 10-20◦ N some high level clouds exists behind the front, most likely
cirrus clouds. North of 70◦ N the orbit hits into the area of deeper cloudiness mostly
produced by the ice particles.
The comparison between HRNR and CALIPSO derived optical properties shown
in Fig. 5.11 seems good. Similar to previous studies (e.g. Delanoë et al., 2011), it
is clear that the ECMWF modelled CIWC and CLWC have larger amplitudes than
observed. However, it is necessary to take into account that the method for the
retrieval of the optical properties from the model is not accurate. HRNR seems to
well represent the wet processes over the whole orbit. Deeper in the troposphere,
the signal from lidar CALIPSO is not able to penetrate due to thick clouds above
and it is thus not clear if this is realistic or not. Still, it can be concluded that
in this case all the processes from CALIPSO are evident also in HRNR, only the
amplitude is somewhat larger. It is necessary to keep in mind here that the selected
date is 1 April, 06 UTC which is only 6-hours long forecast. Thus, such a reliable
forecast of synoptic-scale features is expected from the high resolution ECMWF
model. Several areas with weak backscattering observed in HRNR-CALIPSO are
not found in HRNR. This is partially due to aerosol or other particulates with the
weak backscatter but also noise coming from the CALIPSO sensors.
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Figure 5.10: As in Fig. 5.9 but for water vapour mixing ratio, cloud cover, CIWC and CLWC at 850 hPa.
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Figure 5.11: Backscatter coefficient from aerosols and hydrometeors (in m−1 sr−1 ) along the
ORB#5 related with the atmosphere flow shown in Fig. 5.9.

From other similar scenarios (not shown) it can be seen that in particular large
differences between the two data exists in relation with the cirrus clouds. These
are underestimated and somewhat different in the HRNR than in CALIPSO. When
using only HRNR input to CoP more signal is therefore expected to penetrate modelled cirrus then in reality.

Figure 5.12: As in Fig. 5.9 but for scenario #2 valid at 2007-04-04 00 UTC. The orbit of
interest is ORB#1 stretching over Europe and North Africa.

Over the North Africa region the presence of aerosol particles (i.e. dust from
the Sahara desert) modifies the backscattered signal for Aeolus. Such a situation is
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shown in Fig. 5.12 (denoted scenario #2). This is a 4-day forecast characterized
by a cyclonic system in the Atlantic with a nearly barotropic structure and another
cyclone in the Mediterranean in the lee of Alps. The orbit of interest is stretched
from Scandinavia across the central Europe and North Africa passing over unstable
regions around the Alps.
This scenario is of interest as between 10-30◦ N along the section of the orbit
over North Africa a significant amount of aerosol is present. It is present below ∼5
km as seen from CALIPSO observations (Fig. 5.13). Furthermore, over the Alpine
region cloudiness is overall similar but details significantly differ. Frontal cloud layer
over Norway is present in the HRNR although thicker and somewhat shifted to the
north. However, this is 4-day long forecast and thus the information provided by
HRNR can overall be considered very good.

Figure 5.13: Backscatter coefficient (in m−1 sr−1 ) along the ORB#1 related with the atmosphere flow shown in Fig. 5.12

5.4

Aeolus wind retrieval from HRNR and HRNRCALIPSO

The diagnostics of the L2B output HLOS winds is showing how differences in both
data sets (HRNR and HRNR-CLIPSO) affect the retrieval of Rayleigh and Mie
winds. It is expected that an overestimation of CIWC in HRNR is attenuating more
the lidar signal. The more transparent cirrus clouds, on the other hand, permit for
the lidar signal to penetrate deeper into the atmosphere. Of special interest is the
lack of aerosol in HRNR as these are not simulated.
In the following section consequences of these differences on the retrieval of HLOS
wind observations through the Aeolus simulator are discussed. This is a valuable
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information for future OSSE where the decision on the appropriate nature-run must
be taken to provide reliable evaluation of the observation system in question. The
default configuration of CoP was used with the accumulation length of 90 km.

5.4.1

Evaluation methodology

The evaluation of simulator is simple to perform. This is because the output of the
simulator can be compared directly with its input.
The difference E between the output L2B HLOS wind and the CoP input HLOS
wind is computed. To provide appropriate comparison, HLOS wind computed from
the CoP input is averaged over the representativeness area of L2B HLOS wind
observation. The difference Ei,k is a function of time i and the vertical coordinate
(height) k, associated with the location of HLOS wind observation along the Aeolus
orbit.
L2B outputs can be noisy, producing HLOS winds with estimated errors significantly larger than 10 m s−1 . This is an issue for the statistics of Ei,k , but also for
the data assimilation as such observations will most likely be rejected. Thus, before
any statistics is calculated a basic quality control was performed. This is, rejecting
all L2B output observations that has a HLOS wind estimated error larger than 8
m s−1 for Rayleigh and larger than 3.5 m s−1 for Mie observations.
Statistics of Ei,k is computed. At each vertical bin of the output HLOS wind a
BIASk is calculated as a mean of a difference along the orbit. Similarly, a so-called
unbiased error (standard deviation; STDk ) of that same difference is computed.
Due to outliers in Ei,k the robust median and MADN = MAD·1.48 are used as well.
Median, known as a 50th percentile of the probability distribution, is equivalent to
the average for the Gaussian sample (Wilks, 2011, Chapter 3.1.2.). Similar is the
meaning of MADN, which is the measure equivalent to the standard deviation for
normal distributed samples.

5.4.2

Level-2B retrieval

The Aeolus HLOS winds of the two scenarios described in section 5.3 are first diagnosed.
HLOS winds from the Rayleigh-clear retrieval in scenario #1 are shown in Fig.
5.14. This figure can be directly compared with the cloud and aerosol properties
shown in Fig. 5.11 but taking into account that the x-axis is running in opposite direction (typically the orbit is descending thus time 0 is representing higher latitudes
in Fig. 5.11).
Figure 5.14 shows that in both cases most of observations below clouds are rejected due to a high attenuation of the Rayleigh signal. The effect is stronger in
HRNR experiment due to the in average overestimation of the high-level and lowlevel clouds. As the mid-level cloudiness were at some areas underestimated in
HRNR the signal could penetrate deeper than in HRNR-CALIPSO. As a consequence, errors below some clouds are smaller for the HRNR derived HLOS wind.
Similar is in the case of transparent cirrus cloud in HRNR at the souther part of
the orbit where signal can penetrate deeper. Since the cirrus clouds are somewhat
differently represented in HRNR-CALIPSO, more observations is produced below
cirrus clouds by HRNR. Most of the observations below clouds in HRNR-CALIPSO
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Figure 5.14: The difference between the L2B Rayleigh-clear winds and CoP input (HRNRCALISPO or HRNR) HLOS winds for scenario #1. Each cell represents the representativeness
area of individual Aeolus observation. Red dots show observations that are rejected by the
quality control. Data are presented along the Aeolus orbit in seconds from its start at the north
of the domain (Fig. 5.7).

have large errors (e.g. larger than 8 m s−1 ) and would most likely be rejected in the
data assimilation quality control.
Results for the Mie-cloud retrieval are shown in Fig. 5.15. In the experiment
with HRNR-CALIPSO there is a larger number of observations which is directly
related with the overestimation of CIWC and CLWC in HRNR. More Mie signal is
produced at the cloud top and at the same time the attenuation is stronger deeper
in cloud layers. Overall, the HRNR experiment leads to a stronger response near the
cloud top and weaker deeper down in the troposphere leading to a smaller number of
observations and larger errors of L1B measurements (not shown). This is a valuable
information for data assimilation as the area associated with the frontal dynamics
(e.g. see Figures 5.9-5.10) is not as well observed in HRNR as in HRNR-CALIPSO.
Aerosol concentration in the scenario #2 significantly modifies the wind retrieval
compared to the case when aerosol information is not available. In terms of the
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Figure 5.15: As in Fig. 5.14 but for the Mie-cloud retrieval.

molecular retrieval the scenario is not of a particular interest as it provides similar
Rayleigh-clear winds in HRNR and HRNR-CALIPSO over most of the orbit. Small
difference is observed over the area of increased aerosol concentration (i.e. the
souther part of the orbit) shown in Fig. 5.16(a-b). In other words, smaller amount
of Rayleigh-clear observations is found in HRNR-CALIPSO over the North Africa
where the aerosol is increasing the attenuation of the Rayleigh signal.
A retrieval from Mie-cloud is shown in Fig. 5.16(c and d). HRNR-CALIPSO
provides significantly more Mie-cloud observations over the area of aerosol area. At
the same time, it is clear that some of these observations have large errors leading
to their rejection in data assimilation.
Other significant differences over this orbit are present over the Scandinavia
associated with the structure and amplitude of cloud layer in the two input datasets
as seen in Fig. 5.11. The retrieval also differs over the Alpine region as the cloud
structure in a 4-day forecast differs significantly from CALIPSO data.
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Figure 5.16: As in Figures 5.14-5.15 but for scenario #2.
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5.4.3

Properties of the HLOS wind

In this section the statistical properties of the HLOS wind observations are studied.
The Aeolus retrieval was simulated on all 61 available orbits during 10-day period.
This allows to study the statistical significance of features found in the previous
section.
First basic features of the L2B HLOS winds are discussed using HRNR-CALIPSO
as an input to CoP. Output L2B HLOS winds and CoP input HLOS winds are
evaluated as presented in section 5.4.1. L2B grouping algorithm is set to classical,
which means that the accumulation length of HLOS wind observations is ∼90 km.
Results for the Rayleigh clear and Mie cloud retrievals are shown in Fig. 5.17(a-b).
Bias and error of the L2B winds are shown for Rayleigh-clear and Mie-cloud. Red
curve correspond to the median (solid) and MADN (dashed), respectively. Whereas
black curve correspond to the mean (solid) and standard deviation (dashed) values,
respectively. Orange curve shows the median of the L2B estimated HLOS wind
error. Blue dashed line represents the number of accepted observations (according
to the top x-axes). The importance of the rejection of outliers by the quality control
can be seen from the similarity of the complementary measures of the bias and error,
represented by median and MADN quantities.
The Rayleigh-clear retrieval produces observations over the whole troposphere
and lower stratosphere. In the middle to higher troposphere the Rayleigh wind have
a relatively small (compared with error) negative bias with a nearly constant value
less than -0.5 m s−1 . The error is about 3 m s−1 between 4 km and ∼16 km. Above
16 km the error increases towards 6 m s−1 at around 25 km height. Larger errors near
the ground are due to the stronger attenuation of the lidar signal and consequently
a smaller number of valid observations (blue dashed line). Larger errors in the
stratosphere are due to a weaker backscatter as molecules are sparse. It is clear that
the accumulation length set to ∼90 km leads to errors somewhat larger than those
specified in Aeolus mission requirements.
Below 16 km, the standard statistics (bias and error) in average coincides well
with a more robust statistics provided (median and MADN). The applied quality
control is therefore of significant importance. Overall, errors agree well with the
L2B estimated errors below 16 km, whereas above 16 km, the L2B estimated errors
are somewhat overestimated. Thus observations assimilated below 16 km should
provide most realistic analysis increments.
The most accurate retrieval is of Mie-cloud (Fig. 5.17b). Mie-cloud observations are practically unbiased in the troposphere. The observation errors are small,
approximately 1 m s−1 for the applied accumulation length of ∼90 km. Above 11
km both bias and error increase however at the same time the number of valid
observations decrease significantly. The L2B estimated errors above 11 km appear
significantly underestimated. These observations should be treated with caution in
the data assimilation, although only about 200 such observations were found in the
10 day period. The vertical profile of the number of observations in mid-latitudes
shows two significant layers corresponding to the clouds between 6-10 km and the
surface layer with its peak around 2 km. Mie-cloud winds are overall significantly
better than Rayleigh-clear winds and due to their high accuracy become appealing
also for the mesoscale data assimilation.
It is of significant importance that the retrieval of HLOS wind in L2B is consistent
for different wind amplitudes. In other words retrieval of HLOS wind must be
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Figure 5.17: Statistics of L2B winds produced from 61 Aeolus orbits across the Euro-Atlantic
domain based on HRNR-CALIPSO input to CoP. (a-b) Bias and error of the L2B winds in
comparison to the CoP input HLOS winds. The valid number of observations in the studied
period is shown by the blue dashed line (top x-axes). (c-d) The associated slope error with the
true HLOS wind shown on x-axes and the difference between the L2B HLOS wind and true
HLOS wind shown on y-axes both in m s−1 . Detailed description is given in section 5.4.3.

consistent in any atmospheric flow condition. The related slope error should be small
(i.e. of 0.7%) as stated by the Aeolus mission requirements (see section 5.1). This is
estimated by the scatter plot shown in Fig. 5.17(c-d). Shown is a difference between
L2B HLOS wind and CoP input HLOS wind (i.e. truth) (y-axes) in dependence of
CoP input HLOS wind amplitude (x-axes). Colours denote log10 of the number of
observations. Black solid line represent the bias at a particular range of HLOS wind
amplitude calculated as median. Error bars denote the associated HLOS wind error
calculated as MADN.
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HLOS wind error in Rayleigh-clear does not vary with the HLOS wind amplitude,
not taking into account high values of HLOS amplitudes where the provided statistics
is not valuable (i.e. small amount of such observations). Compared with the error,
bias is small (less then is required for Aeolus) for HLOS wind amplitudes smaller
then 50 m s−1 . For stronger winds, such as present in the jet-stream a positive bias
may be expected in average, however this is still less then 0.7% of the required bias
for Aeolus. In Mie-cloud the similar can be seen, thus practically no bias dependence
with HLOS wind amplitude.

Figure 5.18: As in Fig. 5.17 but for Rayleigh-cloud and for Mie-clear.

Of the most interest for the NWP are Rayleigh-clear and Mie-cloud winds. The
other two types, i.e. Rayleigh-cloud and Mie-clear represent the more noisy retrieval
as can be seen in Fig. 5.18. However it is shown that some valuable information can
still be gained from the Mie-clear wind. This is unbiased over the majority of the
HLOS wind amplitude range and its error is for about a factor of two larger than
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in Mie-cloud in highest layers of the troposphere. Rayleigh-cloud on the other hand
has similar errors then Rayleigh-clear but is positively biased for small HLOS wind
amplitudes.

Figure 5.19: Comparison of the L2B HLOS wind statistics based on the retrieval using HRNR
(blue) and HRNR-CALIPSO (black) for the Mie-cloud. (solid) The bias of the difference
between L2B HLOS wind and HLOS wind input to CoP, (dotted) associated error and (dashed)
the number of observations.

Now a comparison of statistical properties of retrieved HLOS winds is given
for the two CoP input data sets (HRNR and HRNR-CALIPSO). Results for the
comparison of L2B HLOS wind error, bias and the number of available observations
in 10-day period is shown in Fig. 5.19. Results are shown for Mie-cloud only. In
Rayleigh-clear and Mie-clear the difference between two data sets is not significant.
The larger difference is as well found in Rayleigh-cloud, however it is not analyzed
furthere due to larger biases found.
From Fig. 5.19 it can be seen that the difference between HRNR and HRNRCALIPSO is reflected in the HLOS wind error and the total number of observations
available in the 10 day period. The number of observations is about 50% smaller
in HRNR than in HRNR-CALIPSO retrieval. This is easy to understand as particle backscatter in HRNR is in average overestimated compared to the truth (i.e.
CALIPSO), thus less observations below cloudy layers are observed. At the same
time HRNR provides L2B wind profiles with larger errors than HRNR-CALIPSO
throughout the atmosphere. This is especially in the lower and middle troposphere
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where errors are for about 50% larger in HRNR. In the previous sections the lack
of aerosol in HRNR data set suggested on potential differences in the Mie retrieval.
However, this is not observed in statistics which may be explained by relatively low
amount of aerosol in the mid-latitudes over the 10-day period. Only parts of the
orbits over northern Africa may have an impact here.
The comparison of the HLOS wind retrieval using two different sets, HRNR and
HRNR-CALIPSO, is suggesting that modelled optical properties using high resolution weather forecast is valuable for OSSE. This is a positive result as the Aeolus
simulator input consists of atmospheric flow properties such as wind, temperature
and pressure and the optical properties which must be co-aligned. Although HRNR
provides larger errors and the number of observations is smaller then in HRNRCALIPSO, differences in HLOS wind error in between both sets are not critical.
From the perspective of current errors of modelled wind field a 50% increase of error
in HRNR in comparison to HRNR-CALIPSO in Mie-cloud winds is still representing better wind observations that are currently available. Larger differences exist
locally, although it was shown that HRNR is able to well simulate the distribution
of water and ice in the atmosphere, even for longer lead times. Of course, it needs to
be taken into account that the method used to calculate backscatter and extinction
coefficient from model fields is an approximation.

5.5

Sensitivity studies of the Aeolus wind retrieval

L2B processor allows to fine tune the retrieval of HLOS wind observations. This
can be used to increase their value in mesoscale data assimilation.
In the Section 5.5.1 a sensitivity study is performed to asses the trade-off between
the observation error and their amount as a function of L2B accumulation length.
In Section 5.5.2 the sensitivity of the L2B retrieval on the atmospheric composition
is given. In both studies all the available data of 61 orbits from HRNR-CALIPSO
were used as an input to the CoP.

5.5.1

Observation error sensitivity to the accumulation length

The trade-off between the number of Aeolus observations and their quality is assessed
by performing the L2B winds retrieval for a wide range of accumulation lengths
L∈[10, 100] km.
The statistical evaluation of HLOS wind quality is based on methods presented in
section 5.4.1. Vertical profile statistics of HLOS wind error reveal three characteristic
vertical layers for Rayleigh and two for Mie, repsectively. For Rayleigh winds, a layer
below 5 km, layer between 5 and 15 km and the layer above 15 km are introduced.
For Mie, there is a layer below 5 km and the layer between 5 and 12 km. The
sensitivity of the HLOS wind error and the number of HLOS wind observations to
the accumulation length for each of these layers is shown in Fig. 5.20. The bias
does not vary with accumulation length thus not shown.
The amount of observations in the 10-day period in the Europe-Atlantic domain
is significant for Rayleigh-clear on the whole range of Ls. In particular, for the
L = 90 km about 40 × 103 Rayleigh-clear observations are provided in the layer
between 5 and 15 km. A significant increase of the number of observations is seen
for a decreasing L. For example at 3 times smaller accumulation L = 30 km the
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Figure 5.20: Sensitivity of HLOS wind errors and the number of observations on the L2B
accumulation length. Shown is the error statistics and the expected number of observations in
a 10-day period (in a factor of 1000). Solid lines on labels (a, c, e and g) represent MADN
of the difference between L2B HLOS wind and CoP input HLOS wind and dashed line shows
median of the L2B estimated HLOS wind error. Different line colours represent statistics for
different layer in the atmosphere.

number of Rayleigh-clear observation is increased for a bit more than 2 times. The
layer above 15 km altitude is showing a decrease in the number of observations
for a decreasing L for L < 20 km. This is as the density of molecules at these
altitudes is significantly smaller than near the ground. The grouping algorithm in
L2B provides HLOS winds with larger errors and several of them does not pass
the quality control used in this study. For the Mie-cloud it is realistic to expect
about 90% less observations than for Rayleigh-clear in the layer between 5 to 12
km. Similar is found for Rayleigh-cloud winds. On the other hand, the amount
of Mie-clear winds is small, less than about 5% of the amount of Rayleigh winds.
The difference becomes larger for smaller accumulation lengths as the observations
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becomes very noisy and are removed after using the quality control.
The Rayleigh-clear
HLOS wind error (Fig. 5.20a) shows a well known depen√
dency of 1/ L. At L = 90 (i.e. a value used at ECMWF) the HLOS wind error is
about 2.5 m s−1 in layer between 5 and 15 km. The error is shown to increase rather
significantly with the decreasing L. Thus at 3 times smaller accumulation length
L = 30 km HLOS wind error increases for a bit more then 1.5 times. But as already
seen, when L is decreased for 3 times the number of observations is increased for
about 2 times. In other words, when the appropriate quality control is used, the
number of Rayleigh-clear HLOS wind observations increases relatively more severe
than the associated error. This is a valuable information for data assimilation as
some additional improvement from the larger number of observations can be expected on the expense of the observation error. It is also valuable to compare the
L2B HLOS wind error estimate (dashed lines) with the actual HLOS wind error
(solid lines). The L2B estimated errors are providing a rather good estimate of the
real error. The estimated errors might be somewhat underestimated below 5 km
altitude and overestimated in stratosphere.
In the case of Mie-cloud, the errors are less sensitive to the accumulation length
as evident in Fig. 5.20c. The insensitivity of the Mie-cloud wind error is especially
favourable for the mesoscale data assimilation as the error of observations is about
1 m s−1 even for accumulation length of 30-40 km but at the same time the number
of observations increase significantly. The L2B estimated error of Mie-cloud wind is
underestimated in between 5 to 12 km especially at larger values of L, and overestimated in the boundary layer at small values of L. In the view of mesoscale data
assimilation, thus at small accumulation lengths the impact of observations below
the 5 km altitude will be smaller as expected, however this does not seem disastrous
as estimated error is not significantly larger than the real error.
In Fig. 5.20(e and g) the sensitivity of HLOS wind error is presented for Rayleighcloud and Mie-clear. At L = 90 km both of these types of winds have larger errors
than Rayleigh-clear and Mie-cloud winds and as well the Rayleigh-cloud winds are
biased. On the other hand, at smaller accumulation lengths Rayleigh-cloud and
Mie-clear wind errors become comparable or smaller than are errors of Rayleighclear. However, as Rayleigh-cloud are biased and the amount of Mie-clear winds is
relatively small, it is not much to expect from Rayleigh-cloud and Mie-clear winds
in the view of the mesoscale data assimilation.

5.5.2

Sensitivity of wind retrieval to the atmospheric composition

The accuracy of HLOS wind retrieval is dependent not only on the characteristics
of the L2B processor but also on the physical and dynamical properties of the atmosphere. In particular the wind retrieval is highly dependent on the composition
characteristics in the atmosphere through the backscattering signal. Different processes (e.g. baroclinic development, dust over the desert areas, forced convection,
etc.) affect the scattering characteristics, and hence the L2B retrieval. An extension
of the sensitivity study discussed in the section 5.5.1 was performed to discuss these
issues.
Aerosols and hydrometeors directly affect the HLOS wind retrieval in Mie as
well as in Rayleigh through the cross-talk. The implications of this on the HLOS
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winds error and bias are shown in Fig. 5.21. Statistic shown is provided using
the NRNR-CALIPSO 61 orbits at the L2B accumulation length of 90 km. Thus
for each L2B observation the average scattering ratio was computed over the valid
representativeness area of the observation. Scattering ratio is used in L2B to classify
the observations on clear if it is less then 1.8 and cloudy if it is larger. In the Fig.
5.21(a and c) this is seen, although some observations with larger scattering ratios
exists as calculation of average scattering ratio is not performed exactly as is defined
by the L2B processor.
The main feature found in Fig. 5.21(a and c) is the increased negative bias
for observations located over areas with in average higher scattering ratio. This
is a known fact (e.g. Tan et al., 2008) as the scattering ratio modifies the relation
between the Rayleigh response (Eq. 5.4) and the Doppler shift. Although, the error
does not vary drastically.
For Mie-cloud winds the variation in scattering ratio affects the wind error as
scattering ratio is directly related with the amount of the noise (i.e. Rayleigh scattering). This can be seen in Fig. 5.21(d) as error-bars are smaller for larger scattering
ratio. At the same time the bias is practically zero over the whole range of the
scattering ratio. In Rayleigh-cloud both the increase in bias and the reduction of
error is observed for increasing scattering ration as shown in Fig. 5.21(b).
Properties shown in Fig. 5.21 suggest that HLOS winds are in average of different
quality over specific areas on the Earth due to different properties of the backscattering and extinction in the atmosphere. It is of great advantage to understand such
properties. The retrieval of the HLOS winds was therefore studied over the three
subregions in the Europe-Atlantic domain. The North Atlantic region is defined
east of the -8◦ E, Europe continent is defined west of the -8◦ E and North Africa
region is defined for longitude in range (−30◦ , 30◦ ) E and latitude south of 45◦ N.
Such classification was chosen due to unique properties of the distribution of aerosol
and hydrometeors as shown in Fig. 5.22. In the North Atlantic the backscatter is
strong over the whole troposphere due to deep weather systems and the associated
cloud structures found over the storm track region in mid-latitudes. On the other
hand the backscatter coefficient is for an order of magnitude smaller (higher decile
on Fig. 5.22) over the North Africa region, although the backscattering is stronger
near the ground due to larger amount of aerosol (e.g. dust over the Sahara desert).
In Europe the backscatter is stronger near the ground due to overlap with the North
Africa subregion but is also large in the mid-troposphere with the peak in higher
decile at 6 km.
The sensitivity study was performed only for Rayleigh-clear and Mie-cloud winds
as these showed most promising for the mesoscale data assimilation. In Rayleighclear the difference in the atmospheric composition in the chosen subregions leads
to differences in bias as already suggested by Fig. 5.21(a) but the observation
error is not modified (not shown). For the accumulation length of 30 km and the
atmosphere layer below 5 km the largest bias of -0.4 m s−1 is found over the North
Atlantic and the smallest of -0.2 m s−1 is found over the north of Africa (not shown).
This is simple to understand analyzing the vertical profile of the backscattering ratio
presented in Fig. 5.22. It can be seen that the backscattering is significantly larger in
the upper layers of the below 5 km of the troposphere over North Atlantic than over
the North Africa. This provides in average larger contamination of the backscattered
spectrum with the backscatter from hydrometeors and aerosol. In the atmospher
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Figure 5.21: The relation between the difference of the L2B HLOS wind and the true HLOS
wind (y-axes) and the log10 of the average scattering ratio (x-axes). The color bar is showing
the log10 of the number of observations found in the particular range on the graph. Black line
shows the bias and errors of the HLOS wind at the particular range of scattering ratios.

layer above the 5 km the attenuation of the signal is strong over North of Atlantic
thus the signal mostly does not penetrate the optically thick clouds. In other words,
majority of the Rayleigh-clear winds is produced over area with relatively low aerosol
and hydrometeor contamination which does not provide significant variations in bias
over the various subregions studied.
Of significant interest is the impact of the variability in backscatter characteristics in the troposphere on the Mie-cloud wind due to their high potential for the
mesoscale data assimilation. For Mie winds the variability in backscattering affects
the observation error as shown in Fig. 5.21(d) which sensitivity on the accumulation length is shown in Fig. 5.23. The largest differences in the HLOS wind error
between various regions exists below the 5 km altitude. Here the smallest errors are
produced over the North Atlantic and the highest over the North Africa as would
be suggested by the backscattering profiles shown in Fig. 5.22. The difference in
the error can be as high as 0.2 m s−1 which is about 20% of the error over the entire domain. Although, the difference is reduced for the small accumulation lengths
which is a promising result from the perspective of the mesoscale data assimilation.
Similar is found in the layers above 5 km altitude where the difference among regions
is relatively smaller. On the other hand, the more severe impact of the variability
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Figure 5.22: The statistics of the backscattering coefficient from aerosols and hydrometeors
in the studied domain (e.g. Fig. 5.7) and its subregions over the period of 10 days. The
percentiles are those values of backscatter at which a given percentage of the data is greater
or less then this value. Thus median represents the 50% of the data. Higher quartile/decile
represents 75/90% of data, respectively.

Figure 5.23: Sensitivity of the HLOS wind error on the L2B accumulation length over different
regions for Mie-cloud. The MADN of the L2B HLOS wind error is shown by solid lines and
the median of the L2B estimated error by dasehd lines. (a) Statistics is presented for the layer
below 5 km and (b) for the layer in between 5 and 12 km.

in the backscatter characteristics is found in the L2B estimated error, which is the
only information available when Aeolus is operational. It can be seen, especially in
the layers below the 5 km altitude, that the estimated error in North Africa can
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be as high as ∼1.5 m s−1 at L = 30 km, which is about 50% larger then the real
error. Additionally the difference between the real error and the L2B estimated
error is increasing with decreasing accumulation length which is not favourable for
data assimilation as the impact of observations will be underestimated over regions
with weak backscatter such as over the North Africa region.
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Conclusions and Outlook
6.1

Main results

The forthcoming ESA Aeolus mission will provide the first vertical profiles of wind
measurements from space globally in the atmosphere below about 30 km. The
motivation for the thesis was the potential of the Aeolus horizontal line-of-sight
winds in a mesoscale ensemble data assimilation system in midlatitudes with flowdependent background-error covariances.
A mesoscale EnKF data assimilation system was developed with the WRF model,
nested in the operational ECMWF ensemble prediction system. The lateral boundary conditions for the 50-member ensemble were formulated using the real-time
50-member ECMWF ensemble on model levels. This represents the state-of-the-art
representation of the lateral boundary spread for the limited-area ensemble EnKF.
This is particularly important in the Northern Atlantic where most European LAMs
have their western boundaries through which fast developing fronts enter the domain
ahead of significant weather in Europe.
Since the Aeolus measurements provide a single horizontal wind component, their
impact in the assimilation first depends on the direction of sight with respect to the
observed flow. Moreover, it depends on the assimilation methodology which spreads
the impact of HLOS observations to both wind components and other meteorological variables according to the azimuth angles and the background-error covariance
structures.
Earlier studies estimated the average impact of Aeolus data on the accuracy
of global analyses as equivalent to a single wind component or somewhat larger
(Horanyi et al., 2015a). This is in average of a significant expected impact in the
tropics and a smaller impact in the mid-latitudes where the current data assimilation
methodologies for NWP effectively utilize the mass-field observations.
The comparison of different experiments with a single wind component and temperature observations showed that in average the ensemble spread in analysis in
wind is reduced for total of 15-25% in comparison to the first guess, when all observations (i.e. temperature, zonal wind and meridional wind) are assimilated. About
5-15% of the reduction in wind is provided when the analysed quantity is not assimilated, i.e. the impact of assimilating temperature and zonal (meridional) wind on
the meridional (zonal) wind, respectively. However, it was shown that assimilating
only temperature and zonal (meridional) wind already provides similar performance
in the zonal (meridional), respectively, as when all observations are assimilated (i.e.
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reduction of 15-25%). This is showing on in average weak multivariate characteristics found in the used system. HLOS however, provides about 15-20% reduction of
ensemble spread in zonal and 10-15% reduction in meridional wind, following well
the expectations of linear projection of HLOS information on both wind components. In accord with studies using variational assimilation and global ECMWF
models, thesis results suggest that the impact of Aeolus winds projects more to the
zonal wind component than to the meridional wind due to its predefined line-of-sight
direction which is about 30◦ off the zonal direction in the mid-latitudes.
Wind information is important to initialize significant weather in the northern
Atlantic and Europe. This includes intense fronts which are often elongated quasimeridionally and quickly move towards western Europe. The major impact of the
flow-dependent background-error covariances to improve the analysis of a front was
shown using different observation types. In particular, wind observations on top of
temperature data have not contributed significant new information in the analysis
of the front. However, this was maybe the most challenging task for HLOS observations as the line-of-sight was almost perpendicular to the observed wind direction.
The quasi-geostrophic cross-correlations between temperature and along-front winds
were dominant and produced maximal multivariate impact of temperature observations. An equally likely scenario in which the line-of-sight is in the direction of the
wind performs differently then when the full wind is assimilated, even though they
provide the same wind information. HLOS provides better analysis in one of the
wind components on the expense of the other wind component.
The background-error correlations are usually much weaker than in the presented
case study of the Atlantic front. The geostrophic coupling along the front is absent
on smaller scales where divergence largely dominates over vorticity (e.g. Blažica
et al., 2013). European mesoscale models are also run on a significantly higher
horizontal resolution than applied here (2-5 km instead of 15 km horizontal resolution
in the presented system). Nevertheless, general conclusions regarding the projection
of HLOS impact to the zonal and meridional wind components as defined by the
azimuth angle, are likely not to change on higher resolution.
The LAMs using the EnKF extensively apply covariance inflation. Even though
inflation is found important in terms of providing better performance of the filter
and significantly reducing errors, the impact of the inflation on the weak multivariate
coupling in the system remains not well understood.
In the preparation for the assimilation of real Aeolus HLOS winds, series of sensitivity studies were performed using the Aeolus retrieval software and results from a
special high-resolution nature-run over the Euro-Atlantic domain. The HLOS wind
retrieval software consists of several processors. Level-2B (L2B) processor provides
the HLOS wind that can be assimilated into the numerical model. The input (i.e.
nature-run) to the simulator consists of temperature, pressure and wind provided
by a high resolution T3999 (effective horizontal resolution of ∼5 km) forecast of
ECMWF. The information on backscattering from aerosols and cloud particles was
provided using the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) satellite. Simulation of the Aeolus winds was provided in 10 day
period over the Euro-Atlantic domain.
Basic characteristics of simulated HLOS winds (i.e. systematic and random error) support the expected characteristics estimated globally and using lower resolution nature-run as presented in (Rennie and De Kloe, 2016; Rennie, 2016). Overall,
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the Aeolus Rayleigh winds estimated from the movement of molecules will not outperform the current radiosonde winds as errors are typically in between 2-3 m s−1
in the troposphere and larger near the ground and in the stratosphere. However, it
must be taken into account that radiosonde profiles are not available over the ocean
where Aeolus is expected to contribute the most. The Mie wind, which is estimated
from the motion of larger particulates and aerosols is providing more quality winds
with errors slightly about 1 m s−1 almost constant in the troposphere.
Aeolus is not providing high resolution wind observations, however L2B allows
to manually tune the representativeness scale of observations by adapting the accumulation length. This is controlling the amount of ∼3 km Aeolus measurements
that are accumulated into one HLOS observation. Rayleigh and Mie retrieval are
found to be affected somehow differently√by varying the accumulation length. The
Rayleigh error is proportional to the 1/ L for the accumulation length L which is
the characteristics of the Poisson count noise on the Rayleigh detector. At the same
time the number of valid L2B HLOS winds in the domain increase in similar way by
reducing L. On the other hand in Mie, the observation error was found less sensitive
by the variation of the accumulation length, especially for the accumulation length
larger than 30 km. Here error is about 1 m s−1 , but the number of observations is
increased for about 2.5 times when L is reduced from 90 to 30 km. This trade-off
becomes promising in preparation of larger amount of high-resolution observations
for LAMs.
The variability in the composition of the atmosphere affects the backscattering
characteristics and essentially the wind retrieval. The significant diversity in the Mie
HLOS wind errors was found regarding this issue. It was found that the error can
increase in average for about 20% over the areas of weak backscatter when compared
with the average error in the whole Euro-Atlantic domain.
L2B processor provides the estimate of HLOS observations error. It was found
that overall it follows well the true error. However, especially in the Mie winds and
over the regions of weak backscatter the L2B estimated error is largely overestimated.
This mainly shows that the most of the Mie wind impact in NWP can be expected
over the North Atlantic area where the backscatter is strong and errors are in average
the smallest in the whole Euro-Atlantic domain. This conclusion concur with the
initial assumption of the great importance of the wind profiles assimilated over the
North Atlantic for the improvement of the NWP in Europe.
The quality of the nature-run was found important in relation to the estimation
of the Aeolus true potential in OSSEs. It was found, that no matter the rather
good quality of the cloud simulation of ECMWF T3999 high resolution forecast, the
retrieved L2B Mie winds is statistically different than when a more realistic naturerun is provided. However, this is not devastating as Aeolus wind profiles over the
North Atlantic region will provide the only wind profile observations which was
shown to be able to improve the analysis in the NWP. Future research towards the
potential of Aeolus or similar system in LAMs should take care in the preparation
of the nature-run as the impact of Aeolus can be underestimated.

6.2

Outlook

The potential of the Aeolus HLOS wind observations in the mesoscale and convectivescale data assimilation systems over limited domains will depend on the number of
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observations and their errors, but also on the description of background error covariances in data assimilation system. Quality background error covariances are
crucial as the new wind observations will mainly contribute over the areas of significant uncertainties in the mid-latitudes, such as fronts or areas associated with wave
instabilities, organized convection and interaction of these processes with surface
features (e.g. orography, land-sea contrasts).
Higher resolution models focus on non-hydrostatic processes such as convection
for which the initialization of vertical motions and moisture becomes much more
important. The Aeolus mission was not designed to observe such processes as lidar
is not able to see below optically thick clouds, but also because of relatively large
errors and the large accumulation lengths. Aeolus primary purpose is to fill the gap
in wind profiles in the global observing systems, with focus on the tropics and ocean
regions. Thus, the usage of a higher resolution Mie wind seems the most promising
for LAMs, in comparison to the default resolution of 90 km planned to be used in
global models (e.g. ECMWF).
The Aeolus satellite represents the beginning of the era of the remote space-based
systems for the observing of the wind in the atmosphere. We can expect that in the
future new systems will be developed. The constellation of these will provide higher
temporal and spatial coverage of wind observations over the areas for which the
quality initialization of vertical motions and moisture in mesoscale models becomes
of a significant importance. At the same time, the data assimilation development
needs to follow the improvement in the GOS to extract the valuable information
from observations optimally.
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Chapter 8
Razširjeni povzetek v slovenskem
jeziku
8.1

Uvod

Na večjih prostorskih skalah je vertikalna hitrost v povprečju zanemarljiva. Operativni modeli za numerično napovedovanje vremena (ang. Numerical Weather
Prediction - NWP) rešujejo sistem parcialnih diferencialnih enačb. Te opisujejo
časovne spremembe polja temperature, tlaka, vetra in vlage v ozračju. Reševanje
tega sistema enačb zahteva začetne in robne pogoje. Časovna rešitev je v posameznih
točkah uporabna toliko časa, da je še odvisna od začetnih pogojev. Napovedovanje
vremena je zato problem začetnih pogojev. Za izboljšanje napovedi je potrebno
tako izboljšati modele, kot tudi njihove začetne pogoje. To pomeni, da potrebujemo
karseda natančno informacijo o vseh spremenljivkah v vsaki računski točki tridimenzionalnega modelskega prostora. Potrebujemo torej karseda kvalitetna opazovanja
ozračja karseda pogosto v času in prostoru.
Globalni sistem opazovanj ozračja (ang. Global Observation System - GOS)
sestavljajo konvencionalna opazovanja in opazovanja pridobljene iz satelitov. Konvencionalna opazovanja sestavljajo meritve pri tleh in meritve v srednjih plasteh
ozračja, kot so naprimer meritve iz letal. Glede na dinamične lastnosti procesov v
ozračju, meritve delimo na meritve polja vetra in polja mase. Slednjo sestavljajo
količine kot so tlak, temperatura in vlaga. Sistem GOS zagotavlja veliko meritev.
Naprimer, za potrebe napovedi vremena se v Evropskem centru za srednjeročne
napovedi (ECMWF) vsakih 12 ur uporabi približno 70 milijonov meritev
(EUMETSAT/ECMWF, 2016). Vendar to za potrebe NWP ni dovolj, saj kot prvo,
ta niso razporejena enakomerno v atmosferi. Poleg tega je večina teh meritev pridobljenih iz satelitov. Za razliko od konvencionalnih meritev (npr. radiosondažne
meritve), satelitska opazovanja omogočajo globalno pokritost in boljšo časovno pokritost, vendar njihova kvaliteta ponavadi ni primerljiva s kvaliteto konvencionalnih
meritev. Ena izmed pozitivnih značilnosti konvencionalnih meritev je dobra uravnoteženost med meritvami polja vetra in polja mase. To žal ne velja za satelitska
opazovanja, kjer dominirajo meritve polja mase (Baker et al., 2014).
Fizikalni zakoni povezujejo porazdelitev polja mase zraka in polja vetra v ozračju
tako, da vremenske procese obravnavamo kot kontinuirani proces približevanja k
hidrostatičnemu in geostrofskemu ravnovesju (npr. Kalnay, 2003). Geostrofsko
ravnovesje je najbolj prisotno na večjih (več 1000 km) prostorskih skalah v zmernih
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zemljepisnih širinah. Za takšne primere namreč velja, da se tridimenzionalna struktura polja vetra lahko oceni iz horizontalnih gradientov polja temperature in tlaka.
Na manjših prostorskih skalah in v tropskih predelih so direktne meritve polja vetra
ključnega pomena za definicijo začetnih pogojev za napovedovanje (Stoffelen et al.,
2005; Žagar et al., 2008).
Trenutne meritve polja vetra pridobimo iz konvencionalnih sistemov, kot so radiosondaže ter meritve z letali, iz meritev pri tleh, kot so meritve pridobljene z
Dopplerjevim lidarjem in radarjem ter iz satelitskih opazovanj oblakov iz ocene
gibanja oblakov (ang. Atmospheric Motion Vector – AMV) (EUMETSAT/ECMWF,
2016). Sateliti merijo tudi veter ob površini morja s t.i. skaterometri in pasivnimi
instrumenti, ki delujejo v območju mikrovalov (npr. Naderi et al., 1991). V sistemih
za napovedovanje se najbolj uporabljajo opazovanja AMV, čeprav imajo ta opazovanja pomembne napake (npr. zaradi ocene višine oblakov) (npr. Schmetz et al.,
1993; Nieman et al., 1997).
Meritve se uporabi v postopku asimilacije, ki poskuša optimalno združiti informacijo o stanju atmosfere dobljene iz opazovanj in prejšnje napovedi (t.i prvi
približek). Rezultat linearne kombinacije enega ali več opazovanj v neki točki in
prvega približka je analiza. Ta predstavlja najbolj kvaliteten opis stanja atmosfere
v izbranem trenutku. Analiza se uporabi kot začetno polje za naslednjo napoved.
Različna opazovanja različno prispevajo k uspešnosti posameznih prognostičnih
sistemov. Prispevek posameznega tipa opazovanj na izboljšanje 24 urne napovedi
v modelu ECMWF je prikazan na sliki 8.1. V primeru konvencionalnih opazovanj
je relativni prispevek opazovanj polj mase in vetra k izboljšanju napovedi približno
enak. To velja tako glede na skupni prispevek opazovanj (modri stolpci), kot na
prispevek posamezne vrste opazovanj (rumeni stolpci). Prav nasprotno, pri opazovanjih iz satelitov prevladuje skupni prispevek opazovanj polj mase. Vendar pa
prispevek dveh vrst opazovanj kaže na izrazito večji relativni pomen opazovanj vetra iz satelitov. Primanjkljaj direktnih opazovanj vetra je zato ena izmed ključnih
pomanjkljivosti globalnega opazovalnega sistema (Baker et al., 2014). Satelitska
opazovanja vetra bi lahko igrale pomembno vlogo za napredek globalnih analiz in
napovedi.
Prvi korak k merjenju vetra s satelitov je bil storjen leta 1999, ob sprejetju
načrta za misijo Aeolus (prej ADM-Aeolus) (ang. Atmospheric Dynamics Mission
Aeolus, Stoffelen et al. 2005). Glavni cilj misije je demonstrirati možnost merjenja vetra iz vesolja s pomočjo Dopplerjevega zamika laserske svetlobe, sipane na
delcih in molekulah zraka v atmosferi. Opazovanja vetra misije Aeolus ne bodo
meritve vektorja horizontalnega vetra kot ga dobimo iz konvencionalnih sistemov.
Instrument Aeolus namreč meri radialno komponento hitrosti gibanja delcev (ang.
Line-Of-Sight, LOS), ki jo določa usmerjenost Dopplerjevega lidarja. Ta predstavlja
linearno kombinacijo meritev zonalne, meridionalne in vertikalne komponente vetra.
Glavni produkt Aeolus je t.i. ’Horizontal Line-Of-Sight’ (HLOS) hitrost, ki predstavlja projekcijo LOS hitrosti na horizontalno ravnino. Pri tem se predpostavi,
da je vertikalna hitrost zanemarljiva, namreč opazovanje hitrosti vetra HLOS imajo
tipično skalo reprezentativnosti 90 km.
Lansiranje Aeolus v orbito in pričetek tri letne uporabe sistema je predviden
za 21. avgust 2018. Glede na številne opravljene študije (Stoffelen et al., 2006;
Tan et al., 2007; Marseille et al., 2008a,b; Horanyi et al., 2015a,b), je v globalnih
sistemih za napovedovanje vremena pričakovan pozitivni vpliv novih opazovanj ve156
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Figure 8.1: Relativni prispevek opazovanj polj mase (temperatura, zračni tlak in vlaga) in
polj vetra k izboljšanju 24 urne napovedi v modelu ECMWF. Opazovanja so razdeljena v dve
skupini: konvencionalna (npr. meritve pri tleh, radiosondaže) in satelitska opazovanja. Statistika je prikazana glede na vsa opazovanja (modro) oziroma glede na prispevek posameznega
opazovanja (rumeno). Vsota vseh modrih oziroma vseh rumenih stolpcev znaša 100%. Vir:
Källén et al. (2010).

tra na kvaliteto napovedi. Največji pričakovani pozitivni vpliv novih meritev je v
tropskih predelih. Boljši začetni pogoji za napoved v tropskih predelih pozitivno
vplivajo tudi na srednjeročno napoved nad Evropo. Uporabnost opazovanj v modelih za omejeno območje (LAM, ali mezoskalni model) je vprašljiva predvsem zaradi
relativno majhnega števila opazovanj. Modeli LAM se uporabljajo na relativno majhnih prostorskih domenah in so zaradi večje prostorske ločljivosti sposobni opisati
pojave, ki se dogajajo na manjših prostorskih in krajših časovnih skalah. Meritve
profilov vetra bi lahko pomebno izboljšale začetne pogoje v mezoskalnem modelu,
če bi bila opazovanja dostopna ob pravem času.
Glavni cilj doktorskega dela je bila obravnava asimilacije simuliranih opazovanj
vetra HLOS v mezoskalni model. Zanimalo me je predvsem vprašanje o vplivu opazovanj vetra HLOS, v primerjavi z vektorjem vetra oziroma zonalno in meridionalno komponento, na pripravo začetnih pogojev na območju Severnega Atlantika
in Evrope. Dobro razumevanje lastnosti asimilacije HLOS v mezoskalni model
pomebno prispeva k uporabi pravih opazovanj Aeolus v prihodnjih LAM študijah. V
ta namen bodo v nadaljevanju najprej predstavljene osnovne lastnosti simuliranega
vetra Aeolus. Diskusija pa se bo nadaljevala z opisom eksperimentov in rezultatov
glavnega raziskovalnega vprašanja vpliva HLOS v mezoskalnem modelu.

8.2

Satelit Aeolus

Aeolus predstavlja prvi sistem za merjenja vetra v ozračju s Dopplerjevim lidarjem
iz vesolja. Da bi bolje razumeli njegov potencial v modelih LAM, bo v nadaljevanju
najprej predstavljeno njegovo delovanje in lastnosti vetra HLOS.

8.2.1

Delovanje sistema

Osnova platforme Aeolus je Dopplerjev lidar ALADIN (ang. Atmospheric Laser
Doppler Instrument ESA 1999). Ta deluje v območju ultavijoličnega (UV) dela
elektro-magnetnega (EM) spektra, z valovno dolžino 355 nm. Lidar generira serijo
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pulzov, ki potujejo od laserja na satelitu na višini približno 400 km, proti površju
Zemlje. Na tej poti se elektromagnetno valovanje delno sipa nazaj proti satelitu,
delno v prostorski kot stran od satelita in je delno prepuščen v nižje plasti atmosfere. Izbrana delovna valovna dolžina lidarja omogoča, da je absorbcija UV na prevladujočih molekulah ozračja (N2 , O2 , O3 , H2 O), zanemarljivo majhna (Liou, 2002).
Signal, ki se sipa nazaj v prostorski kot satelitskega sprejemnika, je zaradi Dopplerjevega efekta frekvenčno zamaknjen. To je posledica gibanja molekul in večjih delcev
v atmosferi, na katerih se signal siplje. To gibanje je v največji meri lastnost toka
(veter). Hitrost premikanja molekul in delcev je sorazmerna s frekvenčnim zamikom,
iz česar se lahko oceni hitrost vetra na mestu, kjer se je signal sipal (npr. Marseille
and Stoffelen, 2003).
Inštrument ALADIN omogoča dva skoraj povsem ločena načina merjenja hitrosti
vetra. V prvem se analizira del spektra laserske svetlobe, zaradi Rayleighovega
sipanja na molekulah zraka. Porazdelitev molekul v atmosferi je opisana s porazdelitvijo gostote, ki z višino pada eksponentno. Meritev vetra iz Rayleighovega
dela spektra, je zaradi prisotnosti molekul teoretično možna v celotni atmosferi.
Vendar se molekule zraka premikajo tudi naključno (t.i. Brownovo gibanje). Oblika spektra sipane svetlobe na mulekulahv v atmosferi je odvisna od temperature
in zračnega tlaka (Dabas et al., 2008). V spektru sipane svetlobe je to vidno
kot razširitev približno Gaussovske oblike, t.i. Rayleigh-Brillouinov spekter, kar
prikazuje slika 8.2(a). Širina spektra v enotah hitrosti znaša približno 600 m s−1 (npr.
Stoffelen et al., 2005) in predstavlja glavni vir napak pri merjenju frekvenčnega zamika iz Rayleigh–Brillouinovega dela spektra (v nadaljevanju imenovan Rayleighov
del spekter).

Figure 8.2: (a) Spekter Dopplerjevega zamika v primeru sipanja svetlobe na molekulah in večjih
delcih ozračja. Spekter, ki ni frekvenčno premaknjen, prikazuje črna polna krivulja. Frekvenčni
zamik, ki ustreza hitrosti vetra 50 m s−1 , prikazuje črna črtkana krivulja. Zvonasta oblika obeh
krivulj ponazarja razpršenost v spektru kot posledica naključnega gibanja molekul (Brownovo
gibanje). Širina Rayleighovega dela spektra je v enotah hitrosti 600 m s−1 . Ozek del krivulje
z večjo amplitudo predstavlja Miejev del spektra, ki je posledica sipanja na večjih delcih. (b)
Merjenje komponente vetra HLOS z Aeolus. Komponenta vetra HLOS je prikazana z modro
puščico. Posamezno opazovanje je rezultat povprečenja meritev na dolžini akumulacije (L), ki
je definirana na 90 km.
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Frekvenčni zamik se meri tudi zaradi Miejevega sipanja (v nadaljevanju imenovan
Miejev del spektra). Ta predstavlja sipanje laserske svetlobe na večjih delcih, kot
so aerosol in hidrometeorji. Porazdelitev slednjih v atmosferi se v času in prostoru
močno sppremieress Višje koncentracije teh delcev so prisotne predvsem v spodnjem
delu atmosfere. V povprečju je v atmosferi znatno manj meritev vetra iz Mievega
dela spektra kot iz Rayleighovega dela spektra. Zaradi manjše nedoločenosti meritve
vetra v Miejevem načinu (∼10 m s−1 ) (slika 8.2(a)), pa je slednji bolj zaželjen (Tan
et al., 2008).
Rayleighovo in Miejevo sipanje sta kljub jasnim razlikam del istega spektra (slika
8.2(a)). Pri oceni Dopplerjevega zamika iz Rayleighovega dela spektra tako prihaja do onesnaženja signala z Mievim signalom in posledično večjih napak meritev
hitrosti.
Zaradi velike nedoločenosti izračuna hitrosti vetra iz posameznega laserskega
pulza je za uporabo meritev potrebno akumulirati 20 laserskih pulzov. Takšna
meritev hitrosti vetra je osnovni produkt platforme Aeolus. Ker je hitrost gibanja
satelita približno 7.2 km s−1 in frekvenca pošiljanja laserskih pulzov v atmosfero
50 Hz (ang. pulse repetition frequency), je meritev pridobljena s povprečevanjem 20 laserskih pulzov reprezentativna za območje ∼3 km. To meritev ozačimo z
3km
HLOS . Vendar takšen produkt zaradi svoje nedoločenosti še vedno ni primeren
za asimilacijo v prognostičnem sistemu. Meritve z veliko napako namreč ne prispevajo veliko k izboljšanju analiz. Zato je potrebna dodatna akumulacija, približno 30
3km
v opazovanje HLOS
meritev HLOS
30

L

HLOS =

1 ∑
3km
HLOS
,
30 i=1

(8.1)

ki predstavlja povprečen veter na razdalji L = ∼90 km. To razdaljo imenujemo
razdalja akumulacije (L) in predstavlja območje reprezentativnosti oziroma horizonL
talno ločljivost opazovanj. HLOS je v nadaljevanju imenovan opazovanje HLOS.
Po zahtevah Svetovne Meteorološke Organizacije (ang. World Meteorological Organization - WMO) mora biti napaka opazovanj Aeolus primerljiva (oziroma manjša)
napakam radisondažnih meritev (Stoffelen et al., 2005), ki so tipično 2-3 m s−1 .
Vertikalna hitrost je pri izbrani razdalji akumulacije tipično zanemarljiva. Glavni
produkt platforme Aeolus tako predstavlja horizontalna komponenta LOS (HLOS)
(Tan et al., 2008). Shematsko to prikazuje slika 8.2(b).
Zaradi manjše koncentracije molekul višje v atmosferi in posledično večjih napak,
je merjenje vetra iz Rayleighovega dela spektra omejeno na spodnjih ∼25 km. Pri
merjenju iz Miejevega dela spektra je to omejeno na spodnjih ∼15 km. Podobno
kot je definirana akumulacija v horizontali, je združevanje pulzov potrebno tudi
v vertikali. To je narejeno tako, da je v celotnem profilu približno 21 meritev z
vertikalno ločljivostjo, ki se določi vnaprej. Pri tleh ta znaša 500 m in na vrhu
profila 2 km za Rayleigh oziroma 1 km za meritve tipa Mie (Tan et al., 2008).
Satelit Aeolus je postavljen v orbito z inklinacijo 97◦ , v t.i. sončno-sinhrono
(ang. sun-synchronous) orbito, kjer je satelit vsak dan ob 06 UTC in 18 UTC nad
neko točko na Zemlji vzdolž predpisane orbite, ki se ponovi vsakih 7 dni. Zaradi
občutljivosti Dopplerjevega lidarja na hitrost gibanja sipalcev, je lidar obrnjen pod
kotom 90◦ na smer potovanja. Poleg tega je zaradi delovne valovne dolžine v UV
delu spektra, nagnjen pod kotom 35◦ stran od sonca, ki med drugim določa potreben
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odklon za merjenje HLOS (slika 8.2(b)). Satelit v 6 urah približno štirikrat prečka
območje Severnega Atlantika in Europe kot prikazuje slika 8.3. Razdalja med sosednjima orbitama satelita bo v zmernih širinah okoli 1000 km.

Figure 8.3: 6-urna orbita Aeolus nad območjem Severnega Atlantika in Evrope. Razdalja
med orbitami na zemljepisni širini 45◦ je približno 700 km. Razdalja med črnimi točkami je
približno 90 km in prikazuje lokacijo profila opazovanja HLOS. Rdeče točke prikazujejo trenutno
pokritost z meritvami radiosond v 24 urah.

8.2.2

Osnovne lastnosti opazovanj HLOS

Lansiranje satelita v orbito je predvideno v 21. avgusta 2018. Pred izstrelitvijo
satelita je edini način analize produktov Aeolus uporaba simulatorja, ki prek osnovnih fizikalnih zakonitosti, ki opisujejo delovanje lidarja in sipanje EM valovanja
v ozračju, simulira delovanje celotne platforme. Vhodni podatki v simulator, vzdolž predpisane orbite Aeolus so: vertikalni profil vetra, zračni tlak, temperatura in
nekatere optične lastnosti atmosfere (npr. sipalni presek za molekule in aerosole).
Glavni produkt simulatorja so opazovanja HLOS vzdolž zadane orbite. Realističnost
simulatorja je predvsem omejena s kvaliteto vhodnih podatkov in z razumevanjem
fizikalnih lastnosti Aeolus. Pomembna lastnost simulatorja pa je fleksibilnost.
Takšen simulator je bil narejen za misijo Aeolus v sklopu sodelovanja več skupin
iz ESA in večih meteoroloških inštitutov, vključenih v razvoj misije: ECMWF, DLR,
KNMI in Meteo France. Simulator se je uporabil tudi v sklopu disertacije na Katedri za meteorologijo v UL FMF. Vhodni podatki so bili prirejeni kot kompozicija
dveh zelo kvalitetnih produktov. Prvi je 10 dnevna napoved ECMWF, narejena
na visoki horizontalni ločljivosti približno 5 km. Ta predstavlja zelo konsistenten
opis globalnega polja vetra, temperature in zračnega tlaka. Uporabil se je del simulacije nad območjem Severnega Atlantika in Evrope. Drugi del pa predstavljajo
meritve nekaterih optičnih lastnosti ozračja v istem obdobju pridobljene s satelitom
CALIPSO (Winker et al., 2010).
Tipičen primer orbite Aeolus prikazuje slika 8.4. Slika prikazuje oblake baroklinih
sistemov v zmernih zemljepisnih širinah, in z njimi povezanih lastnosti sistema
Aeolus. Začetek orbita je postavljen v točko (10◦ W, 75◦ N), konec pa v točki
(40◦ W, 15◦ N). Območja povečanega sipanja so povezana z območjem nizkega tlaka
med 20-30◦ S. Tu je plast debele oblačnosti, kjer lidar ’ne vidi’ tal. Glavni vir sipanja
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v teh primerih predstavljajo ledeni delci. Na povsem južnem delu orbite opazimo
cirus na višini 12-14 km povezan s fronto, na severnem delu pa orbita poseže v območje globoke oblačnosti. Laserski signal hitro oslabi in tipično ne doseže tal. Z
stališča uporabe opazovanj HLOS v mezoskalni model, to predstavlja slabost, saj so
opazovanja v območju močnega dviganja in konvekcije zelo pomembna za inicializacijo modela.

Figure 8.4: Koeficient za sipanje nazaj v enotah (m−1 sr−1 ) vzdolž orbite v Severnem Atlantiku. Vrednosti so dobljene iz opazovanj CALIPSO.

Uporaba simulatorja predstavlja veliko prednost, saj poznamo vhodni signal,
torej resnico. V ta namen definiramo razliko E med vrednostmi HLOS dobljene
iz simulatorja in vrednostmi HLOS preračunane iz vhodnega vetra v simulator po
modelu ECMWF. Za primer na sliki 8.4, je razlika E prikazana na sliki 8.5. Vsaka
celica na sliki 8.5(a, b) predstavlja območje reprezentativnosti posameznega opazovanja. V obeh primerih so vrednosti HLOS, pridobljene s simulatorjem Aeolus,
zelo primerljive simulirani resnici z ECMWF modelom. Napaka je znatno manjša od 10 m s−1 . Razdalja akumulacije, ki se je uporabila, je približno 90 km. V
Rayleighovem delu spektra je signal prisoten v celotnem profilu z izjemo območij
povezanih z močno oslabitvijo signala v oblakih. Pod oblaki tipično ni dovolj dobrih opazovanj, razen pod optično tankimi cirusi, kjer je sipanje še vedno močno
(Marseille and Stoffelen, 2003). Globlje v atmosferi oslabitev signala narašča in
posledično pri tleh ni kvalitetnih opazovanj. Nasprotno je signal v Miejevem delu
spektra prisoten predvsem tam, kjer so večje koncentracije aerosolov oziroma večji
delci. To velja predvsem v oblakih (npr. cirus) ampak tudi v prizemni plasti nad
območjem Sahare, kjer je naprimer gostota prašnih delcev povečana (ni prikazano).
Obsežen nabor vhodnih podatkov (61 orbit) omogoča statistično obravnavo lastnosti opazovanj HLOS. Izračunana je bila povprečna vrednost napake (E) in njen
standardni odklon (σ(E)), vključujoč vsa opazovanja vzdolž orbite. Prva količina
predstavlja sistematično odstopanje in druga napako, oziroma odstopanje od povprečja. Statistika je zbrana na sliki 8.6. Obliko profila napake opazovanj σ(E)
določata dva mehanizma. Gostota se z višino zmanjšuje, zato je v višjih plasteh
troposfere in spodnjih plasteh stratosfere količina sipalcev majhna. Nižje v atmosferi se gostota molekul sicer poveča, kar predstavlja več sipanega signala. Vendar
je signal, ko potuje nazaj proti satelitu, bolj oslabljen zaradi slojev ozračja, ki se
nahajajo med sipalcem in satelitom. To prikazuje zmanjšanje količine kvalitetnih
opazovanj (modra črtkana krivulja) v spodnji plasti troposfere (slika 8.6(a)). V obeh
primerih se napaka pri oceni Dopplerjevega zamika, oziroma hitrosti HLOS, poveča.
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Figure 8.5: Razlika hitrosti vetra HLOS dobljene iz simulatorja in vrednostmi HLOS preračunane iz vhodnega vetra v simulator iz simulacije modela ECMWF za (a) Rayleighev del spektra
in (b) Miev del spektra v m s−1 . Rdeče pike označujejo opazovanja kjer napaka po absolutni
vrednosti preseže vrednost 8 m s−1 za veter določen iz Rayleighovega sipanja in 3.5 m s−1 za
veter določen iz Miejevega sipanja.

V osrednjih in višjih plasteh troposfere je napaka najmanjša. Ta za izbrano dolžino
akumulacije 100 km znaša 2-3 m s−1 . Značilna sprememba napake se zgodi na približno 16 km in se pojavi zaradi spremembe v vertikalni ločljivosti opazovanj z 1 km
na 2 km. Za uporabo HLOS opazovanj v prognostičnih modelih, je ključna primerjava ocene napake HLOS z dejansko napako. Na sliki je to prikazano z primerjavo
oranžne in črne črtkane krivulje. Opazimo, da se ocena napake zelo dobro ujema z
dejansko napako, kar kaže na konsistentnost platforme Aeolus.
V Miejevem delu spektra so napake vetra in sistematično odstopanje v splošnem
manjše kot v Rayleighovem delu spektra (slika 8.6(b)). Napake, pri izbrani razdalji
akumulacije 60 km, znašajo približno 1 m s−1 , kar je za skoraj 2 m s−1 bolje kot
v Rayleighovem delu spektra. To je pričakovano, saj je Miejev del spekter znatno
ožji od Rayleighovega dela spektra (slika 8.2(a)). Podobno kot v Rayleighovem
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Figure 8.6: Statistične lastnosti simuliranega vetra HLOS iz (a) Rayleighovega in (b) Mievega
dela spektra. Sistematično odstopanje E prikazuje črna polna krivulja, kjer E predstavlja razliko med HLOS dobljene iz simulatorja in vrednostmi HLOS preračunane iz vhodnega vetra v
simulator iz simulacije modela ECMWF. Standardni odklon (napaka) σ(E) (označeno STD),
pridobljen iz primerjave s simuliranim vetrom, je opisan z črno črtkano krivuljo. Napaka HLOS
ocenjena s simulatorjem je prikazana z oranžno krivuljo. Modra črtkana krivulja opisuje število
opazovanj na voljo v 10-dnevnem analiziranem obdobju. Rdeče obravane krivulje v tekstu niso
obravnavane.

delu spektra, so napake večje predvsem pri tleh in tudi višje v atmosferi. Tam
se količina aerosolov in prašnih delcev znatno zmanjša, oziroma oslabitev signala
je velika. Profil količine opazovanj (modra črtkana krivulja) poleg tega prikazuje
dvoje. Maksimalna količina opazovanj je v povprečju skoraj 2 krat manjša kot v
Rayleighovem delu spektra. Oblika profila pa nakazuje, da obstajata dve preferenčni
plasti, kjer je opazovanj veliko. V plasteh do približno 2 km je to predvsem posledica
sipanja na prašnih delcih (npr. prašni delci nad območjem Severne Afrike) in delcih
v nižjih plasteh oblakov. Za plast nad 6 km pa je pomembno sipanje na delcih v
oblakih povezanih s konvektivnimi sistemi.
Relativno majhne napake so poleg majhnega sistematičnega odstopanja, glavni
pogoj za uporabo HLOS v postopku napovedovanja. Odvisnost napake opazovanj
HLOS od razdalje akumulacije je prikazana na sliki 8.7. V Rayleighovem delu spektra je odvisnost napake približno obratno sorazmerna s kvadratnim korenom razdalje
akumulacije. To je posledica napake pri procesu štetja fotonov na detektorju, kar
opisuje Poissonova porazdelitev (Marseille et al., 2008b). Zmanjšanje napake je
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mogoče s povprečevanjem meritev na večji skali. Vendar to vpliva na zmanjšanje
števila opazovanj (slika 8.7(b)). Približno velja naslednje. ko se razdalja akumulacije zmanjša za trikrat (iz 90 na 30 km), se napaka poveča za približno faktor
1.5. Vendar pa se število opazovanj pri tem poveča za dvakrat. To nakazuje na
priložnost za LAM, saj povečana ločljivost HLOS prispeva relativno več opazovanj
kot bi pričakovali glede na njihovo zvišanje napake.
V Miejevem delu spektra je odvisnost sicer podobne oblike, vendar je občutljivost
napake z razdaljo akumulacije relativno manjša kot v Rayleighovem delu spektra.
Opazimo namreč, da je napaka v območju 1-1.2 m s−1 relativno konstantna za razdalje akumulacije na območju 30-90 km. Vendar pa se pri tem število opazovanj
na izbranem območju poveča za faktor 2.5. To je za asimilacijo opazovanj HLOS
v LAM zelo koristna informacija, saj je horizontalna ločljivost opazovanj Mie lahko
relativno velika, kar privede do več visoko-ločljivih opazovanj, njihova napaka pa se
pri tem praktično ne spremeni.
Izbira optimalne dolžine akumulacije je tako kompromis med kvaliteto opazovanj
in številom opazovanj. V modelih na omejenem območju je oboje pomemben faktor, saj je domena modela ponavadi majhna, potrebe po večji ločljivosti opazovanj
pa velike. Za specifični LAM sistem je priporočljivo najprej ugotoviti optimanlno
razdaljo akumulacije HLOS, saj bo le tako možno pridobiti kar največ iz opazovanj
Aeolus.

Figure 8.7: (a,c) Napaka opazovanj HLOS in (b,d) količina opazovanj v odvisnosti od razdalje
akumulacije v različnih plasteh atmosfere za meritve tipa (a,b) Rayleigh in (c,d) Mie. Količina
opazovanj je v enotah 1000. Polne krivulje v (a, b) prikazujejo standardni odklon na celotnem
vzorcu 61 orbit v obdobju 10 dni. Črktane krivulje prikazujejo oceno napake opazovanj HLOS
pridobljeno iz simulatorja.

8.3

Uporaba opazovanj HLOS v mezoskalnem prognostičnem modelu

Sistem za asimilacijo opazovanj HLOS v mezoskalni model, sestavlja izpopoljnjena
shema za asimilacijo DART, ki je razvita na oddelku za razvoj metod asimilacije
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podatkov (DAReS) v Nacionalnem centru za raziskave atmosfere (ang. National
Center for Atmospheric Research - NCAR) v ZDA (Anderson et al., 2009). DART je
sklopljen z modelom za napovedovanje vremena WRF (ang. Weather Research and
Forecasting, Skamarock et al. 2008). Asimilacijska shema DART spada v skupino
asimilacijskih metod s pomočjo ansamblov, t.i. EnKF (ang. Ensemble Kalman
filter, Ghil et al., 1981). V primerjavi z variacijsko metodo, ki se je uporabila
v preteklih študijah vpliva Aeolus, metoda z ansambli ocenjuje kovariance napak
prvega približka iz ansambla kratkoročnih napovedi. Kovariance so zelo pomembna
količina v postopku asimilacije, saj določajo, kako so napake napovedi različnih
spremenljivk (npr. temperatura in veter) med seboj povezane. Lahko pričakujemo,
da so kovariance pridobljene z metodo EnKF bolj realistične kot kovariance, ki jih
uporablja variacijska metoda.
Nov sistem je zastavljen z ansamblom 50 članov, kar predstavlja tipično izbiro za
modele podobnih lastnosti (Schwartz et al., 2015). Pri mezoskalnem modeliranju,
poleg dobrih začetnih pogojev vsak član ansambla potrebuje tudi stranske robne
pogoje. To je zelo pomembno v asimilaciji tipa EnKF, saj omejena velikost ansambla
in nepoznavanje napak modela lahko privedejo do slabe učinkovitosti asimilacije. V
tem sistemu so robni pogoji določeni za vsakega člana v ansamblu posebej, kar
predstavlja trenutno najbolj učinkovito metodo. Za pripravo robnih pogojev se
uporablja ansambel 50 članov napovedi operativnega sistema ECMWF.

8.3.1

Asimilacija meritev HLOS

Opazovanje HLOS je linearna kombinacija dveh komponent horizontalnega vetra. V
neki točki se HLOS računa z naslednjo enačbo
HLOS(α) = U sin α + V cos α

(8.2)

kjer kot α predstavlja azimut, kot med linijo usmeritve lidarja in severom (slika
8.2(b)), U in V sta zonalna in meridionalna komponenta vetra. V bližini ekvatorja
je HLOS skoraj enak zonalnemu vetru, ker je azimut okoli 80◦ . Na zemljepisni širini
45◦ azimut znaša približno 60◦ oziroma, HLOS je za 30◦ odmaknjen od zonalne
smeri. Globalno bodo opazovanja Aeolus bolj prispevala k opisu zonalnega kot
meridionalnega toka.
V postopku asimilacije se opazovanje kombinira s prvim približkom, ki je na
razpolago iz prejšnje modelske napovedi (običajno 3-urne ali 6-urne napovedi). Pri
tem se dve informaciji utežita glede na njuni napaki. Razlika med analizo in prvim
približkom se imenuje prirastek analize in opisuje vpliv opazovanj. Posamezno opazovanje ne vpliva samo na vrednost v točki, v kateri je narejeno, ampak se njegov vpliv razprši v sosednje točke v horizontali in vertikali v modelskem prostoru.
Razpršitev je določena z lastnostmi napak, opisanih v matrikah kovarianc napak
prvega približka in opazovanj. Razpršitev se dogaja tudi med spremenljivkami, tako
da opazovanja vetra vplivajo na analizo polja temperature in nasprotno. To medsebojno delovanje spremenljivk v asimilaciji imenujemo multivariatna asimilacija.
V postopku asimilacije ohranjamo opazovanja karseda v njihovi izvirni obliki,
in njihov prvi približek določimo iz modelskih spremenljivk. Tako pri asimilaciji
posameznega opazovanja HLOS najprej iz prvega približka vetra izračunamo prvi
približek HLOS kot HLOSb = Ub sin α + Vb cos α , kjer sta Ub in Vb kratkoročna
napoved vetra, azimut α je znan vnaprej. HLOSb se primerja z meritvijo HLOSo in
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se določi prirastek analize ∆HLOS kot ∆HLOS = HLOSa −HLOSb = k(HLOSo −
HLOSb ) , kjer je utež k definirana kot razmerje varianc napak prvega približka (σb )
in opazovanja (σo ): k = σb2 /(σb2 + σo2 ). Prirastek ∆HLOS je na koncu potrebno
preračunati v prirastke zonalne in meridionalne komponente vetra. Opisani postopek
je ilustriran z primerom v nadaljevanju.
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Figure 8.8: Prirastki analize pri asimilaciji enega opazovanja HLOS za različne vrednosti
azimuta. Opazovanje je asimilirano v mirnem območju na ploskvi 850 hPa nad Severnim
Atlantikom (modra točka). Prirastki temperature v K so v pobarvanih izolinijah, hitrost v m s−1
je predstavljena z črtastimi izolinijami in vektorji. Referenčni eksperiment (UV) predstavlja
asimilacijo zonalne in meridionalne komponente vetra (zgoraj levo). Barvna tabela in velikost
vektorjev vetra sta na spodnjih dveh slikah prilagojena manjšim prirastkom analize.

Pri ansambelski asimilaciji lahko prirastke analize analiziramo za vsak član ansambla. Prirastek bo zaradi opazovanj HLOS vplival na prirastke v polju zonalnega
vetra, meridionalnega vetra, temperature in vlage. Amplituda prirastkov je odvisna
od dveh lastnosti. Prva je kovarianca prvega približka. Ta opisuje, kako dobra je
napoved in kako so med seboj povezane napake v prostoru in med različnimi spremenljivkami. Drugo lastnost predstavlja azimut in napaka opazovanj HLOS. To
najlažje razložimo s pomočjo eksperimenta, v katerem je bilo asimilirano eno opa166
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Figure 8.9: Amplituda prirastkov analize na lokaciji opazovanja na sliki 8.8 v zonalnem vetru
(modro), meridionalnem (rdeče) in komponenti HLOS (črno) v m s−1 . Dve horizontalni črtkani
črti označujeta prirastka v zonalnem in meridionalnem vetru za primer, ko se asimilirata obe
komponenti vetra. Azmiuth v enotah stopinje od severne smeri je predstavjen na x osi.

zovanje HLOS. Opazovanje je asimilirano na relativno mirnem območju na ploskvi
850 hPa nad Severnim Atlantikom (slika 8.8).
Veter na izbrani lokaciji je v prvem približku skoraj povsem zonalen V⃗b =
(U, V ) = (10.38, 0.91) m s−1 , smer vetra je torej za približno 5◦ severno od zonalne komponente. Opazovanje v isti točki kaže v enako smer kot V⃗b , vendar je veter
za približno 3 m s−1 močnejši; V⃗o = (U, V ) = (13, 00, 1, 14) m s−1 .
Iz opazovanja V⃗0 se je izračunal HLOS za poljuben azimut med 0◦ (meridionalni veter) in 90◦ (zonalni veter). Opazovanje HLOS je nato asimilirano v EnKF in
analizirani so prirastki analize v odvisnosti od azimuta. Za primerjavo je narejen
eksperiment (označen UV), v katerem sta obe komponenti vetra, U in V, asimilirani skupaj. Rezultati so prikazani na sliki 8.8. Najprej opazimo, da je informacija
opazovanja vetra v eni točki razpršena v bližnjo okolico kot je določeno s poljem
kovarianc. Amplituda prirastka vetra je največja, ko HLOS kaže približno v enako
smer kot izmerjeni veter, torej za α = 85◦ . Najmanjši prirastki pa so v primeru,
ko je HLOS postavljen pravokotno na prvi približek HLOSb , oziroma α = −5◦ .
Zaradi povezave med kovariancami napak v poljih prvega približka vetra in temperature, opazovanje HLOS povzroča tudi prirastke v polju temperature. Prirastki
temperature so sicer majhni (reda 0.1 K), kar kaže, da je korelacija med vetrom in
temperaturo v izbranem primeru majhna.
Odvisnost amplitude prirastkov analize od azimuta je prikazana na sliki 8.9.
Amplituda prirastka zonalnega vetra monotono narašča z naraščanjem azimuta. V
meridionalem vetru pa je odvisnost kvadratne oblike, kar je posledica dveh mehanizmov. Bolj kot je azimut blizu 0◦ , bolj naraščajo prirastki v meridionalnem vetru,
zaradi večje korelacije med HLOS in meridionalno komponento vetra. Vendar ko
bo azimut dovolj majhen, prevladuje dejstvo, da je vrednost HLOS v opazovanju
in v prvem približku zelo blizu 0 m s−1 , kar povzroči, da so prirastki zanemarljivi.
Zelo podobni rezultati so predstavljeni v študiji Žagar (2004b), kjer so v primeru
tridimenzionalne variacijske metode asimilacije opazovanja HLOS komaj vplivala
na drugo komponento vetra in druge spremenljivke. Rezultati na sliki 8.9 torej
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predvsem odražajo lastnosti opazovanj HLOS.

8.3.2

Primerjava vpliva meritev HLOS s posameznimi komponentami vetra

Glavni eksperiment je asimilacija opazovanj HLOS v daljšem časovnem obdobju.
Cilj tega eksperimenta je primerjati statističen vpliv opazovanj HLOS na kvaliteto
analize v primerjavi z vplivom opazovanj U in V. Ker realnih opazovanj, ob času
priprave eksperimenta še ni bilo, so opazovanja generirana na posebno pripravljeni
mreži, prikazani na sliki 8.10 skupaj z modelskim računskim območjem. Mreža
opazovanj je homogena, kar omogoča zelo učinkovito primerjavo vpliva opazovanj
različnih komponent vetra.
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Figure 8.10: Območje mezoskalnega modela v študiji vpliva opazovanj HLOS v mezoskalnem
modelu. Oranžne točke predstavljajo lokacije profilov opazovanj. V vsaki točki je pod ploskvijo
100 hPa približno 50 opazovanj temperature, zonalnega in meridionalnega vetra in opazovanj
HLOS.

V vsaki točki z opazovanji je med tlemi in 100 hPa definiran profil s približno 50
opazovanji U, V, HLOS in temperature (T). Opazovanja so generirana iz daljše simulacije z modelom WRF na ločljivosti 10 km in z različnimi parametrizacijami kot
v asimilacijskem ciklu. Tako pripravljen eksperiment spada v skupino t.i. eksperimentiov OSSE (ang. Observing System Simulation Experiment, Atlas 1997). Narejenih je več eksperimentov, v katerih so vsakih 6 ur, v obdobju od 5-20 septembra
2015, asimilirana opazovanja T, U, V in HLOS ali njihove kombinacije. V referenčnem eksperimentu TUV se asimilira opazovanja T, U in V. V eksperimentih
TU, TV in THLOS pa se asimilira temperatura in ena izmed komponent vetra:
U, V oziroma HLOS. Asimilirana opazovanja temperature simulirajo karakteristike
trenutnega opazovalnega sistema, saj je večina sedanjih opazovanj prav opazovanja
temperature.
Po pričakovanjih so najboljši rezultati pridobljeni v eksperimentu TUV. Opazovanja HLOS vplivajo na kvaliteto napovedi podobno kot katerakoli komponenta
vetra (U ali V). Vendar, prispevek HLOS k kvaliteti analize U in V komponent vetra
je razporejen sorazmerno z azimutom 60◦ , kar pomeni, da HLOS vpliva okoli dvakrat
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več na zonalni kot na meridionalni veter. Rezultati nakazujejo, da lahko opazovanja
HLOS iz satelita Aeolus prispevajo k pripravi izboljšanih začetnih pogojev za LAM
nad Europo. To velja še posebej v primeru, ko satelit prispeva opazovanja profilov
vetra nad frontami v Severnem Atlantiku. Prav takšen primer je predstavljen na
naslednjih slikah.
Slika 8.11 prikazuje primer hladne fronte v Severnem Atlantiku na ploskvi 925
hPa. Fronto zaznamujejo procesi na dveh prostorskih skalah, znani kot semi-geostrofska cirkulacija. Vzdolž fronte, z velikostnim redom 1000 km, približno velja
geostrofsko ravnovesje med poljem vetra in temperature, ki je sicer tipično na sinoptičnih skalah. Pri takšnem ravnovesju je možno vsaj delno določiti polje vetra iz
opazovanj temperature. Druga skala opisuje bolj pomembne procese čez fronto z
velikostnim redom do 100 km. Ti so močno ageostrofske narave in so povezani z
vertikalno cirkulacijo in padavinami ob fronti. Opazovanja vetra so tu posebej koristna za zanesljiv opis cirkulacije, saj iz meritev temperature ne moremo oceniti
komponente vetra prečno na fronto.
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Figure 8.11: Primer fronte v Severnem Atlantiku (a) na ploskvi 925 hPa in (b) na ploskvi 200
hPa. Temperatura v K (pobarvane konture), vektorji in hitrost vetra v m s−1 in lokacija hladne
fronte (rumena črta).

V primeru fronte na sliki 8.11, so opazovanja U, V, T in HLOS asimilirana v
eni sami točki nekaj 10 km vzhodno od hladne fronte, kot je prikazano na sliki
8.12. Prikazana je primerjava med simulirano resnico (ang. nature-run) in prvim
približkom. Opazimo lahko, da je v prvem približku gradient v polju temperature za fronto znatno večji in da je striženje vetra čez fronto bolj izrazito kot v
resnici. Poleg tega, fronti v prvem približku manjka ukrivljenost. V točki, kjer se
asimilira opazovanje (modra točka na sliki 8.12), je veter v prvem približku enak
V⃗b = (U, V ) = (4, −7) m s−1 , izmerjeni veter pa je V⃗o = (U, V ) = (8, −9) m s−1
in je torej usmerjen nekoliko bolj zonalno kot v prvem približku. Asimilira se tudi
opazovanje temperature, ki je v prvem približku 284 K, izmerjena vrednost pa je za
2 K večja. Opazovanje HLOS je izračunano iz vrednosti V⃗o z azimutom 60◦ .
Prirastki analize iz različnih opazovanj so prikazani na slikah 8.13 in 8.14. Razlika med resnico in prvim približkom, ki predstavlja referenčno polje za prirastke
analiz, je prikazana na sliki 8.14. Med eksperimenti, v katerih je asimilirano samo
eno opazovanje, je največje prirastke v polju vetra povzročilo opazovanje temperature. Prirastki v polju temperature so sicer zelo majhni (10% razlike med resnico
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 8.12: Primerjava polja vetra in temperature na delu fronte iz slike 10 na ploskvi 925
hPa. (a) Simulirana resnica, (b) povprečni prvi približek in (c) prvi približek za prvi član
ansambla. Hitrost v m s−1 (barvne izolinije), temperatura v K (črne izolinije) in vektorji vetra.
Opazovanja so asimilirana na lokaciji modre točke.

in prvim približkom), kar je posledica majhne napake v prvem približku temperature. Prirastki v polju vetra so, v primerjavi z ostalimi eksperimenti, zelo veliki (do 3 m s−1 ). To je posledica močne sklopitve med vetrom in temperaturo
vzdolž fronte. Opazovanji zonalnega in meridionalnega vetra prispevata k analizi
različno. V primeru, ko se asimilira meridionalni veter, so prirastki podobni kot
v eksperimentu T, vendar z manjšo amplitudo. Ko pa se asimilira zonalni veter,
imajo prirastki vetra nasprotno smer. Glavni razlog teh razlik je v sklopitvi med
zonalnim in meridionalnim vetrom, ki ga določajo kovariance v polju prvega približka. Na sliki 8.12 opazimo, da je lokacija opazovanja ravno na območju, kjer
je prisotno močno striženje. Tako povečanje (zmanjšanje) zonalne hitrosti sovpada
s povečanjem (zmanjšanjem) meridionalne hitrosti. Ker opazovanje V⃗o sugerira,
da je v primerjavi s prvim približkom V⃗b potrebno hkrati povečati zonalno hitrost
in zmanjšati meridionalno hitrost, bodo prirastki dveh komponent vetra nasprotni
v smeri, kot prikazuje slika 8.13. Asimilacija opazovanja HLOS z azimutom 60◦
po pričakovanjih ustvari prirastke bolj podobne tistim iz eksperimenta U kot V.
Prirastki analize imajo večjo amplitudo in so bolj natančni, če se asimilirata opazovanji temperature in vetra hkrati (slika 8.13 levo). Pričakovano, največje prirastke
prispeva eksperiment TV.
Pomembno lastnost opazovanja HLOS lahko opazimo, če primerjamo prirastke
iz eksperimentov UV in HLOSuv na sliki 8.14. V obeh eksperimentih se asimilira
celotna informacija o vetru, vendar v primeru HLOSuv asimilacijo dveh ločenih
komponent vetra nadomesti HLOS usmerjen v smer vektorja vetra. Kljub enaki
informaciji o opazovanju vetra, so prirastki analiz pomembno različni. Eno samo
opazovanje v eksperimentu HLOSuv prispeva večje prirastke v temperaturi, kot če se
asimilirata dve skalarni komponenti. Podobno se zdi tudi v polju vetra, kar bi pomenilo da asimilacije vetra v obliki HLOSuv privede do boljših analiz kot če se asimilira
celotni vektor vetra. To seveda ni mogoče, saj je informacija o vetru v opazovanjih v
obeh primerih (HLOSuv in UV) enaka. Ker je metoda asimilacije sekvenčna, je zelo
enostavno izračunati prirastke analize analitično. Evaluacija takšnega analitičnega
modela na izbranem primeru je pokazala, da veter v analizi eksperimenta HLOSuv
ne more biti boljši od vetra v analizi eksperimenta UV, lahko pa je nekoliko drugačen
(npr. boljša meridionalna komponenta vetra na račun slabše zonalne komponente
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Figure 8.13: Prirastki analize v točki s slike 8.12. Prikazani so eksperimente, kjer se asimilirajo
različne kombinacije opazovanj horizontalnega vetra (U), meridionalnega vetra (V), temperature
(T) in HLOS z azimutom 60◦ . Prirastki v polju temperature v K so prikazani z barvnimi
izolinijami, v polju hitrosti v m s−1 z črnimi izolinijami in z vektorji vetra.
a)

b)

Figure 8.14: (a) Kot na sliki 8.13 vendar za primer, ko se asimilirata obe komponenti vetra
in ko se asimilira HLOS, ki je merjen vzdolž vektorja vetra. (b) Razlika med resnico in prvim
približkom.

vetra). Ta isti model pokaže da je asimilacija HLOSuv še posebaj koristna za prirastke analize v temperature (multivariatna komponenta), saj eksperiment HLOSuv
lahko privede do nekoliko boljše (manj od 10%) analize v temperaturi kot v eksperiment UV.

8.4

Zaključki

Satelitske meritve prispevajo več kot 90% vseh opazovanj ozračja. Pri tem prevladujejo opazovanja polja mase (preko opazovanj temperature), katerih je veliko
več kot opazovanj vetra. Primanjkljaj direktnih opazovanj profilov vetra bo z začetkom 21. avgusta 2018 poskušal vsaj nekoliko zapolniti satelit Evropske vesoljske
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agencije Aeolus. Aeolus bo prispeval opazovanja vetra HLOS (ang. horizontal lineof-sight) globalno, med tlemi in približno 30 km v stratosferi. HLOS predstavlja
radialno komponento vetra glede na usmerjenost Dopplerjevega lidarja, projecirano
horizontalno.
Pričakovano je, da bo globalna pokritost satelita Aeolus pozitivno vplivala na
kvaliteto začetnih pogojev (analiz) predvsem na območjih, kjer meritve temperature
ne povedo kaj dosti o vetru, meritev opazovanj vetra pa trenutno ni. To so območja
v tropskem pasu in nad oceani, predvsem nad južno poloblo. V preteklosti narejene
študije vpliva opazovanj vetra na izboljšanje napovedi vremena kažejo, da imajo profili vetra pomembno vlogo za kvaliteto napovedi, posebej informacija o vertikalnem
striženju vetra. V zmernih zemljepisnih širinah je striženje vetra ključno za razvoj
ciklonov in konvekcije. Študije vpliva Aeolusa so pokazale, da je izboljšanje 6 dnevne
napovedi v tropskih območjih lahko tudi do 2 dni.
Opazovanja vetra so pomebna predvsem pri opisu procesov, pri katerih je sklopitev med poljem mase in poljem vetra šibka. To je pomebno med drugim v modelih
na višji ločljivosti, kjer so še posebaj pomebna opazovanja na višji ločljivosti, čemur
pa Aeolus v svoji prvotni ideji ni namenjen. Vendar, ker v splošnem opazovanj vetra
primankuje in ker Aeolus ločljivost opazovanj ni fiksna, se poraja vprašanje o možni
uporabi Aeolus v mezoskalnih modelih. Vpliv opazovanj HLOS na pripravo začetnih
pogojev za mezoskalni model, predstavlja glavno raziskovalno vprašanje doktorske
disertacije.
Ovrednotenje vpliva opazovanj HLOS na analizo, je bilo narejeno v primerjavi
z vplivom vektorja vetra oziroma njegove zonalne ali meridionalne kompomente.
Rezultati so najprej pokazali, da je vpliv opazovanj HLOS linearno razporejen med
zonalni in meridionalni veter, z večjim vplivom na zonalno komponento. To je
pričakovano, saj je HLOS nagnjen v smer 30◦ od zonalne smeri, torej bolje opisuje
zonalno kot pa meridionalno komponento vetra. Ta linearnost je bila razvidna že
v preteklih študijah (npr. Horanyi et al., 2015a), kar nakazuje na osnovno lastnost
opazovanj HLOS, ne glede na različne metode priprave začentih pogojev kot sta,
ansambelski pristop oziroma variacijski pristop.
Povprečen vpliv HLOS na izboljšanje analize vetra, na območju Severnega Atlantika in Evrope, v obdobju 15 dni v mesecu septembru, je signifikanten v primerjavi
z vplivom posamezne komponente vetra oziroma vektorja vetra. Vpliv je sicer, glede
na pričakovano linearnost operatorja HLOS, nekoliko manj izrazit na meridionalno
komponento.
Pomebnost opisa kovarianc napak za asimilacijo v mezoskalni model, je bila
prikazana na primeru fronte v Severnem Alantiku. Napake prvega približka in kovariance napak so vzdolž fronte, v pasu debeline ∼100 km, izrazito večje kot drugje
v modelski domeni. Opazovanje temperature se je v izbranem primeru izkazalo za
zelo učinkovito, saj je prispevalo relativno večje prirastke analize v zonalni in meridionalni komponenti vetra, kot pa asimilacija direktno vetra. Takšnega izazitega
multivariatnega vpliva v asimilacijskem ciklu dolgem 15 dni, v povprečju sicer ni
razbrati, saj so fronte hitro razvijajoče se strukture s prečno dimenzijo le nekaj
100 km. Relativno velik multivariatni vpliv je razviden tudi pri asimilaciji vetra
HLOS. Vpliv HLOS je sicer po pričakovanjih razporejen linearno med zonalni in
meridionalni veter.
Izbrani primer hladne fronte, se je izkazal za idealen testni primer za študij različnih lastnosti asimilacije. To je naprimer primerjava med asimilacijo opazovanja
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vektorja vetra in opazovanjem HLOS, usmerjenega v isto smer kot kaže vektor vetra. V takšnem primeru bo HLOS ’videl’ celotno polje vetra, kljub dejstvu, da je
HLOS skalarna količina. V študiji (Gao et al., 2015) so pokazali, da takšno razlikovanje privede do razlik v asimilaciji, ki pa so predvsem posledica napačnega
vrednotenja napak. V izbranem primeru je asimilacija v obeh primerih privedla do
znatno drugačnih prirastkov analiz. Prirastki v meridionalnem vetru so boljši, kot
če se asimilirata obe komponenti vetra. Vendar pa so prirastki v zonalnem vetru
slabši, kar kaže na dejstvo, da je razlika med primeroma predvsem v drugačni prostorski razporeditvi prirastkov analiz. Signifikantnost teh rezultatov bi bilo potrebno
preveriti v asimilacijskem ciklu, kar bi pokazalo ali ima predstavitev opazovanj vetra
za asimilacijo v sekvenčnem filtru značilen pomen.
Pozitivnega vpliva opazovanj HLOS v izbrani študiji ni možno direktno aplicirati na prihajajoča opazovanja Aeolus. Aeolus namreč ne vidi pod oblaki, kar v
prikazanih študijah ni bilo upoštevano. Prav tako je pokritost tipičnega območja
LAM, z opazovanji Aeolus majhna. Pri tem je potrebno upoštevati tudi to, da opazovanja Aeous niso opazovanja v točki prostora, ampak so predstavljena kot povprečje
vzdolž potovanja satelita.
Vprašanje vpliva Aeolus v LAM je še posebaj zanimivo zaradi možnosti povečanja
ločljivosti opazovanj HLOS (t.i. akumulacija opazovanj). Vendar pa zaradi lastnosti merjenja z Dopplerjevim lidarjem, večja ločljivost pomeni tudi večje napake
opazovanj. Meritev se opravlja ločeno za Ralyeighov in Miev del spektra. Zelo
kvalitetna so opazovanja, izračunana iz Miejevega dela spektra, vendar pa je teh v
zmernih zemljepisnih širinah tipično dvakrat manj kot opazovanj iz Ralyeighovega
dela spektra. Za uporabo opazovanj v postopku priprave začetnih pogojev numerične napovedi vremena je predvidena akumulacija meritev vzdolž orbite dolžine 90
km. Opazovanja imajo v tem primeru napake reda 2-3 m s−1 (Rayleigh), kar je več
kot trenutno znašajo napake radiosondažnih meritev. V namen prihodnjih študij
vpliva Aeolus na napoved vremena nad območje Europe in Severnega Atlantika je
bila opravljena študija občutljivosti napake opazovanj kot funkcija ločljivosti opazovanj. Napaka v Miejevem delu spektra je skoraj konstanta in je v povprečju nekje
na intervalu 1-1.2 m s−1 za akumulacijo med 90 km in 30 km. Vendar pa povečanje
ločljivosti iz 90 na 30 km poveča število opazovanj Mie za 2.5 krat v izbrani domeni.
Asimilacija Aeolus v LAM bo največ prispeva na račun večje ločljivosti opazovanj
Mie.
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